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requestor. No agency should print paper copies of public records unless specifically requested 
by the requestor. 

b.' "reasonably translatable records." The concept of reasonably translatable records is used 
where existing electronic records are converted from one electronic format to another. That 
concept should not be applied to the copying of paper records, which involves the creation of a 
new electronic image of an existing paper document. Nor should the concept be used where a 
requestor asks for paper copies of electronic records (which are created by printing). The 
existing model rules and parts of the AGO proposal are confusing in several places and should be 
changed: 

o The AGO proposal adds language to WAC 44-14-05001 that equates scanning (copying) 
paper documents with translating electronic records into another format. AGO Proposal 
at 37. 

o The AGO proposal adds language to WAC 44-14-05001 that erroneously states that 
agencies have no obligation to obtain the equipment and software necessary to copy 
public records. AGO Proposal at 38. 

o Existing WAC 44-14-05002(2) discusses copying paper records under the heading of 
"reasonably translatable electronic records," conflating the two concepts that should be 
separated. 

o Existing WAC 44-14-05002(2)(c)(i).erroneously addresses "paper-only" records as an 
example of "reasonably translatable" electronic records. 

WCOG proposes revising the rules such that copying paper records is only addressed in WAC 
44-14-050. All references to "scanning" should be deleted from WAC 44-14-05001 and -.05002. 

Agencies may point out that various appellate opinions make erroneous factual statements about 
the alleged difference between copying and scanning. But appellate opinions are only precedent 
on legal issues, not factual matters. An incorrect factual statement in an appellate opinion about 
how a digital copier works is not legal precedent any more than an incorrect mathematical 
statement that two plus two equals five would be precedent. An incorrect factual statement about 
technology in a judicial opinion only matters to the parties to that particular case, who may have 
problems with collateral estoppel. 

WCOG notes that there are still several sections of the PRA that purport to distinguish between 
"photocopying" and electronic copies of public records. See ROW 42.56.070(7) ("Each agency 
may establish, maintain, and make available for public inspection and copying a statement of the 
actual costs that it charges for providing photocopies or'electronically produced copies, of public 
records..."); RCW 42.56.120(2)(b) (agency shall not charge in excess of "Fifteen cents per page 
for photocopies of public records, printed copies of electronic public records when requested by 
the person requesting records, or for the use of agency equipment to photocopy public records"); 
RCW 42.56.130 ("photocopies or electronically produced copies of public records"). None of 
these provisions recognize any legal distinction between "photocopying" and scanning paper 
records to create electronic copies. Unless and until these obsolete provisions are updated, 
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references to "photocopying" should be understood to refer to machines that scan paper records 
and then print a paper copy. 

c. Databases are public records that can be copied and redacted. There are unfortunately 
common misperceptions about how databases are treated the PRA. Many agencies do not 
understand that an entire database is a "writing" and a "record" that can be redacted and copied. 
In fact, because databases consist entirely of computer data organized into fields, records and 
tables, they are the easiest type of public record to redact. Agencies should not rely in outdated 
and/or misguided decisions that suggest otherwise, such,as Mitchell v. Department of 
Corrections, 164 Wn. App. 597, 260 P.3d 249 (2011). There, the requester asked for records in a 
computer database. The Court of Appeals upheld the Department's refusal to produce the 
records in electronic format: 

The requested records are stored in a computer database and ostensibly include 
information that must be redacted. Requiring DOC to disclose these records 
electronically would force the agency to print the records, redact them, and then 
scan them back into electronic format. 

Mitchell, 164 Wn. App. at 607. The suggestion that one would redact a database by printing it 
onto paper reflects a lack of understanding about how databases work, and the fact that databases 
are easily redacted using software tools. The rules should indicate that databases should always 
be redacted electronically. 

Furthermore, databases—even very large databases—are just computer files that can be copied 
onto a sufficiently large storage device and redacted. More that 10 years ago Snohomish County 
erroneously argued that its land use database "AMANDA" could not be copied or redacted. The 
requestor proved that it was not only possible, but actually very easy. 

The model rules need to clearly state that a database is a public record that can be copied and 
redacted, and that requestor's are not required to seek customized access to these records. The 
AGO proposal does not make these points sufficiently clear. 

d. WCOG's proposed revised rule. WCOG proposes amending WAC 44=14-050(3) as 
follows: 

WAC 44-14-050 Processing of public records requests—
Electronic records. 

(1) Scanning paper records. (Name of agency) shall copy 
existinq paper records by scanning such records to create electronic 
copies as PDF files, whether or not the requestor wants electronic copies 
or paper copies. 

((4)) (2) Requesting electronic records. The process for 
requesting electronic public records is the same as for requesting paper 
public records. 
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((-2)) (3) Providing electronic records. When a requestor 
requests records in an electronic format, the public records officer will 
provide the nonexempt records or portions of such records that are 
reasonably locatable in an electronic format that is used by the name of 
agency and is generally commercially available, or in a format that is 
reasonably translatable from the format in which the agency keeps the 
record. Costs for providing electronic records are governed by ((WAG44-
44-07003)) RCW 42.56.120 and 42.56.130. The fee schedule is available 
at (agency address and web site address). 

((3)) (4)  Databases and customized electronic access ((to 
databases)) services. A database is an organized collection of computer 
data existing in one or more computer files. Databases make it easy for 
agencies to collect, organize and manipulate large amounts of data. 
Because the information in databases is contained in organized fields, 
records and tables it is easier to access, search and manipulate than other 
forms of information. A database is a "writing" and therefore a "public 
record" that can be copied and redacted electronically. If a requestor asks 
for a copy of a database, and provides (or pays for) a sufficient storage 
device or online account to receive a copy, the agency must provide a 
redacted electronic copy. 

While not required, and with the consent of the requestor, the 
(name of agency) may decide to provide customized ((aGGecc under R('1A/ 

43.105.290 if the rennrid is not reasonably locatable or not reasenohly 

translatable into the format requested)) electronic access services and 
assess charges under RCW 42.56.120(2)(f). A customized service charge 
applies only if the (name of agency) estimates that the request would 
require the use of information technology expertise to prepare data 
compilations, or provide customized electronic access services when such 
compilations and customized access services are not used by the agency 
for other purposes. The (name of agency) may charge a fee consistent 
with RCW ((43.105.280)) 42.56.120 (2)(f) for such customized access. 
The fee schedule is available at (agency address and web site address). 

WAC 44-14-05001 Access to electronic records. 

WCOG has no objections to the AGO's proposed revisions to the first paragraph of WAC 44-14-
05001. 

a. Copying paper records is not translation of electronic records. As explained in WCOG's 
comments on WAC 44-14-050 (above), the concept of reasonably translatable records should not 
be applied to copying paper records. WCOG has deleted the sentence, added by the AGO 
proposal to the second paragraph of WAC 44-14-05001, which states that scanning paper records 
does not create a new public record. 
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b. Most agencies should make records available over the internet. The AGO proposal at 38 
includes a new fourth paragraph relating to delivering electronic records to the requestor. The 
AGO proposal notes that delivery can be accomplished in several ways. However, in WCOG's 
experience many agencies that could easily provide records over the internet simply refuse to do 
so, insisting on providing batches of records on CDRs or DVDs sent in the mail. There is no 
valid reason for these practices, particularly where public records officers are required to receive 
training on electronic records. Agencies that don't have their own web portal—or even their 
own website---can and should use any of several commercial internet delivery services that are 
available in 2017. The rule needs to changed to state that most agencies should use internet 
delivery unless the requested records are small enough to send by email. 

c. Agencies must obtain suitable equipment and software. The AGO Proposal at 38 would 
add a paragraph to the end of WAC 44-14-05001 that erroneously states that agencies are not 
required to buy new software, hardware or licenses in order to provide access to electronic public 
records. When the PRA was enacted in 1972 photocopiers were significantly more expensive 
than scanning technology is today. But in 1972 agencies could not avoid their duty to provide 
fullest assistance to requestors by refusing to obtain a photocopier. The PRA requires all 
agencies to adopt procedures that provide for fullest assistance to requestors and the most timely 
possible action on requests for public records. In 2017, fullest assistance and most timely 
possible action mean, at an absolute minimum, scanning paper documents to create 
electronic copies. There is no small agency exception to the requirement that agencies appoint 
and train a PRA officer, which includes producing electronic documents. Nor is there any small 
agency exception to the requirement that agencies adopt and enforce reasonable rules. 
Consequently there is no legal basis for the AGO to propose a small agency exception to an 
agency's obligation to obtain suitable equipment and software. Furthermore, the purpose of the 
model rules is to provide effective guidance for agencies statewide. The model rules should not 
be watered down just because some weed control district might still own a mimeograph machine. 
The new sixth paragraph proposed by the AGO should be rejected. 

d. WCOG's proposed revised rule. WCOG proposes amending the rule as follows: 

WAC 44-14-05001 Access to electronic records. The Public 
Records Act does not distinguish between access to paper and electronic 
records. There is no legal or factual difference between "copying" and 
"scanning" paper records. Modern copiers and multifunction document 
machines create copies of paper documents by first scanning the 
document to create a digital image and then print the image onto paper, if 
that output is selected by the user. The PRA requires.agencies to provide 
copies of public records, regardless of the form of the writing in which the 
record is contained. Scanning paper records is just a modern method of 
copying paper records. Scanning a paper record.-does not create a new 
public record but merely a copy of an existing public record. RCW 
42.56.120(1). 

(( i~ , )) The act explicitly includes electronic records within its 
coverage. The definition of "public record" includes a "writing," which in 
turn includes "existing data compilations from which information may be 
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obtained or translated." RCW ((42 17 n7 ~4g~~n„rrperate d by r foronoo ~rr~z c~v vrcnca-o crcr~crrcc 

0Rte the -a> W 4~6.010))) 42.56.010(4).  Many agency records are 
now in an electronic format. Many of these electronic formats such as 
Windows@ products are generally available and are designed to operate 
with other computers to quickly and efficiently locate and transfer 
information. Providing electronic records can be cheaper and easier for 
an agency than paper records. Furthermore, RCW ((43.1 50)) 
43.105.351 provides: "It is the intent of the legislature to encourage state 
and local governments to develop, store, and manage their public records 
and information in electronic formats to meet their missions and 
objectives. Further, it is the intent of the legislature for state and local 
governments to set priorities for making public records widely available 
electronically to the public." 

In general, an agency shall provide electronic records in an 
electronic format if requested in that format,  if it is reasonable and feasible 
to do so.1 An agency may translate a record into an alternative electronic 
format at the request of the requestor if it is reasonable and feasible to do 
so. Such translation into an alternative format does not create a new 
public record for the purposes of copying fees. RCW 42.56.120(1). An 
agency can provide links to specific records on the agency's public 
internet web site. RCW 42.56.520. An agency shall not impose copy 
charges for access to or downloading records that the agency routinely 
posts on its internet web site prior to the receipt of a request unless the 
requestor has specifically reguested'that the agency provide copies of 
such records by other means. RCW 42.56.120 (2)(e). 

Reasonableness and technical feasibility ((+s)) are the touchstone 
for providing electronic records. An agency should provide reasonably 
locatable electronic public records in either their original generally 
commercially available format (such as an Acrobat PDFO file) or, if the 
records are not in a generally commercially available format, the agency 
should provide them in a reasonably translatable electronic format if 
possible. In the rare cases when the requested electronic records are not 
reasonably locatable, or are not in a generally commercially available 
format or are not reasonably translatable into one, the agency might 
consider customized access.((See  AC 44-44 05004 n agenGy may 
ronraior its aGt al cests for pmvidiRg oleGtronio ronori s whinh in m~ni 

Gases is de minimio. S VVAG 44 14 .)) 

Delivering electronic records can be accomplished in several ways 
or a combination of ways. For example, an agency may post records on 
the agency's internet web site and provide the requestor links to specific 
documents; make a computer terminal available at the agencv so a 
requestor can inspect electronic records and designate specific ones for 
copying; send records by email; copy records onto a CD, DVD or thumb 
drive and mail it to the requestor or making it available for pickup; upload 
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records to a cloud-based server, including to a file transfer protocol (FTP) 
site and send the requestor a link to the site; provide records through an 
agency portal; or, through other means. Most agencies should have the 
ability to provide electronic records by internet transmission, either through 
the agency's own web portal or by using a commercial file delivery service 
such as Drop Box. Email delivery is the preferred method of delivery for 
smaller data files. There may be size limits with the agency's email 
system or the requestor's email account with respect to the volume, size' 
or types of emails and attachments that can be sent or received. 

What is reasonable and technically feasible for copying and 
delivery of electronic records in one situation or for one agency may not 
be in another. Not all agencies, especially smaller units of local 
government, have the electronic resources of larger agencies and some of 
the generalizations in these model rules may not apply every time. If an 
agency initially believes it cannot provide electronic records in an 
electronic format, it should confer with the requestor and the two parties 
should attempt to cooperatively resolve any technical difficulties. See 
WAC 44-14-05003. It is usually a purely technical question whether an 
agency can provide electronic records in a particular format in a specific 
case... 

WAC 44-14-05002 "Reasonably locatable" and "reasonably 
translatable" electronic records. 

a. Agencies are required to keep records organized. It is a common misperception that an 
agency's obligations under the PRA begin when someone requests records. In fact, the PRA 
requires agencies to keep public records organized by adopting and enforcing rules. RCW 
42.56.100. Nonetheless, many agencies have failed to adopt proper policies and have allowed 
large amounts of disorganized public records to accumulate, particularly in email accounts. 

The existing rule reinforces the expectation of agencies and requestors that agency records may 
be disorganized, requiring keyword searches to locate responsive records. WCOG proposes 
additional language to clarify that (i) agencies are supposed to keep their records organized and 
(ii) the fact that records may have become disorganized does not make the records unlocatable. 

b. Copying paper records is not translation of electronic records. As explained in WCOG's 
comments on WAC 44-14-050 (above), the concept of reasonably translatable records should not 
be applied to copying paper records. Existing WAC 44-14-05002, like WAC 44-14-05001, 
contains language about scanning paper documents that does not belong in this rule. WCOG 
proposes deleting that language fiom the rule. 

c. PDF is a standard file format. Existing WAC 44-14-05002 and the AGO Proposal at 39 
contain two references to "Adobe Acrobat PDF®." WCOG proposes revising these rules to 
reflect the fact that PDF is an open file standard that does not require Adobe software. 
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d. WCOG's proposed revised rule. WCOG proposes amending WAC 44-14-050002 as 
follows: 

WAC 44-14-05002 "Reasonably locatable" and "reasonably 
translatable" electronic records. (1) "Reasonably locatable" 
electronic records. The act obligates an agency to provide nonexempt 
"identifiable ... records." RCW 42.56.080. An "identifiable record" is 
essentially one that agency staff can "reasonably locate." WAC 44-14-
04002(2). Therefore, a general summary of the "identifiable record" 
standard as it relates to electronically locating public records is that the act 
requires an agency to provide a nonexempt "reasonably locatable" record. 
This does not mean that an agency can decide if a request is "reasonable" 
and only fulfill those requests. Rather, "reasonably locatable" is a 
concept, grounded in the act, for analyzing electronic records issues. 

Agencies are required to adopt and enforce reasonable rules to 
protect public records from disorganization or destruction. RCW 
42.56.100. An agency's failure to comply with this requirement does not 
relieve the agency from its obligation to produce reasonably locatable 
records or make any public record not reasonably locatable. 

In general, a "reasonably locatable" electronic record is one which 
can be located by the subject matter of the record or with typical search 
features and organizing methods contained in the agency's current 
software. For example, a retained email containing the term "XYZ" is 
usually reasonably locatable by using the email program search feature. 
However, ((an)) some email search ((feature has)) features have 
limitations, such as not searching attachments, but ((+s)) are a good 
starting point for the search. Information might be "reasonably locatable" 
by methods other than a search feature. For example, a request for a 
copy of all retained emails sent by a specific agency employee for a 
particular date is "reasonably locatable" because it can be found utilizing a 
common organizing feature of the agency's email program, such as a 
chronological "sent" folder. Another indicator of what is "reasonably 
locatable" is whether the agency keeps the information in a particular way 
for its business purposes. For example, an agency might keep a 
database of permit holders including the name of the business. The 
agency does not separate the businesses by whether they are publicly 
traded corporations or not because it has no reason to do so. A request 
for the names of the businesses which are publicly traded is not 
"reasonably locatable" because the agency has no business purpose for 
keeping the information that way. In such a case, the agency should 
provide the names of the businesses (assuming they are not exempt from 
disclosure) and the requestor can analyze the database to determine 
which businesses are publicly traded corporations. 
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(2) "Reasonably translatable" electronic records. The act 
requires an agency to provide a "copy" of nonexempt records (subject to 
certain copying charges). RCW 42.56.070(1) and 42.56.080. To provide 
a photocopy of a paper record, an agency must take some reasonable 
steps to mechanically translate the agency's original document into a 
useable copy for the requestor such as copying it in a copying machine, or 
scanning it to create a PDF file ((' )). Similarly, 
an agency must take some reasonable steps to prepare an electronic 
copy of an electronic record or a paper record. Providing an electronic 
copy is analogous to providing a paper record: An agency must take 
((reaSGnahle)) steps to translate the agency's original into a useable copy 
for the requestor, if it is reasonable and feasible for it to do so. 

The "reasonably translatable" concept typically operates in two 
((throe kinds  nf))  situations: 

—(b))) (a) An agency has an electronic record in a generally 
commercially available format (such as a Windows® product); or 

(({s}))() An agency has an electronic record in an electronic 
format but the requestor seeks a copy in a different electronic format. 

The following examples assume no redactions are necessary. 

. .. . .. . ... .. . .. 
- - ' --- -- ■ ■ n .. 

.. a IMW - 

101 way. M . 

(({ i))) M Agency has electronic records in a generally 
commercially available format. When an agency has an electronic 
record... 

WCOG has no comments on the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-05002(2)(ii) or (iii), 
except that those subsections should be renumbered when subsection (2)(i) is deleted. WCOG 
has no comments on the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-05002(3). 

WAC 44-14-05003 Parties should confer on technical issues. 

WCOG has no comments on the AGO proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-05003. 
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WAC 44-14-05004 Customized access. 

WCOG has no comments on the AGO proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-05004. 

WAC 44-14-05005 Relationship of Public Records Act to court 
rules on discovery of "electronically stored information." 

WCOG has no comments on the AGO proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-05005. 

EXEMPTIONS 
WAC 44-14-060 et seq. 

WCOG proposes revising the existing rule as follows: 

WAC 44-14-060 Exemptions. 

(1) The Public Records Act provides that a number of types of 
documents are exempt from public inspection and copying. In addition, 
documents are exempt from disclosure if any "other statute" exempts or 
prohibits disclosure. Requestors should be aware of the following 
exemptions, outside the Public Records Act, that restrict the availability of 
some documents held by (name of agency) for inspection and copying: 

(List other laws) 

(2) The (agency) is prohibited by statute from disclosing lists of 
individuals for commercial purposes. 

(3) The (name of agency) will adopt and enforce specific rules for 
organizing its public records to prevent commonly-asserted exemptions 
from causing excessive delay or disruption in responding to a PRA 
request. 

WAC 44-14-06001 

WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-06001. 

WAC 44-14-06002 

a. No "summary" of exemptions is needed. The AGO proposal would repeal much of WAC 
44-14-06002 (summary of exemptions). The AGO proposal notes that the comments can 
become quickly outdated as the legislature amends or enacts exemptions. WCOG concurs, and 
also notes that the purpose of the model rules is not to interpret PRA exemptions or case law, but 
to help agencies comply with the PRA, specifically including RCW 42.56.100. Deletion of the 
incomplete and outdated summary of exemptions allows the model rules to focus on their actual 
purpose. 
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WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed additional paragraph at the end of section 06002, which 
is included in WCOG's proposed rule. WCOG proposes to rename and revise WAC 44-14-
06002 as follows: 

WAC 44-14-06002 ((Summary e)) Exemptions. ((04 
General..)) The act and other statutes contain hundreds of exemptions 
from disclosure and dozens of court cases interpret them. A full treatment 
of all exemptions is beyond the scope of the model rules. For a 
discussion of several commonly used exemptions, see these documents 
on the attorney general's office web site: Open Government Resource 
Manual at http://www.atg.wa.gov/open-government-resource-manual  (the 
manual contains a discussion and summaries of many exemptions, links 
to statutes, and links to many court decisions and several attorney general 
opinions); the code reviser's annual list of exemptions in the state code, 
available at http://www.atg.wa.gov/sunshine-committee;  and a guidance 
document on the attorney-client privilege and work-product doctrine, 
available at http://www.atg.wa.gov/model-rules-public-disclosure.  

b. Agencies must have rules to deal with common exemptions. RCW 42.56. 100 requires 
agencies to "adopt and enforce reasonable rules and regulations... [to] provide for the fullest 
assistance to inquirers and the most timely action" on PRA requests. In order to comply with 
this statute agencies must adopt and enforce specific rules for organizing public records to 
prevent common exemptions from causing excessive delay or disruption in responding to a PRA 
request. WCOG is not aware of any agency that has actually adopted such rules. Consequently, 
responses to many PRA requests take much longer than they should. 

For example, WCOG is not aware of any agency that requires its attorneys to identify privileged 
communications as such, or to keep privileged information (or work product) separate from 
nonexempt records. As a result, agency responses to requests for records are substantially 
delayed by the agency's need to review and redact potentially privileged records, and excessive 
redaction is commonplace. Many agencies and their attorneys make little or no effort to organize 
their litigation files unless and until a PRA request is made. These agencies are violating RCW 
42.56. 100 by failing to adopt and enforce rules that would produce the most timely possible 
action on requests for records. 

WCOG suggests adopting model rules to address the organization of records in light of various 
commonly-asserted exemptions. The following proposed rules address just a few of the most 
common public record exemption and organization problems that WCOG has encountered. This 
is far from an exhaustive list. Each agency that routinely redacts information pursuant to certain 
exemptions should adopt and enforce specific rules to organize its records to minimize the need 
to review and redact information subject to such exemptions. 

c. Attorney-client privilege. Agencies need to adopt and enforce rules that require agency 
attorneys to clearly document each legal matter, identify the attorney and client officer in charge, 
state the subject matter, and provide a matter number or name to be consistently used on all 
records. Agencies also need to adopt and enforce rules for the organization of legal files to 
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minimize the need for time-consuming review and to avoid unnecessary redaction and 
unnecessary arguments about the scope of attorney-client privilege exemptions. 

(1) Attorney-client privilege. Agency legal files are subject to 
public records requests, and must be produced to the extent they contain 
material that is not privileged, work product, or otherwise exempt from 
disclosure. Agencies and their attorneys should recognize that failure to 
Properly organize and identify exempt material in legal records can cause 
unnecessary and time-consuming delays in responding to public records 
requests, and can interfere with the agency's obligation to provide fullest 
assistance to requesters. Accordingly, agencies and their attorneys shall 
assure proper organization of legal files, and identification of privileged or 
Potentially privileged material, including without limitation through the 
following practices. 

Each agency's attorney, prosecuting attorney or law department 
shall maintain a list, in a common, convenient electronic format, of all 
agency litigation and discrete identifiable legal matters, including (i) the 
case name and court, if any, (ii) a file name or number to be used in all 
agency documents relating to the matter, (iii) the attorney(s) in charge of 
the matter, and (iv) the agency personnel who have decision-making 
authority and/or access to privileged information about the matter. The list 
shall be available to all agency employees as well as the public, and to the 
extent possible shall not contain any exempt information whatsoever. 
Each agency's PRA officer shall ensure that the agency's legal matter list 
is kept up to date, and that agency attorneys and their staffs are including 
the required file name and/or number on all related records. 

Agency attorneys should, whenever possible, identify attorney-
client privileged records as such by (i) making a conspicuous notation 
such as "*'r'rATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED **** in the subiect line, 
header or footer of every privileged document, and (ii) identifying the legal 
matter by its approved file name or number. Agency attorneys shall not 
designate records as privileged absent a well-founded belief that the 
records are privileged. Agency attorneys should avoid mixing privileged or 
otherwise protected information and non-exempt information in a single 
document, and should encourage those with whom they communicate to 
segregate privileged communications into separate records. Where 
privileged legal advice is mixed with non-exempt communications, the 
privileged portion of the document should be clearly identified so that it 
can be redacted without legal review. 

d. Work product. Agencies need to adopt similar rules for work product. 

(2) Records relevant to a controversy (work product). Each 
agency's PRA officer shall ensure that the agency's list of legal matters 
required by subsection (1) is kept up to date, and that agency attorneys 
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and their staffs are including the required file name or number on all 
records that contain work product. Because the exemption in RCW 
42.56.290 only applies to records that are relevant to a controversy, no 
agency will redact any information pursuant to that exemption unless and 
until the agency has specifically identified the relevant controversy and/or 
updated the agency's legal matter list accordingly. 

Agency attorneys should, whenever possible, identify records that 
contain attorney work product as such by (i) making a conspicuous 
notation such as "***ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT - PRIVILEGED **** in 
the subiect line, header or footer of every document containing work 
product, and (ii) identifying the legal matter by its approved file name 
and/or number. Agency attorneys shall not designate records as exempt 
under RCW 42.56.290 absent a well-founded belief that the records are 
exempt. Agency attorneys should avoid mixing privileged legal advice, 
including attorney theories and mental impressions exempt under RCW 
42.56.290, with ordinary work product in a single document. 

e. Litigation correspondence and pleading files. Litigation involving agencies is a frequent 
subject of PRA requests. It is a well-established best-practice for attorneys to maintain 
organized chronological files of (i) pleading and (ii) external correspondence, including email, 
relating to a legal matter. Yet in WCOG's experience many agency attorneys fail to maintain 
organized correspondence and pleading files, requiring searches for responsive records that 
should already be in organized files. Agencies need to adopt rules requiring their attorneys to 
keep organized chronological correspondence and pleading files in all agency legal matters. 

(3) Litigation correspondence and pleading files. Each 
agency attorney shall maintain organized chronological files of M all 
external correspondence, including email, and (ii) all pleadings, for each 
separate agency legal matter. Such files shall be kept in electronic format 
and in the possession of the agency itself, and shall not contain any 
exempt information so that copies of the files can be quickly provided to 
requestors without the need for any review of the records. 

E Common Interest and Joint Defense Agreements. WCOG has seen numerous examples of 
agencies claiming that records shared with other agencies or parties are exempt under the 
common interest and/or joint defense doctrines where the agencies have no written agreement or 
other documentation to support such claims. WCOG has also seen written common defense 
agreements that made no attempt to define the scope of the underlying common interest. WCOG 
has seen agencies erroneously assume that a common interest agreement makes all 
communications between the parties privileged, even where the parties have conflicting rights 
and liabilities on other issues. The failure to properly document the existence of an alleged 
common interest resulted in litigation in Kittitas County v. Allphin, 195 Wn. App. 355, 381 P.3d 
1202 (2016), revietiv granted, (2017). Although it is possible to create a common interest or joint 
defense agreement without a written agreement, such practice should be prohibited. 
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(4) Common interest and joint defense agreements. No 
record shared with any party or person outside the agency shall be 
withheld as exempt under either the common interest or ioint defense 
doctrines unless the attorneys for all parties to the common interest or 
joint defense have stated in a written agreement (i) who the parties to the 
agreement are, (ii) what the specific common interests and/or joint 
defenses are, and (iii) that the parties intend and agree to share 
confidential information within the scope of the specifically identified 
common interests and/or ioint defenses. Whenever records subject to a 
common interest or joint defense claim are requested the agency will 
provide the requestor with a copy of the written agreement as part of the 
explanation of redactions required by RCW 42.56.210(3). The written 
agreement shall be filed in the correspondence file required by subsection 
(3). The written agreement shall not contain any exempt information and 
shall not be redacted. Whenever a party to a ioint defense or common 
interest agreement sends confidential information to another party 
pursuant to the agreement the shared document(s) shall have a 
conspicuous notation that the information is governed by the specific 
agreement identified by name and date. 

g. Passwords. Agencies need to adopt rules to prevent passwords from requiring redaction of 
otherwise nonexempt records. WCOG recently had an agency redact old conference call 
passwords from dozens of nonexempt email records rather than simply changing the password. 
Many modern conference call systems can generate a different password for each conference 
call, eliminating the need to change passwords manually. Otherwise, passwords should be sent 
in separate documents that serve no other purpose except to convey or record a password. It is 
particularly important to avoid the need to redact passwords from emails, which could otherwise 
be produced in native format and without redaction. 

(5) Passwords. Each agency shall adopt and enforce rules to 
prohibit the inclusion of exempt passwords (or access codes) in 
documents created for any reason other than to communicate or 
document such passwords. When a non-exempt record containing an 
exempt password is requested the PRA officer will instruct the person 
whose password is at issue to change the password and to avoid 
including passwords in nonexempt records in the future. When a non-
exempt email record containing an exempt password is requested the 
agency will instruct the person whose password is at issue to change the 
password and then produce the email without redacting the password. 

Each agency shall instruct its officers and employees who use 
conference call systems that conference call passwords and access codes 
will not be redacted under RCW 42.56.420(4) and that such aasswords 
should be changed on a regular basis. 
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COSTS OF PROVIDING COPIES OF PUBLIC RECORDS 
WAC 44-14-070 et seq. 

WAC 44-14-070 

The AGO proposal makes extensive changes to WAC 44-14-070. WCOG concurs in those 
changes except as follows: 

a. Statutory default costs. The AGO proposal adds a new paragraph (3) to address statutory 
default costs (shown below). WCOG proposes revisions to the last sentence of this new 
paragraph as follows (because this is a new paragraph the underlining in the AGO proposal is not 
shown here): 

(3) (Alternative) Statutory default costs. (If the agency deter-
mines it will not charge actual costs for copies but instead will assess 
statutory costs, it must have a rule or regulation declaring the reasons 
that determining actual costs would be unduly burdensome). The (name 
of agency) is not calculating actual costs for copying its re-cords 
because to do so would be unduly burdensome for the following 
reasons: The (name of agency) does not have the resources to conduct a 
study to determine actual copying costs for all its records; to con- duct 
such a study would interfere with other essential agency functions; 
and, through the legislative process, the public and requestors have 
commented on and been informed of authorized fees and costs provided 
in the Public Records Act including RCW 42.56.120 and other laws. 
Therefore, in order to timely implement a fee schedule consistent with 
the Public Records Act, it is more cost efficient, expeditious and in the 
public interest for the (name of agency) to adopt the state legislature's 
approved fees and costs (( for most of the (Tame  of  fame)FeE;e, 
ae,-authei,2zzed OR RGVV 42.56 and -aspublished OR the—agency's fee 
^h~„edule.)) for the agency records, as authorized in RCW 42.56.120 

except for unique identified records for which actual costs can be 
determined, or where the agency decides to waive charging costs. 

b. Processing payments. The AGO proposal adds new heading (5) for "processing payments" 
and adds language relating to customized service. WCOG concurs in those changes. However, 
there is no language in the PRA that requires pre-payment of all costs, only payment prior to 
providing an installment. WCOG proposes deleting text from the existing rule as follows: 

(5) Processing payments. Before beginning to make the 
copies or processing a customized service, the public records officer or 
designee may require a deposit of up to ten percent of the estimated 
costs of copying all the records selected by the requestor. The public 
records officer or designee may ((al-se)) require the payment ((ef the 
remainder ^f +ho n^nYiRg ^^o+c bef^ro providing all the  ro^rirds or - - , 

paymeR )) of the costs of copying an installment before providing that 
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installment. The (name of agency) will not charge sales tax when 
it makes copies of public records. 

WAC 44-14-07001 

The AGO proposal makes extensive changes to WAC 44-14-07001. WCOG concurs in those 
changes except as follows: 

c. Copy charges. The AGO proposal makes extensive revisions to subsection (2) relating to 
actual costs. WCOG concurs in those changes. 

However, the existing rule contains text suggesting. comparison with commercial copying 
centers. This text should be deleted because this advice is not based on actual or default costs. 
Also, the rule should be revised to include the requirement in RCW 42.56.120 that an agency 
"shall use the most reasonable cost-efficient method available to the agency as part of its normal 
operations." 

WCOG proposes revising the existing rule as follows: 

The actual costs include the actual cost of the paper and the per 
page cost for use of agency copying (including scanning) equipment; 
the actual cost of the electronic production or file transfer of the record; 
the use of any cloud-based data storage and processing service; costs 
directly incident to the cost of postage or delivery charges and the 
cost of any container or envelope used; and, the costs directly incident to 
transmitting such records in an electronic format, including the cost of 
any transmission charge and the use of any physical media device 
Provided by the agency. An agency may include staff salaries, benefits or 
other general administrative or overhead charges only if those costs 
are directly related to the actual cost of copying the public records. Staff 
time to copy and send the records may be included in an agency's actual 
costs. An agency's calculations and reasoning need not be elaborate but 
should be detailed enough to allow a requestor or court to determine if 
the agency has properly calculated its copying charges. ((ArR,—any 
?nnidgcRerally GOMpare its Gopying  nharges  to those Of GE)mrnpr~al 

r~
I 
  . - nters  )) When calculating any fees authorized under this 

section, an agency shall use the most reasonable, cost-efficient method 
available to the agency as part of its normal operations. 

2. The costs of staff time is allowed only for making copies. An agency cannot charge for 
staff time for locating records or other noncopying functions. See RCW ((42.17.300/)) 
42.56.120. ("No fee shall be charged for locating public documents and making them 
available for copying.")((.)) 
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d. Estimate of costs for requestor. The AGO proposal adds a new paragraph (5) to address 
estimates of costs (shown below). WCOG proposes revisions to the new AGO paragraph, for 
clarity, as follows (because this is a new paragraph the underlining in the AGO proposal is not 
shown here): 

(5) Estimate of costs for requestor. If a requestor asks, 
an agency must provide a summary of the applicable charges, or the 
cost of customized service charges, before copies are made and the 
requestor may revise the request to reduce ((the n,ulmlaer efsePi8G 40 
be made, thus)) the applicable charges. RCW 42.56.120(2)(f). An 
agency must also provide a requestor, in advance, information 
concerning customized service charges if the request involves 
customized service. RCW 42.56.120(3). 

e. Informing requestor that inspection is free. The AGO proposal would delete a portion of 
the existing rule as shown here: 

Sometimes a requestor will choose to pay for the copying of 
a large batch of records without inspecting them. This is allowed((, 
provided that the requester is  informed that froo)) In-
forming the requestor on a request form that inspection is free is 
sufficient. 

WCOG opposes this change because, without the deleted text, the last sentence does not make 
sense. 

f. Use of outside vendor. The AGO proposal adds new text to paragraph (7) relating to outside 
vendors. WCOG concurs in the AGO's changes with additional changes. The AGO proposal 
contains an erroneous citation to "RCW 42.56.080(4)" that should be changed to "RCW 
42.56.120(4)." WCOG proposes an additional sentence addressing another example of an 
alternative fee arrangement. 

WCOG proposes revising the existing rule as follows: 

(((5))) (7) Use of outside vendor.  Typically an agency makes the 
requested copies. However, an agency is not required to copy records 
at its own facilities. An agency can send the project to a commercial 
copying center and bill the requestor for the amount charged by the 
vendor.3 An agency is encouraged to do so when an outside vendor 
can make copies more quickly and less expensively than an agency. An 
agency can arrange with the requestor for him or her to pay the vendor 
directly. This is an example of where any agency might enter into an 
alternative fee arrangement under RCW 42.56.120(4). Another 
example of a possible alternate fee arrangement involves recurring (i.e. 
monthly) requests for the same records, which could be provided for a set 
fee to the requester without the need for a separate request. An agency 
cannot charge the default ((fifteen Gents per page)) charges 
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when its "actual cost" at a copying vendor is less. The default rates 
((+s))  are  only for agency-produced copies. RCW ((42— 00  ) 42.56.120. 

3 ((See  aloe O p  Att'y Gen  6 ( 1991) (agenGy  M  io4 I  Stify" 48  nnnv ^harges).))  Benton 
County v. Zink, 191 Wn. App. 269, 361 P.3d 801 (2015). 

WAC 44-14-07003 

WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed repeal of WAC 44-14-07003. 

WAC 44-14-07004 

WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-07004. 

WAC 44-14-07005 

WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-07005. 

WAC 44-14-07006 

WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-07006. 

REVIEW OF DENIALS OF PUBLIC RECORDS 
WAC 44-14-080 et seq. 

WCOG has no comments on WAC 44-14-080. 

WCOG has no comments on WAC 44-14-08001. 

WCOG has no comments on WAC 44-14-08002. 

WCOG has no comments on WAC 44-14-08003. 

The AGO proposal would add a sentence to WAC 44-14-08004 that acknowledges that this rule 
is just a brief description of judicial review under the PRA. AGO proposal at 53. The AGO has 
proposed revisions to subsections (1), (3), (5), (6) and (7). AGO proposal at 53-56. 

The model rules were not intended to address PRA litigation, and the AGO has no authority to 
make authoritative pronouncements on matters of PRA law. Furthermore, the existing rule is 
inaccurate in a number of respects, and the AGO proposal does not correct these problems. 
WCOG believes this entire section should be repealed. 

If the entire section is not repealed then a number of revisions are needed. 

(1) Seeking judicial review. The AGO proposal would add a sentence to subsection (1), 
footnote 1 about the discussion of "final action" in Hobbs v. State, 183 Wn. App. 925, 335 P.3d 
1004 (2014). The Hobbs case is a poorly-Written and confusing decision of one division of the 
Court of Appeals, and that case has already been questioned or rejected by other appellate courts. 
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There are numerous pending cases in which the scope and meaning of Hobbs is being litigated. 
It is not clear what the Hobbs court meant by final agency action, and the quoted reference to 
"final action" proposed by the AGO does nothing to alleviate that confusion. The AGO's 
proposed citation to Hobbs should be rejected. 

The second paragraph of WAC 44-14-08001(1) should be revised to clarify that the act provides 
a speedy court hearing on whether the agency has violated the act and to remedy such violations 
quickly. 

The AGO has proposed a new sentence in the second paragraph that "[t]he court proceeding is a 
civil action, seeking judicial review." AGO proposal at 53. WCOG believes this text does not 
go far enough to rebut the common misconception that the PRA creates only a special statutory 
proceeding. Furthermore, the term "judicial review" commonly means judicial review of a 
decision of a quasi-judicial tribunal. The Supreme Court has clarified that an action under the 
PRA is an ordinary civil action, that the PRA does not create a special proceeding exclusive of 
other civil procedures, and that normal civil procedures are available in PRA cases. Spokane 
Research & Def. Fund v. City of Spokane, 155 Wn.2d 89, 104-106, 117 P.3d 1117 (2005). 
WCOG proposes revising the rule to explain this more completely. . 

(2) Statute of limitations. WCOG has no comments on subsection (2) (except that the entire 
section is unnecessary and should be repealed). 

(3) Procedures. The AGO proposal adds a sentence to subsection (3) about a requestor's option 
to file an ordinary civil case. WCOG proposes minor revisions.  to this subsection. The proposed 
reference to the requestor filing a motion after initiating a PRA case is misleading because a 
motion is only one of several litigation events that might follow the filing of PRA case. WCOG 
also proposes moving footnote 4 down to include the new sentence. WCOG concurs in the 
AGO's proposed deletion of the last sentence and footnote 6. 

(4) Burden of proof. WCOG has no comments on subsection (4) (except that the entire section 
is unnecessary and should be repealed). 

(5) "Types of cases." Existing subsection (5) incorrectly states that the PRA "provides three 
mechanisms" for court review in PRA cases. This language reinforces the erroneous perception 
that the PRA creates only particular statutory procedures and provides only specifically listed 
remedies. In fact, every aspect of the liberally-construed PRA can be enforced in superior court, 
and PRA cases are ordinary civil cases. In addition to liability for wrongfully withholding 
records an agency can be held liable for failing to conduct an adequate search,3  failing to provide 

3  Neighborhood Alliance of Spokane County v. County of Spokane, 172 Wn.2d 702, 261 P.3d 119 (2011). 
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a sufficient exemption log,4  failing to provide fullest assistance to requestors5  and/or failing to 
adopt proper procedures for PRA compliance.6  

Subsection (5) needs to be revised to clarify that the special procedures and remedies mentioned 
in the PRA are in addition to ordinary civil procedures and remedies. 

(6) "In camera" review. WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed revisions to subsection (6). 
However, WCOG proposes re-numbering the subsection to "(5)(c)" because in camera review is 
just another remedy under the PRA. In addition, the existing rule contains an incorrect citation 
to "& 588" in footnote 8 that should be deleted. 

(7) Attorneys' fees, costs, and penalties to a prevailing requestor. Because subsection (7) 
also relates to remedies under the PRA, WCOG proposes re-numbering this subsection to 
"(5)(d)." See above. 

The AGO proposal makes minor revisions to the first paragraph of existing subsection (7). 
Those revisions are acceptable and are shown in WCOG's proposed rule (below). 

The AGO proposal adds a new paragraph relating to body cameras and inmates. AGO Proposal 
at 55. Those revisions are acceptable and are shown in WCOG's proposed rule (below). 

The existing subsection (7) contains language that narrowly interprets the term "prevailing" 
requestor. This language does not acknowledge that a requestor can be partially prevailing and 
still be awarded attorney fees. In addition, the language is based on old case law and erroneously 
suggests that an agency must wrongfully withhold a record in order to be liable for attorney fees. 
In fact, an agency can be held liable for the requestors attorney's fees for a number of reasons, 
including failing to produce a proper exemption log. In Lakewood, 182 Wn.2d 87, the agency 
brought an unsuccessful declaratory judgment action against the requestor. The requestor was 
awarded attorney fees even though he was not the plaintiff and he did not obtain any relief under 
the PRA. Rather than attempt to update this part of the rule to address all the nuances of 
attorney's fees under the PRA this text and the supporting note 12 (former note 11) should be 
deleted. 

The AGO proposal makes minor revisions (renumbering and corrected citations) to the next 
three paragraphs of the section. Those revisions are acceptable and are shown in WCOG's 
proposed rule (below). 

The AGO proposal makes revises the last paragraph of subsection (7) in light of the fact that 
penalties are now discretionary under RCW 42.56.550(4). Those revisions are acceptable and 
are shown in WCOG's proposed rule (below). 

WCOG's proposed rule. WCOG proposes revising the rule as follows: 

4  Lakewood v. Koenig, 182 Wn.2d 87, 343. P.3d 335 (2014). 

5  ACLUv. Blaine School Dist., 86 Wn. App. 688,937 P.2d 1176 (1999). 

6  Resident Action Council v. Seattle Housing Authority, 177 Wn.2d 417, 327 P.3d 600 (2013). 
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WAC 44-14-080 Review of denials of public records. 

(1) Seeking judicial review. The act provides that an 
agency's decision to deny a request is final for purposes of judicial review 
two business days after the initial denial of the request. RCW 
((42.17:320 )) 42.56.520.1 Therefore, the statute allows a requestor to 
seek judicial review two business days after the initial denial whether or 
not he or she has exhausted the internal agency review process.2 An 
agency should not have an internal review process that implies that a 
requestor cannot seek judicial review until internal reviews are complete 
because RCW ((42.17.320 ) 42.56.520 allows judicial review two 
business days after the initial denial. 

The act provides a speedy remedy for a requestor to obtain a court 
hearing on whether the agency has violated the act, and to obtain relief 
from such violations. RCW ((42.17.340 (1) and (2)n) 42.56.550 (1) and 
(2). A court proceedings under the PRA is an ordinary civil action, and is 
not limited to the specific procedures set forth in the PRA. The purpose of 
the quick judicial procedure is to allow requestors to expeditiously find out 
if they are entitled to obtain public records.3 To speed up the court 
process, a public records case may be decided merely on the "motion" of 
a requestor and "solely on affidavits." RCW ((42..7.3 (1) and (3) ,) 
42.56.550 (1) and (3). 

(2) Statute of limitations. The statute of limitations for an 
action under the act is one year after the agency's claim of exemption or 
the last production of a record on a partial or installment basis. RCW 
((42.17.340(6y)) 42.56.550(6). 

(3) Procedure. To initiate court review of a public records 
case, a requestor can file a "motion to show cause" which directs the 
agency to appear before the court and show any cause why the agency 
did not violate the act. RCW ((42.17.340  (1) and ( ) ,)  42.56.550 (1) and 
(2).((4)) A requestor can also initiate a civil action against an agency by 
filinq a summons and complaint.4 The case must be filed in the superior 
court in the county in which the record is maintained. RCW ((42.17.340  (1) 
',) 42.56.550 (1) and (2). In a case against a county, the case may 
be filed in the superior court of that county, or in the superior court of 
either of the two nearest adjoining counties. RCW ((42.17.0405)/)) 
42.56.550(5). The show-cause procedure is designed so that a 
nonattorney requestor can obtain judicial review himself or herself without 
hiring an attorney. A requestor can file a motion for summary judgment to 
adjudicate the case.5 ((He w ever  w OSt Gases are decided on a meti.,h +„ 
shOW  not se  62)) 
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(4) Burden of proof. The burden is on an agency to 
demonstrate that it complied with the act. RCW ((42.17.34.0 (=1) and (2) ;) 
42.56.550 (1) and (2). 

(5) Remedies under the act.  ((Types of Gases subjeGt to 
judiGial review.)) While an action under the PRA is an ordinary civil 
action, the act provides a number of specific legal remedies ((The -ate 
provides throe meGhaRisms for Ge Ft review of a p bliG  renorlds diSp ite)) 

(a) ((Denial  of reGord. The first • • Of • • nn 

rin • • • a • • • im• by an ageRGY. l 

I I I • •n -&&,&C+ C-•• ••G• •• Of Gase .  

(b) "Reasonable-estimate")) Estimates.  The act permits 
((sennnrJ fnrm Of iildiGial  review  is when))  a requestor to seek judicial 
review of  ((Ghallvrra„enges))  an agency's "reasonable estimate" of the time to 
provide a full response or estimated charges for copies. RCW 
((42.17.340(2-y)) 42.56.550(2). 

(s) (b) Injunctive action to prevent disclosure. 

)) RCW ((42:330/)) 42.56.540. An aG#+on 

under this  statute Gan he initiated by the ageRGY  a)) An agency, a person 
named in a requested  ((the rJisp iterJ))  record, or a person to whom the 
record "specifically pertains((...))," may seek an injunction to prevent 
disclosure of the records. The agency or third party seeking to prevent 
disclosure has the burden of proving the record is exempt from 
disclosure.((-7)) 6 The party seeking to prevent disclosure must prove both 
the necessary elements of an injunction and that a specific exemption 
prevents disclosure. ((8)) 7 

(6) (c) "In camera" review by court. The act authorizes a court 
to review withheld records or portions of records "in camera." RCW 
((47340(3)1)) 42.56.550(3). "In camera" means a confidential review 
by the judge alone in his or her chambers. Courts are encouraged to 
conduct an in camera review because it is often the only way to determine 
if an exemption has been properly claimed.((0)) 8 

However. in camera review is not always reauired. and it is uD to 
the discretion of the trial court.9 

A court may have local court rules on Public Records Act cases 
and in camera review procedures. In the alternative, an agency should 
prepare an in camera index of each withheld record or portion of a record 
to assist the judge's in camera review. This is a second index, in addition 
to a withholding index provided to the requestor. The in camera index 
should number each withheld record or redacted portion of the record, 
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provide the unredacted record or portion to the judge with a reference to 
the index number, and provide a brief explanation of each claimed 
exemption corresponding to the numbering system. The agency's brief 
explanation should not be as detailed as a legal brief because the 
opposing party will not have an opportunity to review it and respond. The 
agency's legal briefing should be done in the normal course of pleadings, 
with the opposing party having an opportunity to respond. 

The in camera index and disputed records or unredacted portions 
of records should be filed under seal. The judge should explain his or her 
ruling on each withheld record or redacted portion by referring to the 
numbering system in the in camera index. If the trial court's decision is 
appealed, the in camera index and its attachments should be made part of 
the record on appeal and filed under seal in the appellate court. 

(7) (d) Attorneys' fees, costs, and penalties to prevailing 
requestor. The act requires an agency to pay a prevailing requestor's 
reasonable attorneys' fees((,)) and costs((, PA)). In addition, it is within 
the discretion of a court to assess a dailV penalty against the agency, 
considering several factors. RCW ((42.17.340(4))  42.56.550(4).10 Only 
a requestor can be awarded attorneys' fees, costs, or a daily penalty 
under the act; an agency or a third party resisting disclosure cannot.((4-0)) 
11 

A special process reaardina attornevs' fees and penalties applies to 
actions involving the disclosure of bodV worn camera recordings governed 
bV RCW 42.56.240. Another process applies to requests by inmates; 
penalties maV not be awarded to an inmate unless a court determines the 
aaencv acted in bad faith. RCW 42.56.565. 

the ronnrrl 9r a wrengfi illy withheld FeGeF  J was  p rov id ed for another 

reaso;.11)) In an injunctive action under RCW 42.17.330/42.56.540, the 
prevailing requestor cannot be awarded attorneys' fees, costs, or a daily 
penalty against an agency if the agency took the position that the record 
was subject to disclosure.12 

The purpose of the act's attorneys' fees, costs, and daily penalty 
provisions is to reimburse the requestor for vindicating the public's right to 
obtain public records, to make it financially feasible for requestors to do 
so, and to deter agencies from improperly withholding records. 13 
However, a court is only authorized to award "reasonable" attorneys' fees. 
RCW ((42.17.340(40) 42.56.550(4). A court has discretion to award 
attorneys' fees based on an assessment of reasonable hourly rates and 
which work was necessary to obtain the favorable result.14 
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The award of "costs" under the act is for all of a requestor's 
nonattorney-fee costs and is broader than the court costs awarded to 
prevailing parties in other kinds of cases. 15. 

...I...... -  .. - -. _...- ---..-. .. ...- r-..-..-J '- r -.  -.-.J ,_..-- r - •---.-. r-. 

day.! 8)) The penalty range is up to one hundred dollars a day. RCW 
42.56.550(4). Courts will consider a nonexclusive list of penalty factors in 
determining whether to assess a penalty, and the amount.16 

1 Progressive Animal Welfare Soc'y v. Univ. of Wash., 125 Wn.2d 243, 253, 884 P.2d 
592 (1994) ("PAWS IP) (RCW ((42.17.320 )) 42.56.520 "provides that, regardless of 
internal review, initial decisions become final for purposes of judicial review after two 
business days."). 

2 See, e.g., WAC 44-06-120 (attorney general's office internal review procedure 
specifying that review is final when the agency renders a decision on the appeal, or the 
close of the second business day after it receives the appeal, "whichever occurs first"). 

3 Spokane Research & Def. Fund v. City of Spokane, 121 Wn. App. 584, 591, 89 P.3d 
319 (2004), reversed on other grounds, 155 Wn.2d 89, 117 P.3d 1117 (2005) ("The 
purpose of the PDA is to ensure speedy disclosure of public records. The statute sets 
forth a simple procedure to achieve this."). 

4 See generally Spokane Research & Def. Fund v. City of Spokane, 155 Wn.2d 89, 117 
P.3d 1117 (2005). 

6 ((Weed v. ThwsteR GeuRty, 117 Wn. App. 22, 27, 68 R.3d 1084 (2003Y.  

-7)) 6 Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation v. Johnson, 135 Wn.2d 735, 744, 
958 P.2d 260 (1998) 

((9)) 7 PAWS 11, 125 Wn.2d at 257-58.  See also SEIU Healthcare 775 NW v. State et al, 
198 Wn. App. 745, X P.3d X (2017) (party seeking injunction under RCW 42.56.540 must 
show that (1) record pertains to that party. (2) exemption applies, and (3) disclosure 
would not be in the public interest and would substantially and irreparably harm the party 
or a vital governmental function.) 

((-9)) 8 Spokane Research & Def. Fund v. City of Spokane, 96 Wn. App. 
568, 577((-R,  U2)), 983 P.2d 676 (1999), review denied, 140 Wn.2d 1001, 
999 P.2d 1259 (2000). 

9 Block v. City of Gold Bar, 189 Wn. App. 262, 355 P.3d 122 (2015); Nissen v. Pierce 
Countv. 182 Wn.2d 863. 357 P.3d 45 (2015). 

10 Yousoufian v. Office of Ron Sims, 152 Wn.2d 421, 436, 98 P.3d 463 (2004) (factors). 
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Nancy Krier, AGO 

((4-0)) 11 RCW ((42. 7.340(4) )) 42.56.550(4) (providing award only for "person" 
prevailing against "agency"); Tiberino v. Spokane County Prosecutor, 103 Wn. App. 680, 
691-92, 13 P.3d 1104 (2000) (third party resisting disclosure not entitled to award). 

((11 1/~;te y Minn County Circe _moist,  Ne. 20 114 Wn App.  565 571 59 P.3d  d 109 

12 Confederated Tribes, 135 Wn.2d at 757; Doe v. Washington State Patrol, 185 Wn.2d 
363, 374 P.3d 63 (2016). 

13 Am. Civil Liberties Union v. Blaine Sch. Dist. No. 503, 95 Wn. App. 106, 115, 975 
P.2d 536 (1999) ("ACLU X) ("permitting a liberal recovery of costs is consistent with the 
policy behind the act by making it financially feasible for private citizens to enforce the 
public's right to access to public records."). 

14 Id. at 118. 

15 Id. at 115. 

[-= Wi
ffilill-will, .. 

16 Yousoufian v. Office of Ron Sims, 152 Wn.2d 421, 436, 98 P.3d 463 (2004). 
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William Crittenden, Michele Earl-Hubbard, Judy Endejan, Kathy George, Mike Kahrs and Eric 
Stahl. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Toby Nixon 
President 
Washington Coalition for Open Government 
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Appendix A: WCOG's proposed amendments to WAC Chap. 44-14. 

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS 
WAC 44-14-00001 et seq. 

WAC 44-14-00001 Statutory authority and purpose. 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-00001.] 

WAC 44-14-00002 Format of Model Rules 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-00002.] 

WAC 44-14-00003 Model rules and comments are nonbinding 

WAC 44-14-00003 Model rules and comments are nonbinding. The model 
rules, and the comments accompanying them, are advisory only and do not bind any 
agency. Accordingly, many of the comments to the model rules use the word "should" 
or "may" to describe what an agency or requestor is encouraged to do. The use of the 
words "should" or "may" are permissive, not mandatory, and are not intended to create 
any legal duty. 

While the model rules and comments are nonbinding, they should be carefully 
considered by requestors and agencies. ((The rnedel n floc and Gammonts  ,n,oro 

variety  of interested parties))  _Local agencies are encouraged to consider them in 
establishing local ordinances implementing implementing the act. RCW 42.56.570. Agencies are 
required to adopt and enforce rules pursuant to RCW 42.56.100 whether or not 
agencies adopt these model rules in whole or in part. Local agencies should consult 
these model rules when establishing their own local ordinances. 

WAC 44-14-00004 Recodification of the act 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-00004.] 

WAC 44-14-00005 Training is critical 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-00005.] 

WAC 44-14-00006 Additional resources 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-00006.] 
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AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE 
WAC 44-14-010 et seq. 

WAC 44-14-010 Authority and purpose. 

WAC 44-14-010 Authority and purpose. (1) RCW ((^ `'.17.260(4  `~)) 
42.56.070(1) requires each agency to make available for inspection and copying 
nonexempt "public records" in accordance with published rules. The act defines "public 
record" at RCW 42.56.010(3) to include any "writing containing information relating to 
the conduct of government or the performance of any governmental or proprietary 
function prepared, owned, used, or retained" by the agency. RCW ((42.17— `'0~)) 
42.56.070(2) requires each agency to set forth "for informational purposes" every law, in 
addition to the Public Records Act, that exempts or prohibits the disclosure of public 
records held by that agency. 

(2) The purpose of these rules is to establish the reasonable rules and 
regulations that pr^;es- (name of agency) will enforce pursuant to RCW 42.56.100 
folio in order to protect provide fullest assistance to requesters, provide the most 
timely possible action on requests, public records from damage or disorganization and 
provide full access to public records. These rules provide information to persons 
wishing to request access to public records of the (name of agency) and establish 
processes for both requestors and (name of agency) staff that are designed to best 
assist members of the public in obtaining such access. 

(3) The purpose of the act is to provide the public full access to information 
concerning the conduct of government, mindful of individuals' privacy rights and the 
desirability of the efficient administration of government. The act., ((and)) these model 
rules,  and the rules adopted by (name of agency) will be interpreted in favor of 
disclosure. In carrying out its responsibilities under the act, the (name of agency) will be 
guided by the provisions of the act describing its purposes and interpretation. 

WAC 44-14-01001 Scope of coverage of Public Records Act 

WAC 44-14-01001 Scope of coverage of Public Records Act. The act 
applies to an "agency." RCW ((42.17.260( TM) ;)  42.56.070(1). "'Agency' includes all state 
agencies and all local agencies. 'State agency' includes every state office, department, 
division, bureau, board, commission, or other state agency. 'Local agency' includes 
every county, city, town, municipal corporation, quasi-municipal corporation, or special 
purpose district, or any office, department, division, bureau, board, commission, or 
agency thereof, or other local public agency." RCW ((4`'.'"~24))  42.56.010(1). 

Court ((files d)) records,  judges' files,  and the records of judicial branch 
agencies are not subject to the act.1 Access to these records is governed by court 
rules and common law. The model rules, therefore, do not address access to court or 
judicial branch records. - 
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An entity which is not an "agency" can still be subject to the act when it is the 
functional equivalent of an agency. Courts have applied a four-factor, case-by-case 
test. The factors are: 

(1) Whether the entity performs a government function; 

(2) The level of government funding; 

(3) The extent of government involvement or regulation; and 

(4) Whether the entity was created by the government(( Op. #'y Gen.z 
(x002))).2 

Some agencies, most notably counties, are a collection of separate quasi-
autonomous departments which are governed by different elected officials (such as a 
county assessor and prosecuting attorney). The act includes a county "office" as an 
a enc . RCW 42.56.010(1). However, the act ((mss)) also includes the county as a 
whole as an "agency" subject to the act. Id. ((R-GW 42.17.020(2))). An agency should 
coordinate responses to records requests across departmental lines as needed to 
ensure that each agency as a whole properly responds to request for records. ((RGW 
42.17.25 )) Some counties may have only one public records officer for the entire 
county; others may have public records officers for each county official or department. 
But each county and city is an agency under the PRA and must have a public records 
officer for the entire county or city. The act does not require a public agency that has a 
records request directed to it to coordinate its response with other public agencies.3 
Regardless, public records officers must be publicly identified. RCW 42.56.580 (2) and 

(agency's public records officer must "oversee the agency's compliance" with act). 

WAC 44-14-00002 Requirement that agencies adopt reasonable 
regulations for public records requests. 

WAC 44-14-00002 Requirement that agencies adopt reasonable 
regulations for public records requests. The act provides: "Agencies shall adopt 
and enforce reasonable rules and regulations... to provide full public access to public 
records, to protect public records from damage or disorganization, and to prevent . 
excessive interference with other essential functions of the agency.... Such rules and 
regulations shall provide for the fullest assistance to inquirers and the most timely 
possible action on requests for information." RCW ((42.17.29O )) 42.56.100. Therefore, 
an agency must adopt and enforce "reasonable" regulations providing for the "fullest 
assistance" to requestors and the "most timely possible action on requests." 

At the same time, an agency (('c Ferr u lati ep  )) must  adopt and enforce 
reasonable rules and regulations to "protect public records from damage or 
disorganization" and "prevent excessive interference" with other essential agency 
functions. Another provision of the act states that providing public records should not 
"unreasonably disrupt the operations of the agency." RCW ((42.17.270 ) 42.56.080. 
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This provision allows an agency to take reasonable precautions to prevent a requestor 
from being unreasonably disruptive or disrespectful to agency staff. 

[optional text based on AGO proposal] The act also provides that state agencies 
are to publish a rule in the Washington Administrative Code (WAC) and local agencies 
are to make publicly available at the central office guidance for the public that includes 
where the public may obtain information and make submittals and requests. RCW 
42.56.040. 

WAC 44-14-01003 Construction and application of act. 

WAC 44-14-00003 Construction and application of the act. The act 
declares: "The people of this state do not yield their sovereignty to the agencies that 
serve them. The people, in delegating authority, do not give their public servants the 
right to decide what is good for the people to know and what is not good for them to 
know. The people insist on remaining informed so that they may maintain control over 
the instruments that they have created." RCW ((42.17.251 )) 42.56.030. The initiative 
creating the act further provides: "... mindful of the right of individuals to privacy and of 
the desirability of the efficient administration of government, full access to information 
concerning the conduct of government on every level must be assured as a 
fundamental and necessary precondition to the sound governance of a free society." 
RCW ((42.1:7.010(444)) 42.17A.001(11).  The act further provides: "Courts shall take into 
account the policy of (the act) that free and open examination of public records is in the 
public interest, even though such examination may cause inconvenience or 
embarrassment to public officials or others." RCW ((42.17.340(W)  42.56.550(3). 

Because the purpose of the act is to allow people to be informed about 
governmental decisions (and therefore help keep government accountable) while at the 
same time being "mindful of the right of individuals to privacy," it should not be used to 
obtain records containing purely personal information that has absolutely no bearing on 
the conduct of government.1 

The act emphasizes ((three separate times))  that it must be liberally construed to 
effect its purpose, which is the disclosure of nonexempt public records. RCW 
((42 17 010,  42.1:7.251/))  42.56.030((,  42.17-.920.4 )).  The act places the burden on the 
agency of proving that refusal to permit public inspection and copying is in accordance 
with a statute that exempts or prohibits disclosure in whole or in part of specific 
information or records, and/or ((a ronnrrd  is not s bjeGt to rdiSGIE)S pro nr))  that its estimate 
of time to provide a full response is "reasonable." RCW ((42.17.340(i) and  (2)  .0.) 
42.56.550 (1) and (2). The act also encourages disclosure by awarding a prevailing or 
partially-prevailing requestor reasonable attorneys fees, costs.  In addition, (ate) a daily 
penalty if the agency fails to meet its burden of proving the record is not subject to 
disclosure_ ((eF its estimate is not "rease, ;e."))  RCW ((42.17.340(4`4))  42.56.550(4). 

An additional incentive for disclosure is RCW ((42.17.258)) 42.56.060,  which 
provides: "No public agency, public official, public employee, or custodian shall be 
liable, nor shall a cause of action exist, for any loss or damage based upon the release 
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of a public record if the public agency, public official, public employee, or custodian 
acted in good faith in attempting to comply" with the act. 

1 See King County v. Sheehan, 114 Wn. App. 325, 338, 57 P.3d 307 (2002) (referring to 
the ((three)) legislative intent provisions of the act as "the thrice-repeated legislative 
mandate that exemptions under the Public Records Act are to be narrowly construed.") 

AGENCY DESCRIPTION—CONTACT INFORMATION 
—PUBLIC RECORDS OFFICER 

(WAC 44-14-020 et seq.) 

WAC 44-14-020 Agency description—Contact information—Public 
records officer 

WAC 44-14-020 Agency description—Contact information—Public 
records officer. (1) The (name of agency) (describe services provided by agency). 
The (name of agency's) central office is located at (describe). The (name of agency) has 
field offices at (describe, if applicable). 

(2) Any person wishing to request access to public records of (agency), or 
seeking assistance in making such a request should contact the public records officer of 
the (name of agency): 

Public Records Officer 
(Agency) 
(Address) 
(Telephone number) 

(email) 

Information is also available at the (name of agency's) web site at (web site 
address). 

(3) The public records officer will oversee compliance with the act but another 
(name of agency) staff member may process the request. Therefore, these rules will 
refer to the public records officer "or designee." The public records officer ((or  designee 
and the  (Rame  of an )) will ensure that (name of agency) actually enforces the 
reasonable rules adopted by (name of agency) to provide the "fullest assistance" to 
requestors; create and maintain for use by the public and (name of agency) officials an 
index to public records of the (name of agency, if applicable); ensure that public records 
are protected from damage or disorganization; and prevent fulfilling public records 
requests from causing excessive interference with essential functions of the (name of 
agency). 

WAC 44-14-02001 Agency must publish its procedures 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-00004.] 
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WAC 44-14-02002 Public records officers 

WAC 44-14-02002 Public records officers. An agency must appoint a 
public records officer whose responsibility is to serve as a "point of contact" for 
members of the public seeking public records and to "oversee the agency's compliance" 
with the PRA, including the enforcement of reasonable rules pursuant to RCW 
42.56.100. RCW ((4`'.17.253( )42.56.580(l). The purpose of this requirement is to 
provide the public with one point of contact within the agency to make a request. A 
state agency must provide the public records officer's name and contact information by 
publishing it in the state register. RCW 42.56.580(2). A state agency is encouraged to 
provide the public records officer's contact information on its web site. A local agency 
must publish the public records officer's name and contact information in a way 
reasonably calculated to provide notice to the public such as posting it on the agency's 
web site. RCW ((42.17.253(3))) 42.56.580(3). 

The public records officer is not required to personally fulfill requests for public 
records. A request can be fulfilled by an agency employee other than the public records 
officer. If the request is made to the public records officer, but should actually be 
fulfilled by others in the agency, the public records officer should route the request to 
the appropriate person or persons in the agency for processing. An agency is not 
required to hire a new staff member to be the public records officer. 

AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC RECORDS 
WAC 44-14-030 et seq. 

WAC 44-14-030 Availability of public records 

WAC 44-14-030 Availability of public records. (1) Hours for inspection 
of records. Public records are available for inspection and copying during normal 
business hours of the (name of agency), (provide hours, e.g., Monday through Friday, 
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., excluding legal holidays). Records must be inspected at the 
offices of the (name of agency). Many public records are also available for inspection 
and copying on the (name of agency's) web site at any time, at no cost. 

(2) Records index. (If agency keeps an index.) An index of public records is 
available for use by members of the public, including (describe contents). The index 
may be accessed online at (web site address). (If there are multiple indices, describe 
each and its availability.) 

(If agency is local agency opting out of the index requirement.) The (name of 
agency) finds that maintaining an index is unduly burdensome and would interfere with 
agency operations. The requirement would unduly burden or interfere with (name of 
agency) operations in the following ways (specify reasons). 

(3) Organization of records. The (name of agency) shall adopt and enforce 
reasonable rules and regulations to ((will  maintain its rol+r)Fds in a reaSGR bly organized 

mann~The (name n~onn., will reasonable aGti„ns  te)) protect records from rrra'rn-r (name ~ `" ~ ~ ~ crn~rcaavTru~caccrorrs'~v 
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damage and disorganization. A requestor shall not take (name of agency) records from 
(name of agency) offices without the permission of the public records officer or 
designee. A variety of records is available on the (name of agency) web site at (web 
site address). Requestors are encouraged to view the documents available on the web 
site prior to submitting a records request. 

(4) Making a request for public records. (a) Any person wishing to inspect or 
copy public records of the (name of agency) should make the request in writing((. The 
request may be made)) on the (name of agency's) request form or through an online 
portal, or by letter, fax (if the agency uses fax), or email addressed to the public records 
officer at the email address publicly designated by (name of agency), or by submitting 
the request in person at (name of agency and address). The request may include ((apA 
;"^lam))  the following information: (( 

6  Flame of req ester- 
r 

6  Address of  requester;• 

information,inGludiRg telephORe nurnbeF and any ernail ;)) 
Contact information sufficient for the agency to respond to the request; 

o Identification of the public records adequate for the public records officer or 
designee to locate the records; and 

o The date and time of day of the request. 

(b) If the requestor wishes to have copies of the records made instead of simply 
inspecting them, he or she should so indicate and make arrangements to pay for copies 
of the records or a deposit. Pursuant to section (insert section), ((standard PhGtGGGpies  
will be provided at (aMG  Srit) Gents per page)) charges for copies are provided in a fee 
schedule available at (agency office location and web site address). 

(c) A records request form is available for use by requestors at the office of the 
public records officer and online at (web site address).... 

WAC 44-14-03001 "Public record" defined 

WAC 44-14-03001 "Public record" defined.  The PRA uses  ffl:  nwrts use)) a 
three-part test to determine if a record is a "public record." The document must be: A 
"writing," containing. information "relating to the conduct of government" or the 
performance of any governmental or proprietary function, "prepared, owned, used, or 
retained" by an agency.((4)) RCW 42.56.030. Effective July 23, 2017, records of 
certain volunteers are excluded from the definition. RCW 42.56.010(3) (chanter 303. 
Laws of 2017). 

(1) Writing. A "public record" can be any writing "regardless of physical form 
or characteristics." RCW ((42.17. ?20(4;4)) 42.56.010(3). "Writing" is defined very 
broadly as: "...handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating, photographing, and every 
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other means of recording any form of communication or representation, including, but 
not limited to, letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or combination thereof, and 
all papers, maps, magnetic or paper tapes, photographic films and prints, motion 
picture, film and video recordings, magnetic or punched cards, discs, drums, diskettes, 
sound recordings, and other documents including existing data compilations from which 
information may be obtained or translated. RCW ((42.17.020(48))) 42.56.010(4). ((AR 
email is a 'Writing."))  Emails, text messages, social media postings, databases and all 
other forms of electronic records and data are therefore also "writings." 

(2) Relating to the conduct of government. To be a "public record," a 
document must relate to the "conduct of government or the performance of any 
governmental or proprietary function." RCW ((42.17.0=0(44z)) 42.56.010(3).1 Almost all 
records held by an agency relate to the conduct of government; however, some do not. 
A purely personal record having absolutely no relation to the conduct of government is 
not a "public record." Even though a purely personal record might not be a "public 
record," a record of its existence might be if its existence was used for a governmental 
purpose.2 For example, a record showing the existence of a purely personal email sent 
by an agency employee on an agency computer would probably be a "public record," 
even if the contents of the email itself were not.((2)) 3 

(3) "Prepared, owned, used, or retained." A "public record" is a record 
"prepared, owned, used, or retained" by an agency. RCW ((42.17.020(4 4 ))) 
42.56.010(3). 

A record can be "used" or "owned" by an agency even if the agency does not 
actually possess the record. If an agency uses a record in its decision-making process 
it is a "public record."((-3)) 4 For example, if an agency considered technical 
specifications of a public works project and returned the specifications to the contractor 
in another state, the specifications would be a "public record" because the agency 
"used" the document in its decision-making process.((4)) 5 ((The agency Gould  be 
required to ebtain the 

public- ronnr,If  Wnless dGiRg so would  be impessihlo )) An agency 

cannot send its only copy of a public record to a third party for the ((sele)) purpose of 
avoiding disclosure. ((5)) 6 

Sometimes agency employees or officials may work on agency business from 
home computers((.  These hnmo GOMP„+or))  or on other personal devices, or from 
nonagency accounts (such as a nonagency email account), creating and storing agency 
records on those devices or in those accounts. When the records are prepared, owned, 
used or retained within the scope of the employee's or official's employment, those 
records (including emails, texts and other records) were "used" by the agency and 
relate to the "conduct of government" so they are "public records.7 RCW 
((II7 n2n(.1 ~)) 42.56.01 0(3).  ((u~,e,o., noc rrzo i nhri rll , eveF,the aEt dam. t o, f 

te d*SGIOSUFe (unless exempt). AgeRGies should ORStFUGt empleyees that all pu i  , 
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_ .. .. . 
"'. OPINION  .._ -91", .... ._ .. 

... .._. 
.. 

An aaencv's riaht and .duty to retain or recover control over its own public records 
is not found in the PRA itself, but is a function of other areas of law, including but not 
limited to, the law of property, agency, and employment. In addition, destruction of 
public records is a crime. See Chap. 40.16 RM Although a PRA request may trigger 
an agency's legal obligation to retrieve public records from the possession of an agency 
official, employee, or contractor, the PRA does not address how that might be 
accomplished. A discussion of how an agency might take legal action to recover public 
records in the possession of an agency official, employee or contractor is beyond the 
scope of these model rules. A public records officer who encounters any difficulty in 
retrieving public records from any agency official, employee or contractor should 
immediately contact the agency's legal advisor. 

1 Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation v. Johnson, 135 Wn.2d 734, 748, 
958 P.2d 260 (1998)((. Pop reGOrds-held by the see-retary ef  },  the senate e,=Ghief Glerk 

"• "legislative„ s a 
 

as defined in  R 
40-14 .10 Q rRG)ni42  17.  0--2 (broadly interpreting the provision concerning 
governmental function). 

2  See Mechling v. Monroe, 152 Wn. App. 830, 867, 222 P.3d 808 (2009) (" [Plurely 
personal emails of those government officials are not public records."); Nissen v. Pierce 
County, 183 Wn.2d 863, 357 P.3d 45 (2015) (describing that an employee or official must 
provide the agency responsive "public records" but is not required to provide "personal 
records"). 

3 Tiberino v. Spokane County Prosecutor, 103 Wn. App. 680, 691, 13 P.3d 1104 (2000) 
(record of volume of personal emails used for governmental purpose). 

((3)) 4 Concerned Ratepayers v. Public Utility Dist. No. 9, 138 Wn.2d 950, 958-61, 983 
P.2d 635 (1999).1999)((-));  Nissen, 183 Wn.2d at 882 (For a record to be "used" it must 
bear a nexus with the agency's decision-making process; a record held by a third party, 
without more, is not a public record unless an agency "uses" it.) . 

((44G))5 Concerned Ratepayers, 138 Wn.2d 950. 

((a)) 6See Op. Att'y Gen. 11 (1989), at 4, n.2 ("We do not wish to encourage agencies to 
avoid the provisions of the public disclosure act by transferring public records to private 
parties. If a record otherwise meeting the statutory definition were transferred into private 
hands solely to prevent its public disclosure, we expect courts would take appropriate 
steps to require the agency to make disclosure or to sanction the responsible public 
officers.") 

((&)) 7 Nissen, 183 Wn.2d at 882; West v. Vermillion, 196 Wn. App. 627, 384 P.3d 634 
(2016). In Nissen the State Supreme Court held that a communication is "within the 
scope of employment" when the iob requires it, the employer directs it, or it furthers the 
employer's interests. This inquiry is always case- and record-specific. 
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WAC 44-14-03002 Times for inspection and copying of records 

WAC 44-14-03002 Times for inspection and copying of records. An 
agency must make records available for inspection and copying during the "customary 
office hours of the agency." RCW ((42.17.280/)) 42.56.090. If the agency is very small 
and does not have customary office hours of at least thirty hours per week, and while 
the act does not specify a particular schedule, making the records ((fie)) available 
from 9:00 a.m. to noon, and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. satisfies the thirty-hour requirement. 
The agency and requestor can make mutually agreeable arrangements for the times of 
inspection and copying. 

WAC 4414-03004 Organization ofTeGo An agency must "protect public 
records from damage or disorganization." RCW ((42.''-~ r 2901)) 42.56.100. An agency 
owns public records (subject to the public's right, as defined in the act, to inspect or 
copy nonexempt records) and must maintain custody of them. RCW 40.14.020; chapter 
434-615 WAC. Therefore, an agency should not allow a requestor to take original 
agency records out of the agency's office, or alter or damage an original record. An 
agency may send original records to a reputable commercial copying center to fulfill a 
records request if the agency takes reasonable precautions to protect the records. See 
WAC 44-14-07001(5). 

The legislature encourages agencies to electronically store and provide public 
records: 

Broad public access to state and local government records and 
information has potential for expanding citizen access to that information 
and for providing government services. Electronic methods of locatinq 
and transferring information can improve linkages between and among 
citizens, organizations, business, and governments. Information must be 
managed with great care to meet the obiectives of citizens and their 
governments. 

It is the intent of the leaislature to encouraae state and local aovernments 
to develop, store, and manage their public records and information in 
electronic formats to meet their missions and objectives. Further, it is the 
intent of the legislature for state and local governments to set priorities for 
making public records widely available electronically to the public. 

RCW ((43.190)) 43.105.351. An agency could fulfill its obligation to provide 
"acce_s_s" to a public record by providing a requestor with a link to an agency web site 
containing an electronic copy of that record. RCW 42.56.520. Agencies are 
encouraged to do so, and requestors are encouraged to access records posted online 
in order to preserve taxpayer resources.j21 For those requestors without access to the 
internet, an agency ((Eeuld previ )) is to provide copies or allow the requestor to 
view copies using an agency computer terminal at its office. RCW 42.56.520. 
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WAC 44-14-03003 Index of records 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-03003.] 

WAC 44-14-03004 Organization of records. 

[WCOG proposes the following new WAC 44-14-03004] 

WAC 44-14-03004 Organization of records. (( [all 
existing text deleted]... )) Each agency is required to adopt and enforce 
reasonable rules and regulations to provide full public access to public records, to 
protect public records from damage or disorganization, and to prevent excessive 
interference with other essential functions of the agency. Such rules and regulations 
shall provide for the fullest assistance to inquirers and the most timely possible action 
on requests for information. RCW 42.56.100. 

Each agency is different. Each agency needs to adopt specific rules to address 
the particular type and organization of the records of the agency. The following sections 
provide model rules for some of the most commonly requested types of public records. 
This list is not exhaustive, and each agency shall adopt additional specific rules 
appropriate for its particular records and organization. 

(1) Use of personal computers, devices and accounts prohibited -
exceptions. Agencies should instruct employees and officials that all public records, 
regardless of where they were created, should promptly and consistently be transferred 
to agency computers for retention and organization. Agencies should instruct 
employees and officials to keep agency-related documents on home computers, 
personal devices, or in personal accounts in separate folders temporarily, until the 
documents are transferred to the agency. 

The use of personal email accounts for public business should be prohibited, with 
only narrow exceptions permitted. Agencies should instruct employees and officials that 
all email public records must be kept in agency-controlled email accounts. Where an 
employee or public official receives a public record email in a personal email account 
that email shall be forwarded to an official agency email account, with a copy to the 
sender, before responding to the email. The sender should be instructed to use the 
agency email address in the future. In the unusual situation where an agency employee 
needs to send an email from a personal account (because they don't have access to 
their agencv email account) that email should be copied ("CC") to an agency email 
account. 

Where agency employees or officials need a smart phone, laptop or other 
electronic device or account to perform their work the agencv shall provide such 
employees and officials with an agency-issued device or account that the agency 
maintains and for which the agency retains a right to access. Agencies should instruct 
their employees and officials that they have no expectation of privacy in such devices, 
and that such devices should not be used for personal communications. 
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Agencies should have policies describing permitted uses, if any, of home 
computers, personal devices or personal accounts for agency business. The policies 
should also describe the obligations of employees and officials for retaining, searching 
for and producing the agency's public records. 

If the agency receives a request for records that may be located on agency 
employees' or officials' home computers or personal devices, or in personal accounts, 
the agency should direct the individual to search their computer, device and/or account 
to confirm that all public records have been transmitted to the agency. After that, the 
agency should process the request as it would if the records were on the agency's 
computers or devices or in agency-owned devices or accounts. The agency employee 
or official may be required by the agency to sign an affidavit describing the nature and 
extent of his or her search for and production of responsive public records located on a 
home computer or personal device, or in a nonagency.account, and a description of 
personal records not provided with sufficient facts to show the records are not public 
records.9 

((9)) 1. Nissen, 183 VVn.2d at 886-887. 

(2) Text messages. The use of text messaging (SMS, MMS) for agency 
business is prohibited unless and until the agency has (i) implemented procedures, and 
obtained the necessary software and/or equipment, to retain all agency-related text 
messages in a manner that can be organized, searched and retrieved, and (ii) has 
trained agency personnel in such procedures. All employees are encouraged to use 
email instead of text messaging for agency business. 

(3) Social media. Social media is an important tool for communicating with 
the public, but must be done in a manner that is consistent with the Act. Social media 
Posts by the agency or its employees in connection with agency business are, and must 
be treated as, public records. Unless and until an agency has adopted a written policy 
for the use of social media, and the agency has adopted a procedure for organizing and 
archiving the agency's social media records, the use of social media for agency 
business is prohibited. Only social media accounts controlled by the agency may be 
used for public business. Social media policies adopted under this rule must specify, at 
a minimum, (i) the purpose of an agency's social media accounts, (ii) the person(s) 
authorized to use such accounts, and (iii) procedures for organizing and archiving the 
agency's social media data. 

(4) File names and file systems for electronic records. Each agency must 
adopt and enforce rules for file names and file systems for the organization of electronic 
records. Such rules must address, at a minimum, the following issues: 

(a) Each agency shall create and use a logical filing system for all electronic 
records. 

(b) Each agency shall establish rules to provide consistent, meaningful file 
names for all electronic records. 
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(c) Each agency shall require that electronic records be organized and stored on 
servers that are controlled by the agency, backed up, and protected from viruses, 
malware or unauthorized access. Each agency shall prohibit the use of local hard drive 
or storage devices that are not controlled by the agency. 

(5) Email. Each agency must adopt and enforce rules for the organization of 
email messages, addressing. Such rules must address, at a minimum, the following 
issues: 

(a) A user's Inbox and Sent Items folder are temporary locations for incoming 
and sent email, and not a permanent filing system. Allowing emails to accumulate in a 
user's Inbox or Sent items folder that must be searched in order to respond to a PRA 
request does not comply with RCW 42.56.100. Each agency must have appropriate 
software, procedures and training to enable emails to be regularly organized and easily 
retrieved. Each agency must adopt and enforce a rule requiring all agency personnel to 
move email messages from their Inbox and Sent Items folders to specific organized files 
on a regular basis to ensure that all public records are properly organized. 

(b) Emails should be organized by subject or matter, Oust like other agency 
records. Each agency will determine the specific process to be used by the agency, 
such as (i) using folders within the agency's email program, (ii) using additional 
document organization software, or NO extracting email messages as separate files, or 
converting them to PDF files, to be stored along with other electronic records on the 
same subject matter. Emails should be organized and stored in the same manner as 
other. agency records on the same subject. 

(c). Each agency must adopt and enforce rules that specify how files received as 
email attachments will be organized. 

(d) Each 'agency must adopt and enforce rules specifying the information—such 
as a r)roiect name. matter name. case number or file number—that must be included in 
the subject line of every email. Public records officers must ensure that lists of 
approved email subject lines or matter or file numbers are updated and available to all 
email users, and that email users are in fact following the agency's email rules. 

(e) Each agency must adopt and enforce rules specifying (i) who is responsible 
for filing email messages, and (ii) where emails are sent to numerous recipients or 
received by numerous recipients, who is responsible for such email records. 

(6) Word processing files. Each agency must adopt and enforce rules for 
the organization of word processing files. Such rules must address, at a minimum, the 
following issues: 

(a) Each agency must adopt rules that treat word processing files as drafts and 
require final versions of public text documents to be published as PDF files (unless 
some other format is needed). 
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(b) Each agencies must adopt specific rules for naming and preserving the 
original word processing files for important public documents. 

(c) Each agency must adopt specific rules to ensure that whenever significant 
changes are made to important public documents that the word processing files are 
preserved, and that file names or file locations are changed to prevent previous 
versions of files from being overwritten. 

(d) Each agency must adopt rules establishing procedures by which a word 
processing file received as an attachment to an email message is given a proper file 
name and moved to the appropriate location in the agency's document filing system 
before working with the file. 

(7) Drafts shared with other agencies or officials. Each agency must 
adopt and enforce rules to protect successive drafts of important public documents from 
different agencies from disorganization or destruction. Such rules must, at a minimum, 
ensure that all different versions of important public documents are retained in an 
organized filing system and that file names and/or locations are changed to prevent 
previous versions from being overwritten or destroyed. 

(8) Exempt information in commonly-used forms. Each agency that uses 
standard forms in its -government processes should review and revise its forms on a 
regular basis to limit the time and cost of redaction. Forms should be revised to (i) 
eliminate any unnecessary exempt information, and (ii) identify and segregate any 
necessary exempt information that should be redacted in response to a PRA request. 

(9) Records of PRA compliance. In the event of a dispute over whether an 
agency has conducted a reasonable search calculated to uncover all responsive 
documents the burden of proof is on the agencv to prove that a reasonable search was 
conducted. Public records officers and other agency personnel engaged in searching 
for responsive records must retain written records of where, when and how the agencv 
searched for records, including without limitation, the key words used, the custodians 
whose records were searched, whether any privately owned devices or accounts were 
searched, and the electronic and physical locations that were searched. Such records 
are not exempt, even if they are prepared by an attorney, and must be organized and 
retained along with all other documentation relating to a request for records. 

Public records officers and other agency personnel engaged in searching for 
responsive records may request legal advice from an agency's attorney. However, 
requests for legal advice and responses thereto must be identified as such and kept 
separate from records that contain nonexempt information about an agency's search for 
records. 

(10) Attorney invoices. Attorney invoices are important public records. 
RCW 42.56.903. Any redactions to attorney invoices causes delay and interferes with 
complete transparency. All outside legal counsel shall be instructed in writing as part of 
their retainer agreement with the agency, and each agencv shall adopt and enforce a 
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rule, that (i) attorney invoices shall include detailed information about the specific 
attorney work performed and shall not contain any exempt information except in* specific 
unusual circumstances explained in writing (see below), and (ii) attorney invoices shall 
indicate the specific persons who were present at any meeting with legal counsel. In 
the unusual situation where an invoice must contain privileged information the billing 
attorney shall make a notation on the invoice explaining what information is privileged 
and why. 

(11) Records of external legal counsel. Records relating to the legal work 
of external legal counsel are the public records of the represented agency. Each 
agency that employs outside legal counsel must specify, both by rule and in the 
attorney's retainer agreement, that (i) during the course of representation the litigation 
files of outside counsel are public records whether or not those records are actually in 
the possession of the agency itself, and (ii) at the conclusion of representation the entire 
file must be provided to the agency in an organized fashion. When records relating to 
litigation or agency legal advice are requested the search must include responsive 
records that might be in the possession of an agency's external legal counsel. A private 
attorney or law firm may act as the sole custodian of some or all of an agency's legal 
files during the course of a representation but such files must be provided to the agency 
(i) when requested under the PRA and/or (ii) at the conclusion of representation so that 
the records can be properly archived. Each agency that employs outside legal counsel 
shall specify, both by rule and in the attorney's retainer agreement, (i) how the agency's 
legal files will be organized and delivered to the agency, and (ii) that the attorney shall 
not receive additional compensation for searching or organizing legal files in response 
to a PRA reauest. 

(12) Multi-agency organizations. (a) "Multi-agency organization" means 
any organization that represents a particular type of government official or local 
-government entity and/or whose members include representatives of a particular type of 
government official or local government entity. Examples include Washington 
Association of Prosecuting Attorneys (WAPA), Washington State Association of 
Municipal Attorneys (WSAMA), Washington Association of Public Records Officers 
(WAPRO), the Association of Washington Cities (AWC), and the Washington State 
Association of Counties (WSAC). 

(b) No agency shall participate in any multi-agency organization unless and until 
that organization (1) has made a determination as to whether it is an "agency" under the 
PRA (such determinations may be subject to legal challenge), and (2) prominently 
discloses on its website. and states in its bvlaws. the determination of whether an 
organization is an "agency" subject to the PRA. 

(c) Where a multi-agency organization is itself an "agency" subject to the PRA, 
the organization is responsible for all of its own public records. No agency shall 
participate in any multi-agency organization unless and until that organization (i) 
appoints a public records officer pursuant to RCW 42.56.580, and (ii) adopts and 
enforces reasonable .rules to protect the organization's records from disorganization and 
destruction pursuant to RCW 42.56.100. A member agency may not rely on the 
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organization to comply with the PRA with respect to any public records unless the 
member agency's PRA officer has determined that the organization has adopted 
reasonable rules pursuant to RCW 42.56.100 and that those rules are actually being 
enforced. 

(d) Whether or not a multi-agency organization is itself an "agency" under the 
PRA each member agency remains responsible for all of its own public records, 
including all organization records in its possession. Each agency officer or employee 
who is a member of a board or committee of a multi-agency organization shall ensure 
the board or committee's compliance with RCW 42.56.100 by either accepting 
responsibility for PRA compliance for all of the board or committee's records or 
confirming in writing that another agency and its public records officer is responsible for 
such records. All public records must be organized and retained by an "agency" under 
the PRA. A member agency may not rely on a non-agency organization to comply with 
the PRA even if the organization offers or agrees to provide access to public records as 
if it were an agency. Each member agency must adopt and enforce reasonable rules 
for the organization of all organization records in its possession. A member agency 
may not rely on another agency to comply with the PRA with respect to any public 
records unless the member agency's PRA officer has determined that other agency has 
adopted reasonable rules for organization records pursuant to RCW 42.56.100 and that 
those rules are beina enforced. 

(e) No agency shall participate in any non-agency organization unless and until 
the organization ensures that an agency governed by the PRA has agreed in writing to 
be responsible for the organization's compliance with the PRA, to provide a PRA officer 
for the organization, and to adopt rules for the organization as if it were a single agency 
under RCW 42.56.100. That agency and public records officer must adopt and enforce 
reasonable rules to ensure that all of the records of an organization, board, or 
committee are retained in electronic format in organized files or folders as if the 
organization were an "agency" under the PRA. All records of the organization must be 
kept under the control of the appointed agency and its public records officer unless and 
until a new agency and/or public records officer is appointed and actually takes control 
over the records in compliance with RCW 42.56.100 and record retention statutes. 

(f) Records of multi-agency organization meetings, conferences and email 
discussions among member agencies are important and time-sensitive. Such records 
must be kept organized in a single location under the control of a single agency. Each 
organization shall adopt and enforce specific rules for email discussion groups that 
specify M the content of an email subject line, and (ii) a PRA officer or designee that 
must be copied on every email to enable the appointed aaencv to collect and oraanize 
email records. 

(13) Correspondence with legislators. Each agency must adopt and 
enforce rules for the retention and central organization of any and all records sent to or 
received from individual members of the legislature and/or their staff. 
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(14) Identifiable future records. Legislative and administrative proceedings 
frequently require agencies to issue official decisions, recommendations and reports. In 
many cases such records are time-sensitive because parties and concerned citizens 
have only short period of time in which to take action in response. Any pending 
decision, order, ordinance, resolution, recommendation or other official record that an 
agency is required by law to produce in any particular legislative or administrative 
matter is an identifiable public record for purposes of RCW 42.56.080 whether or not the 
record exists at the time it is requested. Agencies shall honor requests for such records 
by requiring the officer or body that will issue a decision, order, ordinance, resolution, 
recommendation or other official record to keep a list of persons who have requested 
the record, and to provide the record to those persons as soon as it is available. 

WAC 44-14-03005 Retention of records 

WCOG proposes revising the existing rule as follows: 

WAC 44-14-03005 Retention of records.  The Public Records Act (chapter 
42.56 RCW) and the records retention statutes (chapter 40.14 RCW) are two different 
laws. The record retention statutes were enacted by the legislature and have been in 
effect for many decades. The PRA was enacted in 1972 by popular initiative. 
Compliance with records retention laws does not necessarily comply with the PRA, 
Particularly RCW 42.56.100, which requires agencies to adopt and enforce rules to 
prevent the disorganization and destruction of public records, and which forbids the 
scheduled destruction of records that have been reauested under the PRA. 

Both statutes require the appointment of an officer to comply with the statute. 
RCW 40.14.040 requires each agency to designate a "records officer." RCW 
42.56.580(1) requires each agency to appoint a "public records officer." Although these 
offices are created by different statutes, an agency should appoint the same person to 
perform the functions of both offices. 

Except as required by RCW 42.56.100, faln agency is not required to retain 
every record it ever created or used. The state and local records committees approve a 
general retention schedule for state and local agency records that applies to records 
that are common to most agencies.1 Individual agencies seek approval from the state 
or local records committee for retention schedules that are specific to their agency, or 
that, because of particular needs of the agency, must be kept longer than provided in 
the general records retention schedule. The retention schedules for state and local 
agencies are available at ((WWW.SeGE;tate.wa.gov/aFGhives/gs.aspx))  

www.sos.gov/archives/  (select "Records Management"). 

Retention schedules vary based on the content of the record. For example, 
documents with no value such as internal meeting scheduling emails can be destroyed 
when no longer needed, but documents such as periodic accounting reports must be 
kept for a period of years. Because different kinds of records must be retained for 
different periods of time, an agency is prohibited from automatically deleting all emails 
after a short period of time (such as thirty days). While many of the emails ((like 
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publiG FeGeFds))  could be destroyed when no longer needed, many others must be 
retained for several years. Indiscriminate automatic deletion of all emails or other public 
records after a short period no matter what their content may prevent an agency from 
complying with its retention duties and could complicate performance of its duties under 
the Public Records Act. An agency should have a retention policy in which employees 
save retainable documents and delete nonretainable ones. An agency is strongly 
encouraged to train employees on retention schedules. Public records officers must 
receive training on retention of electronic records. RCW 42.56.152(5). 

The lawful destruction of public records is governed by retention schedules. The 
unlawful destruction of public records can be a crime. RCW 40.16.010 and 40.16.020. 

An agency is prohibited from destroying a public record, even if it is about to be 
lawfully destroyed under a retention schedule, if a public records request has been 
made for that record. RCW ((42.17.290r)) 42.56.100. Additional retention requirements 
might apply if the records may be relevant to actual or anticipated litigation. The agency 
is required to retain the record until the record request has been resolved. RCW 
42.56.100. An exception exists for certain portions of a state employee's personnel file. 
RCW ((42.17.295 )) 42.56.110. 

1. An agency can be found to violate the Public Records Act and be subject to the 
attorneys' fees and penalty provision if it prematurely destroys a requested record after a 
request is made. See Yacobellis v. City of Bellingham, 55 Wn. App. 706, 780 P.2d 272 
(1989). 

WAC 44-14-03006 Form of requests 

WCOG proposes the following new introductory paragraph to WAC 44-14-03006 (changes are 
shown in comparison to language in the current model rule): 

WAC 44-14-03006. Form of requests. There is.no  statutorily required format 
for a valid public records request.((4)) RCW 42.56.080(2). Agencies may recommend, 
but may not require, that requestors submit requests using an agency-provided form or 
web page. Agencies must respond to any "specific request" for "identifiable records" 
which provides "fair notice" and "sufficient clarity" that it is a records reguest.1 An 
agency may publish rules, for the guidance of the public, describing the established 
places at which, the employees from whom, and the methods whereby, records may 
most readily be requested. RCW 42.56.040; RCW 42.56.070(1); RCW 42.56.100; RCW 
34.05.220 (1)(b) (state agencies). 

1. RCW 42.56.080 (1) and (2); Hangartner v. City of Seattle, 151 Wn.2d 439, 447, 90 
P.3d 26 (2004) ("there is no official format for a valid PDA f PRAT reguest.'T()); Wood v. 
Lowe, 102 Wn. App. 872, 10 P.3d 494 (2000) (an agency's duty under the act is triggered 
when it receives a "specific request" for records and when the requestor states "the 
request with sufficient clarity to give the agency fair notice that it had received a request 
for public records"). 

Agency public internet web site records — No request required. A requestor 
is not required to make a public records request before inspecting, downloading or 
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copying records posted on an agency's public web site. To save resources for both 
agencies and requestors, agencies are strongly encouraged to post commonly 
requested records on their web sites. Requestors are strongly encouraged to review an 
agency's web site before submitting a public records request. 

In-person requests. An agency must honor requests received in person during 
normal business hours. RCW 42.56.080(2). An agency should have its public records 
request form available at the office reception area so it can be provided to a "walk-in" 
requestor. The form should be directed to the agency's public records officer. 

Mail, email and fax requests. A request can be sent by U.S. mail. RCW 
((42r~17 z  0 )) 42.56.100. ((A requestGaR  also be made by ail fax, E)r ^rally.  !\ 

,gxpS~ mean~Teque requests  n  its ~ RGVV 42.17.250/42.56.040      and
tt
42.17.260(1)/42.56.07-0(1); 
'' ~~ `"'
.2 1 260(1)/42 56 n7  (1);  RGVV 34 n5.220 (state a.geR.cieS). )) Agencies also must 

accept requests orally; by email or, alternatively, via website portal (if available); or by 
fax (if an agency still .uses fax). Oral requests should be confirmed in writing; see 
further comment herein. Fax requests may be offered as a convenience to requestors 
who still use fax machines, but agencies shall not require that requests be made by fax. 

Public records requests using the agency's form or web page. An agency 
should have a public records request form. An agency is encouraged to make its public 
records request form available at its office, and on its web site. ((An ^non^„ she ild 
have ^ publi^ roi+^rds request  form.)) Some agencies also have online public records 
request forms or portals on a page on their web sites, set up to specifically receive 
public records requests. Agencies may recommend that requestors submit requests 
using an agency-provided form or web page. RCW 42:56.080(2). In this comment, 
requestors are.strongly encouraged to use the agency's public records request form or 
online form or portal to make records requests, and then provide it to the designated 
agency person or address. Following this step begins the important communication 
process under the act between the requestor and the agency.2 This step also helps 
both the requestor and the agency, because it better enables the agency to more 
promptly identify the inquiry as a public records request, timely confirm its receipt with 
the requestor, promptly seek clarification from the requestor if needed, and otherwise 
begin processing the agency's response to the request under the act. 

An agency request form or online form or portal should ask the requestor 
whether he or she seeks to inspect the records, receive a copy of them, or to inspect 
the records first and then consider selecting records to copy. An agency request form 
or online portal should recite that inspection of records is free and provide ((+h 

page GhaFge for standaFd )) information about copying fees. 

An agency request form or online form or portal should require the requestor to 
provide contact information so the agency can communicate with the requestor to, for 
example, clarify the request, inform the requestor that the records are available, or 
provide an explanation of an exemption. Contact information such as a name, phone 
number, and address or email should be provided. Requestors should provide an email 
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address because it is an efficient means of communication and creates a written record 
of the communications between them and the agency. An agency should not require a 
requestor to provide a driver's license number, date of birth, or photo identification. This 
information is not necessary for the agency to contact the requestor and requiring it 
might intimidate some requestors. 

2. See Hobbs v. State, 183 Wn. App. 925, 335 P.3d 1004 (2014) (Court of Appeals 
encouraged requestors to communicate with agencies about issues related to their PRA 
requests) and WAC 44-14-04003(3) ("Communication is usually the key to a smooth 
public records process for both requestors and agencies."). 

Bot requests. An agency may deny a "bot" request that is one of multiple 
requests from a requestor to the agency within a twenty-four-hour period, if the agency 
establishes that responding to the multiple requests would cause excessive interference 
with other essential agency functions. RCW 42.56.080(3). A "bot" request means a 
records request that an agency reasonably believes was automatically generated by a 
computer program or script. 

Oral requests.  A number of agencies routinely accept oral public records 
requests (for example, asking to look at a building permit). Some agencies find oral 
requests to be the best way to provide certain kinds of records. However, for some 
requests such as larger or complex ones, oral requests may be allowed but are 
problematic. An oral request does not memorialize the exact records sought and 
therefore prevents a requestor or agency from later proving what was included in the 
request. Furthermore, as described in this comment and in WAC 44-14-04002(1), a 
requestor must provide the agency with ((reable))  fair notice that the request is for 
the disclosure of public records; oral requests, especially to agency staff other than the 
public records officer or designee, may not provide the agency with the required 
((rea ham))  notice or satisfy the agency's Public Records Act procedures. Therefore, 
requestors are strongly encouraged to make written requests, directed to the 
designated agency person or address. 

If an agency receives an oral request, the agency staff person receiving it should 
immediately reduce it to writing and then verify in writing with the requestor that it 
correctly memorializes the request. If the staff person is not the agency's public records 
officer, he or she should inform the public records officer that the request has been 
submitted. The public records officer serves "as a point of contact for members of the 
public in requesting disclosure of public records and oversees the agency's compliance 
with the public records disclosure reauirements." RCW 42.56.580. 

Prioritization of records requested.  An agency may ask a requestor to 
prioritize the records he or she is requesting so that the agency is able to provide the 
most important records first. An agency is not required to ask for prioritization, and a 
requestor is not required to provide it. 

Purpose of request. An agency cannot require the requestor to disclose the 
purpose of the request, ((with tWO  eXGeptiens except to establish whether inspection 
and copying would violate RCW 42.56.070(8) or 42.56.240(14), or other statute which 
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exempts or prohibits disclosure of specific information or records to certain persons. 
RCW ((4i- .270 )) 42.56.080. ((€i-st)) For example, if the request is for a list of 
individuals, an agency may ask the requestor if he or she intends to use the records for 
a commercial purpose;  and, if (and only if) circumstances suggest the list might be used 
for a commercial purpose, the agency may require the requestor to state the purpose of 
the use of the list.5 An agency should specify on its request form that the agency is not 
authorized to provide public records consisting of a list of individuals for a commercial 
use. RCW 42.!7.260/42.56.070(((-8#2).    

((Sesend)) And,  an agency may seek information sufficient to allow it to 
determine if another statute prohibits disclosure. For example, some statutes allow an 
agency to disclose a record only to ((ice-cl~aRt f9F benefits nr his nr homer, 

representative))  identified persons.  In such cases, an agency is authorized to ask the 
requestor if he or she fits the ((Gri+crrterien-r)) statutory criteria for disclosure of the record. 

5. Op. Att'y Gen. 12 (1988), at 11; Op. Att'y Gen. 2 (1998), at 4; SEW Healthcare 775W 
v. State et al., 193 Wn. App. 377, 377 P.3d 214 (2016). 

Indemnification. An agency is not authorized to require a requestor to 
indemnify the agency. ((4p. A#y GeR~,- 88)-.3))6 

6. Op. Att'y Gen. 12 (1988). See also RCW ((42~-'r5r))  42.56.060 which provides: 
"No public agency, public official, public employee, or custodian shall be liable, nor shall a 
cause of action exist, for any loss or damage based upon the release of a public record if 
the public agency, public official, public employee, or custodian acted in good faith in 
attempting to comply with the provisions of this chapter." ((; herefere, aR ageRGY has li++~o 

(1988 at  'T)) 

PROCESSING OF PUBLIC RECORDS REQUESTS—GENERAL 
WAC 44-14-040 et seq. 

[See separate comment letter for WCOG's comments on WAC 44-14-040 through 44-14-04005] 

WAC 44-14-04006 Closing request and documenting compliance. 

WCOG proposes revising the section as follows: 

WAC 44-14-04006 Closing request and documenting compliance. (1) 
Fulfilling request and closing letter. A records request has been fulfilled and can be 
closed when a requestor has inspected all the requested records, all copies have been 
provided, a web link has been provided (with assistance from the agency in finding it, if 
necessary), an entirely unclear request has not been clarified, a request or installment 
has not been claimed or reviewed, or the requestor cancels the request. An agency 
should provide a closing letter stating the scope of the request and memorializing the 
outcome of the request. A closing letter may not be necessary for smaller requests, or 
where the last communication with the requestor established that the request would be 
closed on a date certain.  The outcome described in the closing letter might be that the 
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requestor inspected records, copies were provided (with the number range of the 
stamped or labeled records, if applicable), the agency sent the requestor the web link, 
the requestor failed to clarify the request, the requestor failed to claim or review the 
records within thirty days, or the requestor canceled the request. The closing letter 
should also ask the requestor to promptly contact the agency if he or she believes 
additional responsive records have not been provided. 

(2) Returning assembled records. An agency is not required to keep 
assembled records set aside indefinitely. This would "unreasonably disrupt" the 
operations of the agency. RCW ((42.17.270 )) 42.56.080. In those cases where the 
agency has not made an electronic copy of the records provided to the requestor, after 
a request has been closed, an agency should return the assembled records to their 
original locations. Once returned, the records are no longer subject to the prohibition on 
destroying records scheduled for destruction under the agency's retention schedule. 
RCW ((4`'~17.299T)) 42.56.100. 

(3) Retain copy of records provided. Except in unusual circumstances an 
agencV should create and retain an electronic copy of the records provided to the 
requestor. Even where a requester asks for paper copies, the agencV should make a 
PDF copy of the requested records and then print the paper copies from the PDF file. 
Agencies should use electronic PDF redaction software rather than redacting paper 
records bV hand. Where a PDF file has been electronically redacted the agencV should 
also retain a copy of the unredacted PDF file. (('^ c^mo Gases it may ho )niico fer +ho 

request. This allows the agency +Gmont what vided.))  A growing number 
of requests are for a copy of the records provided to another requestor, which can easily 
be fulfilled if the agency retains a copy of the records provided to the first requestor. 
The copy of the records provided should be retained for ((a)) the period of time 
consistent with the agency's retention schedules for records related to disclosure of 
documents. 

WAC 44-14-04007 Later discovered records. 

No comments. 

PROCESSING OF PUBLIC RECORDS REQUESTS—ELECTRONIC 
RECORDS 

WAC 44-14-050 et seq. 

WAC 44-14-050 Processing of public records requests—
Electronic records. 

WAC 44-14-050 Processing of public records requests—Electronic 
records. (1) Scanning paper records. (Name of agencV) shall copy existing paper 
records by scanning such records to.create electronic copies (usually PDF files), 
whether or not the requestor wants electronic copies or paper copies. 
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((4)) (2) Requesting electronic records. The process for requesting electronic 
public records is the same as for requesting paper public records. 

((21)) (3) Providing electronic records. When a requestor requests records in 
an electronic format, the public records officer will provide the nonexempt records or 
portions of such records that are reasonably locatable in an electronic format that is 
used by the name of agency), and is generally commercially available, or in a format 
that is reasonably translatable from the format in which the agency keeps the record. 
Costs for providing electronic records are governed by (( )) RCW 
42.56.120 and 42.56.130. The fee schedule is available at (aaencv address and web 
site address). 

Ga)) (4)  Databases and customized electronic access (( )) 
services. A database is an organized collection of computer data existing in one or 
more computer files. Databases make it easy for agencies to collect, organize and 
manipulate large amounts of data. Because the information in databases is contained 
in organized fields, records and tables it is easier to access, search and manipulate 
than other forms of information. A database is a "writing" and therefore a "public record" 
that can be copied and redacted electronically. If a requestor asks for a copy of a 
database, and provides (or pays for) a sufficient storage device or online account to 
receive a copy, the agency must provide a redacted electronic copy. 

While not required, and with the consent of the requestor, the (name of agency) 
may decide to provide customized ((aGG86S URder RGVV 43.105.280  if  the FeGGFd is RG  

)) 
electronic access services and assess charges under RCW 42.56.120(2)(f). A 
customized service charge applies only if the (name. of agency) estimates that the 
request would require the use of information technology expertise to prepare data 
compilations, or provide customized electronic access services when such compilations 
and customized access services are not used by the agency for other purposes. The 
(name of agency) may charge a fee consistent with RCW ((43:10)) 42.56.120 
(2)(f) for such customized access. The fee schedule is available at (agency address 
and web site address). 

WAC 44-14-05001 Access to electronic records. 

WAC 44-14-05001 Access to electronic records. The Public Records Act 
does not distinguish between access to paper and electronic records. There is no legal 
or factual difference between "copying" and "scanning" paper records. Modern copiers 
and multifunction document machines create copies of paper documents by first 
scanning the document to create a digital image and then print the image onto paper, if 
that output is selected by the user. The PRA requires agencies to provide copies of 
public records, regardless of the form of the writing in which the record is contained. 
Scanning paper records is iust a modern method of copying paper records. Scanning a 
paper record does not create a new public record but merely a copy of an existing 
public record. RCW 42.56.120(1). 
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((Instead,  )) The act explicitly includes electronic records within its coverage. 
The definition of "public record" includes a "writing," which in turn includes "existing data 
compilations from which information may be obtained or translated." RCW 
((42.17.020(48) (iRGGF eFated by  Fef8FeRrcee into the-'crr't  by RGVV 42.56.n01 0) 
42.56.010(4).  Many agency records are now in an electronic format. Many of these 
electronic formats such as Windows@ products are generally available and are 
designed to operate with other computers to quickly and efficiently locate and transfer 
information. Providing electronic records can be cheaper and easier for an agency than 
paper records. Furthermore, RCW ((43.105.250))  43.105.351  provides: "It is the intent 
of the legislature to encourage state and local governments to develop, store, and 
manage their public records and information in electronic formats to meet their missions 
and objectives. Further, it is the intent of the legislature for state and local governments 
to set priorities for making public records widely available electronically to the public." 

In general, an agency  shall  provide electronic records in an electronic format if 
requested in that format,  if it is reasonable and feasible to do so.1 An agency may 
translate a record into an alternative electronic format at the request of the requestor if it 
is reasonable and feasible to do so. Such translation into an alternative format does not 
create a new public record for the purposes of copying fees. RCW 42.56.120(1). An 
agency can provide links to specific records on the agency's public internet web site. 
RCW 42.56.520. An agency shall not impose copy charges for access to or 
downloading records that the agency routinely posts on its internet web site prior to the 
recent of a request unless the requestor has specifically requested that the agency 
provide copies of such records by other means. RCW 42.56.120(2)(e). 

Reasonableness and technical feasibility ((+s)) are the touchstone for providing 
electronic records. An agency should provide reasonably locatable electronic public 
records in either their original generally commercially available format (such as an 
Acrobat PDFO file) or, if the records are not in a generally commercially available 
format, the agency should provide them in a reasonably translatable electronic format if 
possible. In the rare cases when the requested electronic records are not reasonably 
locatable, or are not in a generally commercially available format or are not reasonably 
translatable into one, the agency might consider customized access.((See  V G 44  14 

Delivering electronic records can be accomplished in several ways or a 
combination of ways. For example, an agency may post records on the agency's 
internet web site and provide the requestor links to specific documents: make a 
computer terminal available at the agency so a requestor can inspect electronic records 
and designate specific ones for copying: send records by email; copy records onto a 
CD, DVD or thumb drive and mail it to the requestor or making it available for pickup; 
upload records to a cloud-based server. includina to a file transfer protocol (FTP) site 

through other means. Most agencies should have the ability to provide electronic 
records by Internet transmission, either through the agency's own web portal or by using 
a commercial file delivery service such as Drop Box. Email delivery is the preferred 
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method of delivery for smaller data files. There may be size limits with the agency's 
email system or the requestor's email account with respect to the volume, size or types 
of emails and attachments that can be sent or received. 

What is reasonable and technically feasible for copying and delivery of electronic 
records in one situation or for one agency may not be in another. Not all agencies, 
especially smaller units of local government, have the electronic resources of larger 
agencies and some of the generalizations in these model rules may not apply every 
time. If an agency initially believes it cannot provide electronic records in an electronic 
format, it should confer with the requestor and the two parties should attempt to 
cooperatively resolve any technical difficulties. See WAC 44-14-05003. It is usually .a 
purely technical question whether an agency can provide electronic records in a 
particular format in a specific case. 

WAC 44-14-05002 "Reasonably locatable" and "reasonably 
translatable" electronic records. 

WAC 44-14-05002 "Reasonably locatable" and "reasonably translatable" 
electronic records. (1) "Reasonably locatable" electronic records. The act 
obligates an agency to provide nonexempt "identifiable ... records." RCW 42.56.080. 
An "identifiable record" is essentially one that agency staff can "reasonably locate." 
WAC 44-14-04002(2). Therefore, a general summary of the "identifiable record" 
standard as it relates to electronically locating public records is that the act requires an 
agency to provide a nonexempt "reasonably locatable" record. This does not mean that 
an agency can decide if a request is "reasonable" and only fulfill those requests. 
Rather, "reasonably locatable" is a concept, grounded in the act, for analyzing electronic 
records issues. 

Agencies are required to adopt and enforce reasonable rules to protect public 
records from disorganization or destruction. RCW 42.56.100. An agency's failure to 
comply with this requirement does not relieve the agency from its obligation to produce 
reasonably locatable records or make any public_ record not reasonably locatable. 

In general, a "reasonably locatable" electronic record is one which can be located 
by the subiect matter of the record or with typical search features and organizing 
methods contained in the agency's current software. For example, a retained email 
containing the term "XYZ" is usually reasonably locatable by using the email program 
search feature. However, ((aa)) some email search ((featwFe  as)) features have 
limitations, such as not searching attachments, but ((+s)) are a good starting point for the 
search. Information might be "reasonably locatable" by methods other than a search 
feature. For example, a request for a copy of all retained emails sent by a specific 
agency employee for a particular date is "reasonably locatable" because it can be found 
utilizing a common organizing feature of the agency's email program, such as a 
chronological "sent" folder. Another indicator of what is "reasonably locatable" is 
whether the agency keeps the information in a particular way for its business purposes. 
For example, an agency might keep a database of permit holders including the name of 
the business. The agency does not separate the businesses by whether they are 
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publicly traded corporations or not because it has no reason to do so. A request for the 
names of the businesses which are publicly traded is not "reasonably locatable" 
because the agency has no business purpose for keeping the information that way. In 
such a case, the agency should provide the names of the businesses (assuming they 
are not exempt from disclosure) and the requestor can analyze the database to 
determine which businesses are publicly traded corporations. 

(2) "Reasonably translatable" electronic records. The act requires an 
agency to provide a "copy" of nonexempt records (subject to certain copying charges). 
RCW 42.56.070(1) and 42.56.080. To provide a photocopy of a paper record, an 
agency must take some reasonable steps to mechanically translate the agency's 
original document into a useable copy for the requestor such as copying it in a copying 
machine, or scanning it to create a PDF file (( )). Similarly, an 
agency must take some reasonable steps to prepare an electronic copy of an electronic 
record or a paper record. Providing an electronic copy is analogous to providing a 
paper record: An agency must take ((reasonable)) steps to translate the agency's 
original into a useable copy for the requestor, if it is reasonable and feasible for it to do 
so. 

The "reasonably translatable" concept typically operates in two ((throe kiRds „fl) 
situations: 

(b).)) (a) An agency has an electronic record in a generally commercially 
available format (such as a Windows® product); or 

(({G})) (b) An agency has an electronic record in an electronic format but the 
requestor seeks a copy in a different electronic format. 

The following examples assume no redactions are necessary. 

.- -- 

1 I 

.. ~~ AM' ■ e- - - .. 
_. 

((04)) fil Agency has electronic records in a generally commercially 
available format. When an agency has an electronic record in a generally 
commercially available format, such as an Excel® spreadsheet, and the requestor 
requests an electronic copy in that format, no translation into another format is 
necessary; the agency should provide the spreadsheet electronically. Another example 
is where an agency has an electronic record in a generally commercially available 
format (such as Word®) and the requestor requests an electronic copy in Word®. An 
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agency cannot instead provide a WordPerfect@ copy because there is no need to 
translate the electronic record into a different format. In the paper-record context, this 
would be analogous to the agency intentionally making an unreadable photocopy when 
it could make a legible one. Similarly, the WordPerfect@ "translation" by the agency is 
an attempt to hinder access to the record. In this example, the agency should provide 
the document in WordO format. Electronic records in generally commercially available 
formats such as Word@ could be easily altered by.the requestor. Requestors should 
note that altering public records and then intentionally passing them off as exact copies 
of public records might violate various criminal and civil laws. 

((kii4)) ii Agency has electronic records in an electronic format other than 
the format requested. When an agency has an electronic record in an electronic 
format (such as a Word@ document) but the requestor seeks a copy in another format 
(such as WordPerfect% the question is whether the agency's document is "reasonably 
translatable" into the requested format. If the format of the agency document allows it to 
"save as" another format without changing the substantive accuracy of the document, 
and the agency has a WordPerfect@ license, this would be "reasonably translatable." 
The agency's record might not translate perfectly, but it was the requestor who 
requested the record in a format other than the one used by the agency. Another 
example is where an agency has a database in a unique format that is not generally 
commercially available. A requestor requests an electronic copy. The agency can 
convert the data in its unique system into a near-universal format such as a comma-
delimited or tab-delimited format. The requestor can then convert the comma-delimited 
or tab-delimited data into a database program (such as Access@) and use it. The data 
in this example is "reasonably translatable" into a comma-delimited or tab-delimited 
format so the agency should do so. A final example is where an agency has an 
electronic record in a generally commercially available format (such as WordO) but the 
requestor requests a copy in an obscure word processing format. The agency offers to 
provide the record in Word@ format but the requestor refuses. The agency can easily 
convert the Word@ document into a standard text file which, in turn, can be converted 
into most programs. The Word@ document is "reasonably translatable" into a text file so 
the agency should do so. It is up to the requestor to convert the text file into his or her 
preferred format, but the agency has provided access to the electronic record in the 
most technically feasible way and not attempted to hinder the requestor's access to it. 

(3) Agency should keep an electronic copy of the electronic records it 
provides. An electronic record is usually more susceptible to manipulation and 
alteration than a paper record. Therefore, an agency should keep((,  wheR  feasible,)) an 
electronic copy of the electronic records it provides to a requestor to show the exact 
records it provided, for the time period required in its records retention schedule. 
Additionally, an electronic copy might also be helpful when responding to subsequent 
electronic records requests for the same records. 

WAC 44-14-05003 Parties should confer on technical issues. 

[WCOG has no comments on the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-05003.] 
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WAC 44-14-05004 Customized access. 

[WCOG has no comments on the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-05004.1 

WAC 44-14-05005 Relationship of Public Records Act to court 
rules on discovery of "electronically stored information." 

[WCOG has no comments on the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-05005.] 

EXEMPTIONS 
WAC 44-14-060 et seq. 

[WCOG proposes revising the existing rule as follows:] 

WAC 44-14-060 Exemptions. 

(1) The Public Records Act provides that a number of types of documents are 
exempt from public inspection and copying. In addition, documents are exempt from 
disclosure if any "other statute" exempts or prohibits disclosure. Requestors should be 
aware of the following exemptions, outside the Public Records Act, that restrict the 
availability of some documents held by (name of agency) for inspection and copying: 

(List other laws) 

(2) The (agency) is prohibited by statute from disclosing lists of individuals for 
commercial purposes. 

(3) The (name of agency) will adopt and enforce specific rules for organizing its 
public records to prevent commonly-asserted exemptions from causing excessive delay 
or disruption in responding to a PRA request. 

WAC 44-14-06001 Agency must publish list of applicable 
exemptions. 

WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-06001. 

WAC 44-14-06002 Exemptions. 

[WCOG proposes revising the existing rule as follows:] 

WAC 44-14-06002 ((Summary )) Exemptions. (((I) Gen^r''.)) The act 
and other statutes contain hundreds of exemptions from disclosure and dozens of court 
cases interpret them. A full treatment of all exemptions is beyond the scope of the 
model rules. For a discussion of several commonly used exemptions, see these 
documents on the attorney general's office web site: Open Government Resource 
Manual at http://www.atg.wa.gov/open-government-resource-manual  (the manual 
contains a discussion and summaries of many exemptions, links to statutes, and links to 
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many court decisions and several attorney general opinions): the code reviser's annual 
list of exemptions in the state code, available at http://www.atg.wa.gov/sunshine-
co_mmittee:  and a guidance document on the attorney-client privilege and work-product 
doctrine, available at http://www.atg.wa.gov/model-rules-public-disclosure.  

(1) Attorney-client privilege. Agency legal files are subject to public records 
requests, and must be produced to the extent they contain material that is not 
privileged, work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure. Agencies and their 
attorneys should recognize that failure to properly organize and identify exempt material 
in legal records can cause unnecessary and time-consuming delays in responding to 
public records requests, and can interfere with the agency's obligation to provide fullest 
assistance to requesters. Accordingly, agencies and their attorneys shall assure proper 
organization of legal files, and identification of privileged or potentially privileged 
material. includina without limitation throuah the followina practices. 

Each agency's attorney, prosecuting attorney or law department shall maintain a 
list, in a common, convenient electronic format, of all agency litigation and discrete 
identifiable legal matters, including (i) the case name and court, if any, (ii) a file name or 
number to be used in all agency documents relating to the matter, (iii) the attorney(s) in 
charge of the matter, and (iv) the agency personnel who have decision-making authority 
and/or access to privileged information about the matter. The list shall be available to 
all agency employees as well as the public, and to the extent possible shall not contain 
any exempt information whatsoever. Each agency's PRA officer shall ensure that the 
agency's legal matter list is kept up to date, and that agency attorneys and their staffs 
are including the required file name and/or number on all related records. 

Agency attorneys should, whenever possible, identify attorney-client privileged 
records as such by (i) making a conspicuous notation such as "**'ATTORNEY-CLIENT 
PRIVILEGED'*** in the subject line, header or footer of every privileged document, and 
(ii) identifying the legal matter by its approved file name or number. Agency attorneys 
shall not designate records as privileged absent a well-founded belief that the records 
are privileged. Agency attorneys should avoid mixing privileged or otherwise protected 
information and non-exempt information in a single document, and should encourage 
those with whom they communicate to segregate privileged communications into 
separate records. Where privileged legal advice is mixed with non-exempt 
communications, the privileged portion of the document should be clearly identified so 
that it can be redacted without legal review. 

(2) Records relevant to a controversy (work product). Each agency's 
PRA officer shall ensure that the agency's list of legal matters required by subsection 
(1) is kept up to date, and that agency attorneys and their staffs are including the 
required file name or number on all records that contain work product. Because the 
exemption in RCW 42.56.290 only applies to records that are relevant to a controversy,  
no agencv will redact any information pursuant to that exemption unless and until the 
agency has specifically identified the relevant controversy and/or updated the agency's 
legal matter list accordingly. 
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Agency attorneys should, whenever possible, identify records that contain 
attorney work product as such by (i) making a conspicuous notation such as 
"***ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT - PRIVILEGED **** in the subject line, header or 
footer of every document containing work product, and (ii) identifying the legal matter by 
its approved file name and/or number. Agency attorneys shall not designate records as 
exempt under RCW 42.56.290 absent a well-founded belief that the records are 
exempt. Agency attorneys should avoid mixing privileged legal advice, including 
attorney theories and mental impressions exempt under RCW-42.56.290, with ordinary 
work product in a single document. 

(3) Litigation correspondence and pleading files. Each agency attorney 
shall maintain organized chronological files of (i) all external correspondence, including 
email, and (ii) all pleadings, for each separate agency legal matter. Such files shall be 
kept in electronic format and in the possession of the agencv itself, and shall not contain 
any exempt information so that copies of the files can be quickly provided to requestors 
without the need for any review of the records. 

(4) Common interest and joint defense agreements. No record shared 
with any party or person outside the agency shall be withheld as exempt under either 
the common interest or ioint defense doctrines unless the attorneys for all parties to the 
common interest or joint defense have stated in a written agreement (i) who the parties 
to the agreement are, (ii) what the specific common interests and/or joint defenses are, 
and NO that the parties intend and agree to share confidential information within the 
scope of the specifically identified common interests and/or joint defenses. Whenever 
records subject to a common interest or ioint defense claim are requested the agency 
will provide the requestor with a copy of the written agreement as part of the explanation 
of redactions required by RCW 42.56.210(3). The written agreement shall be filed in 
the correspondence file required by subsection (3). The written agreement shall not 
contain any exempt information and shall not be redacted. Whenever a party to a joint 
defense or common interest agreement sends confidential information to another party 
pursuant to the agreement the shared document(s) shall have a conspicuous notation 
that the information is governed by the specific agreement identified by name and date. 

(5) Passwords. Each agency shall adopt and enforce rules to prohibit the 
inclusion of exempt passwords (or access codes) in documents created for any reason 
other than to communicate or document such passwords. When a non-exempt record 
containing an exempt password is requested the PRA officer will instruct the person 
whose password is at issue to change the password and to avoid including passwords 
in nonexempt records in the future. When a non-exempt email record containing an 
exempt password is requested the agency will instruct the person whose password is at 
issue to change the password and then produce the email without redacting the 
password. 

Each agency shall instruct its officers and employees who use conference call 
systems that conference call passwords and access codes will not be redacted under 
RCW 42.56.420(4) and that such passwords should be changed on a regular basis. 

MUM"O~-~IMIll 
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COSTS OF PROVIDING COPIES OF PUBLIC RECORDS 
WAC 44-14-070 et seq. 

WAC 44-14-070 

WAC 44-14-070 Costs of providing copies of public records. (1) ((Costs 
for paper Gepies)) Inspection.  There is no fee for inspecting public records,, 
including inspecting records on the (name of agency) web site. ((° requester may  

obtain standard black and white photecep for ("amount) cents per page and Gelo 
ponies for (amo,,nt) Gents per page 
L 

• mere than fifteeR Gents peF page, use th  
avt • •  s• 

(2) Actual costs. (If the agency determines it will charge actual costs for 
copies, it may do so after providina notice and a public hearina.) A statement of the 
factors and the manner used to determine ((this charge)) the charges for copies is 
available from the public records officer. The costs for copies of records are as 
follows (arovide details).- 

(3) (Alternative) Statutory default costs. (If the agency determines it will not 
charge actual costs for copies but instead will assess statutory costs, it must have a 
rule or regulation declaring the reasons that determining actual costs would be unduly 
burdensome). The (name of agency) is not calculatinq actual costs for copying its 
re-cords because to do so would be unduly burdensome for the following reasons: 
The (name of agency) does not have the resources to conduct a study to determine 
actual copying costs for all its records; to conduct such a study would interfere with 
other_ essential agency functions; and, through the legislative process, the public and 
requestors have commented on and been informed of authorized fees and costs 
provided in the Public Records Act including RCW 42.56.120 and other laws. 
Therefore, in order to timely implement a fee schedule consistent with the Public 
Records Act, it is more cost efficient, expeditious and in the public interest for the 
(name of agency) to adopt the state legislature's approved fees and costs ((f,G ~ 
f the (name of aq 1A/ 7 120 and as- 

published 

 ~--R,e-~ n-a„~o,--a a @F~£-~d~--r~?  E~6 rd-S~&S a~t~-19fi~ e d--I~~-PAC-o-o-~-~56~.,r~ 
in the  geiigy's foe SGhedule.))  for the agency records, as authorized in RCW 

42.56.120 except for uniaue identified records for which actual costs can be determined. 
or where the agency decides to waive charging costs. 

(4) Fee schedule. The fee schedule is available at (office location) and on 
(name of agency) web site at (insert web site address). 

(5) Processing payments. Before beginning to make the copies or 
processing a customized service,  the public records officer or designee may require a 
deposit of up to ten percent of the estimated costs of copying all the records selected 
by the requestor. The public records officer or designee may ((also)) require the 
payment ((of the ~+ue; of the coF-g --ests- before -providing all the re Fd nr 
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the payment))  of the costs of copying an installment before providing that installment. 
The (name of agency) will not charge sales tax when it makes copies of public 
records. 

17 MIN. 11 W-1 

NMI -- .... 

{3})) Costs of mailing. The (name of agency) may also charge actual costs 
of mailing, including the cost of the shipping container. 

(({4})) MPayment. Payment may be made by cash, check, or money order to 
the (name of agency). 

WAC 44-14-07001 

WAC 44-14-07001 General rules for charging for copies. (1) No fees 
for costs of locating records or preparing records for inspection or copying.  An 
agency cannot charge a fee for locating public records or for preparing the records 
for inspection or copying. RCW ((42.17300 )) 42.56.120.1  An agencV cannot 
charge fees for a person to inspect or access records on the agencV's public internet 
web site. An agencv cannot 'charge a fee for access to or downloading records the 
agencV routinely posts on its public internet web site prior to the receipt of a 
request unless the requestor has specifically requested that the agencV provide 
copies of such records through other means. RCW 42.56.120 (2)(e). 

1. See also Op. Att'y Gen. 6 (1991). 

An agency cannot charge a "redaction fee" for the staff time necessary to 
prepare the records for inspection, for the copying required to redact records before 
they are inspected, or an archive fee for getting the records from ((effsite)) off- 
site. Op. Att'y Gen. 6 (1991). These are the costs of making the records 
available for inspection or copying and cannot be charged to the requestor. 

(2) ((Standard photocopy charges. Standard p c;epies aFe b!aGk and 

if it  tempts tGhar  ge mere than the fif~oon GeRtS per marts maximum fir 
nhetenenieo ))

~
A~~ frct~

~
a'  al costs. If assessing actual costs, an agency must establish a 

statement of the "actual cost" of the copies it provides, which must include a 
"statement of the factors and the manner used to the determine the actual per page 
cost." RCW 42.17.260(741 

42.56.070(7).  nn agenGy  may in ,rye the nests "dirently 

incident" 
to make theEep+es. RGVV 42.47.26 --(7)(a)/ 42.56.070 (7)(a) 2 
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The actual costs include the actual cost of the paper and the per page cost for use 
of agency copying (including scanning) equipment; the actual cost of the electronic 
production or file transfer of the record; the use of any cloud-based data storage 
and processing service; costs directly incident to the cost of postage or delivery 
charges and the cost of any container or envelope used; and, the costs directly 
incident to transmitting such records in an electronic format, including the cost of 
any transmission charge and the use of any physical media device provided bV the 
agency. An agencv maV include staff salaries, benefits or other general administrative 
or overhead charges only if those costs are directly related to the actual cost of 
copying the public records. Staff time to copy and send the records maV be included in 
an agency's actual costs. An agency's calculations and reasoning need not be 
elaborate but should be detailed enough to allow a requestor or court to determine if 
the agency has properly calculated its copying charges. ((An agen„„  should 

)) 
When calculating any fees authorized under this section, an agency shall use the most 
reasonable, cost-efficient method available to the agencv as part of its normal 
operations. 

2. The costs of staff time is allowed only for making copies. An agency cannot charge for 
staff time for locating records or other noncopying functions. See RCW ((42.17.300/)) 
42.56.120. ("No fee shall be charged for locating public documents and making them 
available for copying.")((.)) 

An agency's statement of such actual costs maV be adopted by an agency 
only after arovidina notice and public hearina. RCW 42.56.070(3). 

(3) Statutory default costs.  If an agency opts for the default copying 
charges ((of fifteen GeRtS  nor Pa  )) pursuant to RCW 42.56.120, it need not calculate 
its actual costs. RCW ((42.17.260(8)/42.56.07G(8)-. 

- - • - - 

-- - 1111-MA.- -- •- •- -•- - - .. .. NO. 
._ ... .. .. .. 
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{4})) 42.56.120(2)(b). However, it must declare the reasons for why calculating 
the actual costs would be unduly burdensome, and then it is limited to the statutory 
costs for those records. Id. 

The statutory default costs include different charges per record or groups of 
records, or an alternative flat fee of up to two dollars for any request when the 
agency reasonably estimates and documents that the allowable statutory costs are 
clearly equal to or .more than two dollars. RCW 42.56.120 (2)(d). If usinq the 
statutory flat fee, the agency can charge the flat fee only for the first installment for 
records produced in multiple installments, and no fees can be assessed for subsequent 
installments. 

Statutory default charges can be combined to the extent that more than one 
type of charge applies to a particular request, unless the agency is assessing 
the statutory flat fee for a request. RCW 2.56.120 (3)(c). The statutory default 
costs include actual costs of digital storage media, mailing containers, and postage. 
RCW 42.56.120 (3)(d). 

(4) Fee schedule. The agency should make its fee schedule publicly available 
on its web site and through other means. 

(5) Estimate of costs for requestor. If a requestor asks, an agency 
must provide a summary of the applicable charges, or the cost of customized service 
charges, before copies are made and the requestor may revise the request to reduce 
((the-nuMl3er ^f G^r;oG to  be  made, thus)) the applicable charges. RCW 
42.56.120(2)(f). An agency must also provide a requestor, in advance, information 
concerning customized service charges if the request involves customized service. 
RCW 42.56.120(3). 

n Copying charges apply to copies selected by requestor. Often a 
requestor will seek to inspect a large number of records but only select a smaller 
group of them for copying. Copy charges can only be charged for the records 
selected by the requestor. RCW ((42.17.300)) 42.56.120 (charges allowed for 
"providing" copies to requestor). 

The requestor should specify whether he or she seeks inspection or copying. 
The agency should inform the requestor that inspection is free. This can be noted on 
the agency's request form. If the requestor seeks copies, then the agency should 
inform the requestor of the copying charges for the request. An agency should not 
assemble a large number of records, fail to inform the requestor that inspection 
is free, and then attempt to charge for copying all the records. 

Sometimes a requestor will choose to pay for the copying of a large batch of 
records without inspecting them. This is allowed, provided that the requestor is 
informed that inspection is free. Informing the requestor on a 'request form that 
inspection is free is sufficient. 
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(((5))) (7) Use of outside vendor.  Typically an agency makes the requested 
copies. However, an agency is not required to copy records at its own facilities. An 
agency can send the project to a commercial copying center and bill the requestor 
for the amount charged by the vendor.3 An agency is encouraged to do so when 
an outside vendor can make copies more quickly and less expensively than an 
agency. An agency can arrange with the requestor for him or her to pay the vendor 
directly. This is an example of where any agency might enter into an alternative fee 
arrangement under RCW 42.56.120(4). Another example of a possible alternate fee 
arrangement involves recurring (i.e. monthly) requests for the same records, which 
could be provided for a set fee to the requester without the need for a separate request. 
An agency cannot charge the default ((f*#eeR—cant- peF page)) charges when 
its "actual cost" at a copying vendor is less. The default rates ((+s)) are only for 
agency-produced copies. RCW ((4 17.30) 42.56.120. 

3. ((See -melon O p  AtFw (ion 6 (1991) ( agennv M  ic♦• " Gtify" 46  Gepy ^harges).))  Benton 
County v. Zink, 191 Wn. App. 269, 361 P.3d 801 (2015). 

(({)) Sales tax. An agency cannot charge sales tax on copies it makes at 
its own facilities. RCW 82.12.02525. 

((k7-))) Costs of mailing or sending records.  If a requestor asks an 
agency to mail copies, the agency may charge for the actual cost of postage and 
the shipping container (such as an envelope or CD mailing sleeve). RCW ((42moo 

(7)(a) )) 42.56.070 (7)(a). 

(10) Sample fee statutory default schedule. A sample statutory default 
fee schedule is provided in this comment. Some agencies may have other 
statutes that govern fees for particular types of records and which they may want 
to also include in the schedule. See RCW 42.56.130. Or, an agency may use 
the statutory default schedule for the majority of its records and go through the 
process to determine actual costs for some specialized records (for example, for 
large blueprints or oversized colored maps that are printed onto paper). While 
not included in the sample schedule below, an agency might also decide to use the 
up to two dollar statutory flat fee for some types of requests, per RCW 42.56.120 
(2)(d). 

[WCOG has no comments on the AGO's sample fee schedule] 

WAC 44-14-07003 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed repeal of WAC 44-14-07003.] 

WAC 44-14-07004 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-07004.] 
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WAC 44-14-07005 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-07005.] 

WAC 44-14=07006 

[WCOG concurs in the AGO's proposed revisions to WAC 44-14-07006.] 

REVIEW OF DENIALS OF PUBLIC RECORDS 
WAC 44-14-080 et seq. 

WAC 44-14-080 Review of denials of public records. 

[WCOG has no comments on the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-080.1 

WAC 44-14-08001 Agency internal procedure for review of denials 
of requests. 

[WCOG has no comments on the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-08001.] 

WAC 44-14-08002 Attorney general's office review of denials by 
state agencies. 

[WCOG has no comments on the AGO's proposed amendments to WAC 44-14-08002.] 

WAC 44-14-08003 Alternative dispute resolution. 

[WCOG has no comments on WAC 44-14-08003.1 

WAC 44-14-08004 Judicial review 

[WCOG proposes deleting this section. If this section is not deleted then WCOG 
proposes the following revisions to this section.] 

WAC 44-14-08004 Judicial review..  While a full discussion of judicial review 
is not provided in these comments, a few processes in the act are described. 

(1) Seeking judicial review. The act provides that an agency's decision to 
deny a request is final for purposes of judicial review two business days after the initial 
denial of the request. RCW ((42.17.3 )) 42.56.520.1 Therefore, the statute allows a 
requestor to seek judicial review two business days after the initial denial whether or not 
he or she has exhausted the internal agency review process.2 An agency should not 
have an internal review process that implies that a requestor cannot seek judicial review 
until internal reviews are complete because RCW ((42.17.320 ) 42.56.520 allows 
judicial review two business days after the initial denial. 
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The act provides a speedy remedy for a requestor to obtain a court hearing on 
whether the agency has violated the act, and to obtain relief from such violations.  RCW 
((42.17.340  (1) and (2)~))  42.56.550 (1) and (2). A court proceedings under the PRA is 
an ordinary civil action, and is not limited to the specific procedures set forth in the PRA. 
The purpose of the quick judicial procedure is to allow requestors to expeditiously find 
out if they are entitled to obtain public records.3 To speed up the court process, a 
public records case may be decided merely on the "motion" of a requestor and "solely 
on affidavits." RCW ((42.1-7343-(1) and (3)/)) 42.56.550 (1) and (3). 

(2) Statute of limitations. The statute of limitations for an action under the 
act is one year after the agency's claim of exemption or the last production of a record 
on a partial or installment basis. RCW ((42.17.340(6-y))  42.56.550(6). 

(3) Procedure. To initiate court review of a public records case, a requestor 
can file a "motion to show cause" which directs the agency to appear before the court 
and show any cause why the agency did not violate the act. RCW ((42.17.340 (1) 
{2}1)) 42.56.550 (1) and (2).((4)) A requestor can also initiate a civil action against an 
agency by filing a summons and complaint.4 The case must be filed in the superior 
court in the county in which the record is maintained. RCW ((42.17.340 (1) and (2) ;) 

42.56.550 (1) and (2). In a case against a county, the case may be filed in the superior 
court of that county, or in the superior court of either of the two nearest adjoining 
counties. RCW ((42.17.340(5)~))  42.56.550(5). The show-cause procedure is designed 
so that a nonattorney requestor can obtain judicial review himself or herself without 
hiring an attorney. A requestor can file a motion for summary judgment to adjudicate 
the case.5 ((L- ewe„er most noses are  derided on o metinn to shop^, not ise 6)) 

(4) Burden of proof. The burden is on an agency to demonstrate that it 
complied with the act. RCW ((42.17.340 (1) and 42.56.550 (1) and (2). 

(5) Remedies under the act. ((Types of cases subjor-t to a diGial 

review.)) While an action under the PRA is an ordinary civil action, the act provides a 
number of specific legal remedies ((The ont nrevides three merhonisms for roi in re„ie,^, 

(a)  

st-- 

(b) "Reasonable  estimate.")) Estimates.  The act permits ((second form 

ii „tea-I review  i•. when)) a requestor to seek judicial review of h ((Ga"lo„ges)) an agency's 
"reasonable estimate" of the time to provide a full response or estimated charges for 
copies. RCW ((4i--r7.340(Z2-y))  42.56.550(2). 

(G) (b) Injunctive action to prevent disclosure. ((The third menhonism of 

42.17.330/ 42.56.540. An actien undeF this statute can be initiated by the age-nGy, )) 
An agency, a person named in a requested ((the disputed))  record, or a person to whom 
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the record "specifically pertains((...))," may seek an injunction to prevent disclosure of the 
records.  The agency or third party seeking to prevent disclosure has the burden of 
proving the record is exempt from disclosure.((-7)) 6 The party seeking to prevent 
disclosure must prove both the necessary elements of an injunction and that a specific 
exemption prevents disclosure..((6)) 7 

(6) (c) "In camera" review by court. The act authorizes a court to review 
withheld records or portions of records "in camera." RCW ((42.17.340(W)  
42.56.550(3). "In camera" means a confidential review by the judge alone in his or her 
chambers. Courts are encouraged to conduct an in camera review because it is often 
the only way to determine if an exemption has been properly claimed.((-9)) 8 

However, in camera review is not always required, and it is up to the discretion of 
the trial court.9 

A court may have local court rules on Public Records Act cases and in camera 
review procedures. In the alternative, an  agency should prepare an in camera index of 
each withheld record or portion of a record to assist the judge's in camera review. This 
is a second index, in addition to a withholding index provided to the requestor. The in 
camera index should number each withheld record or redacted portion of the record, 
provide the unredacted record or portion to the judge with a reference to the index 
number, and provide a brief explanation of each claimed exemption corresponding to 
the numbering system. The agency's brief explanation should not be as detailed as a 
legal brief because the opposing party will not have an opportunity to review it and 
respond. The agency's legal briefing should be done in the normal course of pleadings, 
with the opposing party having an opportunity to respond. 

The in camera index and disputed records or unredacted portions of records 
should be filed under seal. The judge should explain his or her ruling on each withheld 
record or redacted portion by referring to the numbering system in the in camera index. 
If the trial court's decision is appealed, the in camera index and its attachments should 
be made part of the record on appeal and filed under seal in the appellate court. 

(7) (d) Attorneys' fees, costs, and penalties to prevailing requestor. The 
act requires an agency to pay a prevailing requestor's reasonable attorneys' fees((,)) 
and costs((-,,a-nd)). In addition, it is within the discretion of a court to assess a daily 
penalty against the agency, considering several factors.  RCW ((4z̀~346(4,)  
42.56.550(4).10 Only a requestor can be awarded attorneys' fees, costs, or a daily 
penalty under the act; an agency or a third party resisting disclosure cannot.((4-0)) 11 

A special process regarding attorneys' fees and penalties applies to actions 
involving the disclosure of body worn camera recordings governed by RCW 42.56.240. 
Another process applies to requests by inmates; penalties may not be awarded to an 
inmate unless a court determines the aaencv acted in bad faith. RCW 42.56.565. 
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with
held re Gerd was provided for another reason 11))  In an injunctive action under 

RCW 42.17.330/42.56.540, the prevailing requestor cannot be awarded attorneys' fees, 
costs, or a daily penalty against an agency if the agency took the position that the 
record was subject to disclosure. 12 

The purpose of the act's attorneys' fees, costs, and daily penalty provisions is to 
reimburse the requestor for vindicating the public's right to obtain public records, to 
make it financially feasible for requestors to do so, and to deter agencies from 
improperly withholding records. 13 However, a court is only authorized to award 
"reasonable" attorneys' fees. RCW ((42.17.340(4)1)) 42.56.550(4). A court has 
discretion to award attorneys' fees based on an assessment of reasonable hourly rates 
and which work was necessary to obtain the favorable result. 14 

The award of "costs" under the act is for all of a requestor's nonattorney-fee 
costs and is broader than the court costs awarded to prevailing parties in other kinds of 
cases. 15. 

(( 

faith." GaR waFraRt a PeRalty eR the higher eRd of this SGale. 17 The penalty is per 
te a prevailing requester, Fegardless of an agenGY'S "geed faith."16 An ag8nGY'S "bad 

not per reGGF J per day.! 8))  The penalty range is up. to one hundred dollars a day. RCW 
42.56.550(4). Courts will consider a nonexclusive list of penalty factors in determining 
whether to assess a penalty, and the amount. 16 

1 Progressive Animal Welfare Soc'y v. Univ. of Wash., 125 Wn.2d 243, 253, 884 P.2d 
592 (1994) ("PAWS 1P) (RCW ((42~20/)) 42.56.520 "provides that, regardless of 
internal review, initial decisions become final for purposes of judicial review after two 
business days."). 

2 See, e.g., WAC 44-06-120 (attorney general's office internal review procedure 
specifying that review is final when the agency renders a decision on the appeal, or the 
close of the second business day after it receives the appeal, "whichever occurs first"). 

3 Spokane Research & Def. Fund v. City of Spokane, 121 Wn. App. 584, 591, 89 P.3d 
319 (2004), reversed on othergrounds, 155 Wn.2d 89, 117 P.3d 1117 (2005) ("The 
purpose of the PDA is to ensure speedy disclosure of public records. The statute sets 
forth a simple procedure to achieve this."). 

4 See generally Spokane Research & Def. Fund v. City of Spokane, 155 Wn.2d 89, 117 
P.3d 1117 (2005). 

5 Id. at 106. 

__ . .~. .. 

-7)) 6 Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation v. Johnson, 135 Wn.2d 735, 744, 
958 P.2d 260 (1998). 

((-9)) 7 PAWS fl, 125 Wn.2d at 257-58. See also SEIU Healthcare 775 NW v. State et al, 
198 Wn. App. 745, X P.3d X (2017) (party seeking injunction under RCW 42.56.540 must 
show that (1) record "pertains to that party, (2) exemption applies, and (3) disclosure 
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would not be in the public interest and would substantially and irreparably harm the part 
or a vital governmental function.) 

((-9)) 8 Spokane Research & Def. Fund v. City of Spokane, 96 Wn. App. 568, 577((-& 
58)), 983 P.2d 676 (1999), review denied, 140 Wn.2d 1001, 999 P.2d 1259 (2000). 

9 Block v. City of Gold Bar, 189 Wn. App. 262, 355 P.3d 122 (2015); Nissen v. Pierce 
County. 182 Wn.2d 863. 357 P.3d 45 (2015). 

10 Yousoufian v. Office of Ron Sims, 152 Wn.2d 421. 436. 98 P.3d 463 (2004) (factors). 

((40)) 11 RCW ((42..340(4))) 42.56.550(4) (providing award only for "person" 
prevailing against "agency"); Tiberino v. Spokane County Prosecutor, 103 Wn. App. 680, 
691-92, 13 P.3d 1104 (2000) (third party resisting disclosure not entitled to award). 

12 Confederated Tribes, 135 Wn.2d at 757; Doe v. Washington State Patrol, 185 Wn.2d 
363, 374 P.3d 63 (2016). 

13 Am. Civil Liberties Union v. Blaine' Sch. Dist. No. 503, 95 Wn. App. 106, 115, 975 
P.2d 536 (1999) ("ACLU IP') (" permitting a liberal recovery of costs is consistent with the 
policy behind the act by making it financially feasible for private citizens to enforce the 
public's right to access to public records."). 

14 Id. at 118. 

15 Id. at 115. 

((16 ArneFiGaR GiVil er +e IniAn y Rhino Cnhnnl Dist No. 503  86 Wn inn 688 
69899 937 P.2d   4176 (1997) ("ACLU I E 

17__  Imo)) 

16 Yousoufian v. Office of Ron Sims, 152 Wn.2d 421, 436, 98 P.3d 463 (2004). 
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Krier, Nancy (ATG) 

r-rom: Katherine A. George <kathy@johnstongeorge.com > 

.jent: Wednesday, October 4, 2017 6:30 PM 

To: Krier, Nancy (ATG) 

Cc: president@washingtoncog.org  

Subject: PRA rulemaking 

Attachments: 10 4 17 WCOG Supp Comments on 040.pdf 

Hi Nancy. I'm submitting this supplemental letter from WCOG on behalf of Toby Nixon. 

Thanks, 

Kathy 
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_ 

Toby Nixon, President '\V\-%/  as ~~ i ~ t o ° 1 
o 

n  o I } ~. T h II (~ ~1 I( t ~ 
Kirkland City Council L o ~~ ~ c``_ '~ a 1 t./ o r 
Microsoft Corporation 

01, ,ven 
te f cv 

(( ) 
Micnele Earl-Hubbard, Vice-President ~~ L}I `~ 1~ 

Allied Law Group washingtoncog.org  
Sam Pace, Secretary 

Association of REALTORS® 

D. Edson Clark, Treasurer October 4, 2017 
Clark, Raymond & Company 

Via Email (PDF) 
Board of Directors nancykl@atg.wa.gov  

Matt Beaton 
Franklin County Auditor 

Nancy Krier 
William Crittenden Washington Attorney General 

Attorney at Law 
PO Box 40100 

David Dewhirst Olympia WA 98504-0100 The Freedom Foundation 

Judith. A. ar 
Garvey Schubertubert  Barer RE: WAC Chap. 44-14 Model Rules - Proposed Rule Making 

George Erb 
Supplemental Comments on WAC 44-14-040 et seq. 

Journalist, Educator 

Mike Faucher 
Dear Ms. Krier: 

Private Citizen 

Angela Galloway 
This letter supplements the comments and proposed rules - submitted today by 

MacDonald Hoague & Bayless the Washington Coalition for Open Government (WCOG) on the Proposed Rule 

r Kathy George 
Making (WSR 17-17-157) published on August 23, 2017. This letter includes 

Johnston George LLP WCOG's comments on WAC 44-14-040 et seq., relating to processing of public 
Marly McCurry records requests. 

McCurry Investments, hic. 

Walter Neary WAC 44-14-040 Processing of public records 
Comcast PR

kewoo City requests—General. Former Lakewood City Council 

WA Newspaper 
Fred 

Obee 
 

hers Association This model rule should focus on fulfilling the Act's requirements to respond 
promptly and to provide the fullest assistance and most timely possible action 

Karen Peterson 
The News Tribune on requests. Accordingly, Subsection (1) should not refer to "the most efficient 

Rep. Gerry Pullet 
manner" of processing requests. Maximum efficiency is not the same as fullest 

WA State Representative, 46th District assistance. Also, the categorization provisions in proposed subsection (1) 
Executive Director, Heart of America NW should be stricken. The model rule should reflect a goal of completing each 

Kate Riley request immediately, or within five days, if possible. The rule as proposed 
The Seattle Tunes assumes that all requests will go straight into a "queue," without first requiring 

Brian Sonntag at least a preliminary search for the desired records. Some search is needed 
Former WA State Auditor 

before a records officer can determine the difficulty or complexity of the request. 
Eric Stahl 

Davis Wright Tremaine LLP WCOG notes, also, that there is no requirement for a requester to contact an 
Peggy Watt agency when the initial response deadline is missed. Nor is there any statutory 

Western Washington University 
time limit on inspecting records once they are made available. Thirty days may 

Board Emeritus
be insufficient for some requesters who must take time off from work or travel 
a long distance to inspect records at an agency office, Finally, the proposed rule 

'apes A. Andersen, Retired  
supreme Court Chief Justice fails to reflect that the purpose of installments is to help the requester obtain 

Alan Thompson;  Retired 
Legislator, Cluef Clerk of the House 

uifo@waslungtoncog.org Page 216 
6351 Seaview Ave NW 
Seattle, WA 98107-2664 



records as they become available. The reference to what the records officer 
believes is "practical". should be removed. 

WCOG proposes to revise the rule to read as follows: 

WAC 44-14-040 Processing of public records requests—General. 

Providing "fullest assistance." The (name of agency) is charged 
by statute with adopting and enforcing rules which pFevide  fer hew it will 

provide full -a EEess t '~~abii G FecGrrds,"  "protect reGerds from damage e 

disorganization " n  e 

fURGtgC)RS of the ageRG provide for "fullest assistance" to requestors;  and 
provide the "most timely possible action" on public records requests, 
consonant with the intent of the Public Records Act to "provide full access 
to public records," "protect records from damage or disorganization," and 
"prevent excessive interference with other essential functions of the 
agency,".  The public records officer or designee will process requests 
as promptly as possible and grant access to requested records as fully as 
possible.in- the sr-der allewi g the most rec[uests to  be  r,rE)GeSSo 

the„ OSt effiGient manner.  

- - - - - -- --- - - -- 

r~. - - of determining  

-- - .. 
g  excessive in e-s-sen 

V7.  

e - - 

e_ Ift, IN I -• 1 i - 1 i •- I I - N I - I IN - •- - - 

.- ...- - 
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as Whether the (name Of a nr'r\ is ~nr~itinry r~~~.r~fir~~ t~onn nr~ payment 
~~ frn~mrt+rh7L rep cctnr v~ a response  +~ _a tthirdr nar}~r nn+ire Or  lanai r~f1e~ 

.anrrd~ the cu rrent  oolum~~_~_ro_ not other  (name of agennY) wo Fk as it 

- - - -

afcGn  

t~acne nt of staff  time +Ean he devGted to a re quest  Or requests. stc .  

The request will he evaluated for pri erit i zat i on_ using the following 

GFit The ri-~rmrr~ +mettte required in tares 

p bl_pGsaafety (GleGUmenterJ rrnn+ danger); the Gemnlevity of the 

records renuestst i~~ te~rrrr+,-- Of hr~_ rear thr_~~_a~se of irlen+ifiratinn of nnten6at4y 

r uir en+s\ (rliVisions\• number of rernrds req-a-rr 
,,..,,,,,,~~ ~

e-t
~~~~~,,,,

V
,,
$

,, 
ecp-ai~m=} , e-cram-ac.~-vr-r~cvrcr-~ 

~req i  jested;  the eXten+TrL  oif-  rre~e~~ and searGhing needed her staff who ac~ and -rr-r9-n~~a~, 
are RGt  primarily r nsihle for p blir disrinsa  iFethformat  erthe 

reG9F S  j l egal review and /or additiORal  as s istanre from 
Tom. 'j-~ 

,„
e v

,,.,~ y,.~I 
l~'G"YTt.-VS~PTI"GfTQ7-Q-at1T

+ ~,~ ,~
7
,
-
~
CiD v~TJTQ-rI~i +~rr~7TT 

third paarr+irie-.s~t~denLitlat~ien  and assembly; needte notify  affected 

thi rd pa rties; the need tG-GGRSrdGrr ~ ~ scaStG i ized-aG Gess, and, ether 
Eriteria the p blir ree8Fds  effeear_deoms annrnnri ate 

F011o mina evaluation,  the (name of agency) will assign a rat every 

rllAT1 be F. AiteF initiaTGat8gGrizatien, requests may be  efeGate ryG e Fiz  

fesqGR_Si te- -a4*6pated nirnUmstanres Or  addift- nal infer mat 9r. The 

estimated time perFeds fer—ea-Gh Gategery are geals; the (name  of 
agenr~r) may not -be-a~e t~ the goals  but will no tif~ h-e 

r̂êquestor-it~e  estimated - e period will not be met and need to he 

adjusted. 

LZLA ,'^.J.Y;.9.Y r^^o;„+ ^{Initial response to request. ~e  
iRitial evaluation of the request under (2) and (3) Of this subSeGtien, and 
wWithin  five business daysi of receipt of the request, the public records 
officer will do one or more of the following,  depending upon which 

response provides the fullest assistance and most timely possible 
action+he raterrnrV assigned to the rent lest• 

(a) Make the records available for inspection or copying((; ko)) including: 

If copies are available on the (name of agency's) internet web site, 
provide an internet address and link on the web site to specific records 
requested; 

If copies are requested and payment of a deposit for the copies, if 
any, is made or other terms of payment are agreed upon, send the 
copies to the requestor; 

(({c))) (b) Acknowledge receipt of the request and provide a reasonable 
estimate of when records or an installment of records will be available 
(the public records officer or designee may revise the estimate of when 
records will be available); or 
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(((d) iTthe request  is unGlec r nrrr  yr does net id TW the 
Feq este d .---,d -, i eq eSt nlarifinafien from the Feq ios~nr )) (C) 

~L 

Acknowledge receipt of the request and ask the requestor to provide 
clarification for a . request that is unclear, and provide, to the 
greatest extent possible, a reasonable estimate of time the (name of 
agency) will require to respond to the request if it is not clarified. 

Such clarification may be requested and provided by telephone((. 
The public records officer or designee may revise the estimate of when 
records will be available)), and memorialized in writing; 

If the requestor fails to respond to a request for clarification and the 
entire request is unclear, the (name of agency) need not respond to it. 
The (name of agency) will respond to those portions of a request that are 
clear; or 

(({e))) Deny the request. 

12 FMWJ MT.,  

N WON 

3 Protecting rights of others. In the event that the 
requested records contain information that may affect rights of others and 
may be exempt from disclosure, the public records officer may, prior 
to providing the records, give notice to such others whose rights 
may be affected by the disclosure. Such notice should be given so as to 
make it possible for those other persons to contact the requestor and 
ask him or her to revise the request, or, if necessary, seek an order 
from a court to prevent or limit the disclosure. The notice to the affected 
persons will include a copy of the request. 

(({5))) 47 Records exempt from disclosure. Some records are 
exempt from disclosure, in whole or in part. If the (name of agency) 
believes that' a record is exempt from disclosure and should be withheld, 
the public records officer will state the specific exemption and provide a 
brief written explanation of why the record or a portion of the record is 
being withheld. If only a portion of a record is exempt from disclosure,. but 
the remainder is not exempt, the public records officer will redact the 
exempt portions, provide the nonexempt portions, and indicate to the 
requestor which exemption justifies the redaction and why. 
the eGerd are being redacted coma--ar~acn~~ cauccccr. 

(({6))) Inspection of records. 
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Consistent with other demands, the (name of agency) shall promptly 
provide space to inspect public records. No member of the public 
may remove a document from the viewing area or disassemble or alter 
any document. The requestor shall indicate which documents he or she 
wishes the agency to copy. 

The requestor must claim or review the assembled records within 
#fly 60 days of the (name of agency's) notification to him or her that 
the records are available for inspection or copying. The agency will 
notify the requestor in writing of this requirement and inform the 
requestor that he or she should contact the agency to make 
arrangements to claim or review the records. If the requestor or a 
representative of the requestor fails to claim or review the records 
within the sixty-day period or make other arrangements, the (name 
of agency) may close the request and refile the assembled records. 
Other public records requests can be processed ahead of a subsequent 
request by the same person for the same or almost identical records, 
which can be processed as a new request. 

((q4)) 6-9 Providing copies of records. After inspection is complete, 
the public records officer or designee shall make the requested copies or 
arrange for copying. Where (name of agency) charges for copies, the 
requestor must pay for the copies. 

(({&))) (740)  Providing records in installments. When the request is 
for a large number of records, the public records officer or designee will 
provide records '^^eco for incr,ontion and GE)PYinn in installments as they 
become available or as prioritized by the requester, consistently with 
providing the fullest assistance and most timely possible action on 
the request, if  he er she  reasenabiy  determines that it would be 
nr^otGlto provide  the re s in that way.—If, within sixty#l4" days, 
the requestor fails to inspect the entire set of records or one or more 
of the installments, the public records officer or designee may stop 
searching for the remaining records and close the request. 

WAC 44-14-04001 Introduction. 

WCOG has no comments. 

WAC 44-14-04002 Obligations of requestors. 

A request for a "future" record can be identifiable. For example, a citizen may ask for a council 
meeting packet to be provided when it is available. WCOG proposes to eliminate the proposed 
blanket statement that the Act "does not allow" any requests for "future" records. 

The AGO proposal adds substantial text to WAC 44-14-04002 relating to key word searches. 
AGO Proposal at 21-22. As WCOG has stated in its main comment letter, all public records 
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should be properly organized in the first place. Agencies should minimize reliance on key word 
searches by organizing records according to subject matter or names. 

WAC 44-14-04003 Responsibilities of agencies in processing 
requests. 

A. Categorization. The categorization provisions should be removed from WAC 44-14-
04003(1) for the reasons discussed above. 

B. Fullest assistance. Existing WAC 44-14-04003(2) addresses "fullest assistance" under 
RCW 42.56.100. The AGO proposal does not make any changes to this section other than 
renumbering it to (3) and correcting various RCW citations. The existing rule contains language 
suggesting that "fullest assistance" and "most timely possible action" are mere principles, which 
is inconsistent with the explicit directive of RCW 42.56.100. WCOG proposes revising this 
section as follows: 

(((2))) (3) Provide "fullest assistance" and "most timely 
possible action." The act requires agencies to adopt and enforce 
reasonable rules to provide for the "fullest assistance" to a requestor and 
the "most timely possible action on requests." RCW ((42.17.290 )) 
42.56.100. The (name of agency) must comply with this requirement by 
actually adopting and enforcing rules that will result in the agency 
providing fullest assistance to requestors and the most timely possible 
action on requests, specifically including rules to protect public records 
from disorganization or destruction.  ((Theme  "fulllcst assTJtaRGe" pFiRGOP18 

heuld guide ag8RGieS when PFE)eess+R-requests. in general, a)) An 
agency must ((eld)) devote sufficient staff time to processing records 
requests, consistent with the act's requirement that fulfilling requests 
should not be an "excessive interference" with the agency's "other 
essential functions." RCW ((^2.x°0))  42.56.100. The agency should 
recognize that fulfilling public records requests is one of the agency's 
duties, along with its others.(( 

The aGt also re Goes to te adept and enfeFG8 FW leS 

.. .. 
._ noted that this the pFevisi 

C. Databases. Existing WAC 44-14-04003(5) states the basic proposition that agencies have no 
duty to create new records to respond to a PRA request. The AGO proposal makes various 
changes to this section, including renumbering the section to (6). 

The AGO proposal adds text discussing databases and the "dichotomy" between producing 
existing electronic records and creating new records. The text added by the AGO is unnecessary 
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and redundant, because databases are already discussed in more detail in WAC 44-14-050. The 
AGO proposal misleadingly implies that customized access is the only way to request a database 
under the PRA. As explained in WCOG's comments on WAC 44-14-050, a database is a 
"writing" and therefore a "public record" that can be copied and redacted electronically. 

The AGO's proposed revisions to the first and second paragraphs of WAC 44-14-04003(5) 
should be rejected. 

D. Searching for records - Documentation. Existing WAC 44-14-04003(9) addresses 
searching for records. The AGO proposal at 28 adds language that "Documentation of searches 
is recommended." Documentation of searches should be mandatory. Agencies have the burden 
to prove that they have actually searched for records, and should not be permitted to rely on self-
serving declarations prepared only after an agency has been sued. This revision should be 
rejected. Please see WCOG's main comment letter for WCOG's proposed rule to specifically 
address records of PRA compliance in WAC 44-14-03004. 

E. Third-party notice. The proposed WAC 44-14-04003(12) is inconsistent with RCW 
42.56.540 and case law regarding third-parry injunction suits, as well as sound public policy. First, 
to be accurate, third-parry plaintiffs must prove not just that disputed records are exempt but also 
that disclosure would not be in the public interest. Second, WCOG is troubled by the statement 
that third-party notice is appropriate only when an agency reasonably believes that records are 
exempt. It is the agency's responsibility to promptly determine if requested records are exempt, 
and if they are exempt, the agency should assert the exemption itself rather than shift the burden 
to a third party. That way the requester can decide whether to challenge the exemption claim, and 
is not dragged into court unnecessarily or forced to wait until a court resolves the dispute. Third-
party notice should be avoided except in rare cases when it is required by law. A 10-day deadline 
to obtain an injunction should be explicitly required. 

WCOG proposes to amend WAC 44-14-04003(12) as follows: 

1( 2) Notice to affected third parties. Sometimes an agency 
decides it must release all or a part of a public record affecting a third 
party. The third party can file an action to obtain an injunction to prevent 
an agency from disclosing it, but the third party must prove the record or 
portion of it is exempt from disclosure and that disclosure would not be 
in the public interest.  ((7)) RCW ((42.17-330))  42.56.540. Before song 
a REAG an ageRGY  should have arcs able h ronnrd is ~~—,~e~ bel ief hat  

A1'77~'TJ1'T1.:1A1:G16'l~1fL*L"tE7. - _ _ "MMM:IT7'TTI- T~ ~.~i~~~a. c~~iia. v.r~:~~.~a•.u~~~~.w~~:~.~~a~ cos. R ~rw`~a~~c~i~~~riw~i~a n ~. a~~ 

The act provides that before releasing a record an agency may, at its 
"option," provide notice to a person named in a public record or to 
whom the record specifically pertains (unless notice is required by law). 
RCW ((42 1 330 )) 42.56.540.15 This--, o ld info an o f se ,e,hnso -r~vvr r,~~~~ tea„  --ter- w,---o~ 

identity Gou ld reasonably be asGertained in r mfncrer__.i9 he might 

have  a Fea-sen moo-see-k to prevent the release of the re oFd—An  agency. 
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has wide discretion to decide whom to notify or not notify. First, an 
agency has the "option" to notify or not (unless notice is required by 
law). RCW ((420))  42.56.540. Second, if it acted in good faith, an 
agency cannot be held liable for its failure to notify eaeugh people under 
the act. RCW ((4`'.1~m!))  42.56.060. However, if an agency had a 
contractual obligation to provide notice of a request but failed to do so, 
the agency might lose the immunity provided by RCW ((42-47- 681)) 
42.56.060 be breaching the agreement probably is not a "good 
faith" attempt to comply with the act. 

Agencis should The pFaGtmGe of many agencies  is  to give no more than 
ten days' notice that records will be released, absent an injunction.  M any 
agencies expressly indicate the deadline is when date .,n Wh;Ch it must 
receive a court order enjoining disclosure, not when the third party must 
express interest in seeking an injunction, to avoid any confusion or 
potential liability.  More notice might be appropriate in some cases, 
such as when.numerous notices are required, but every additional day of 
notice is another day the potentially disclosable record is being withheld. 
When it provides a notice, the agency should include in its calculation the 
notice period in the "reasonable estimate" of time it provides to a 
requestor. 

The notice informs the third party that release will occur on the stated 
date unless he or she obtains an order from a court enjoining release. 
The requestor has an interest in any legal action to prevent the 
disclosure of the records he or she requested. Therefore, unless the 
agency intends to clefend against a third-part injunction suit, the agency's 
notice should inform the third party that he or she should name the 
requestor as a party to any action to enjoin disclosure. If an injunctive 
action is filed, the third party or agency should name the requestor as 
a party or, at a minimum, must inform the requestor of the action to 
allow the requestor to intervene. 

WAC 44-14-04004 Responsibilities of agency in providing records. 

A. Redactions. The AGO proposal revises WAC 44-14-04003 with respect to redactions. 
AGO proposal at 32-33. The AGO proposal fails to delete language that suggests redacting 
paper records with a black marker, and adds language suggesting that electronic redaction is 
merely "another approach." This entire paragraph is out-of-date and should be deleted. 

Please see WCOG's main comment letter for WCOG's proposed rules to address electronic 
redaction of paper records and keeping electronic copies of all records provided to requestors. 

B. Explanation of exemptions. The AGO proposal revises WAC 44-14-04003 with respect to 
the brief explanation required by RCW 42.56.210(3). The existing rule suggests that an 
exemption log is sufficient if it states the exemption and "identifies the type of record, its date 
and number of pages, and the author or recipient of the record." That information is not 
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sufficient for many exemptions, particularly attorney-client privilege and work product. This 
text should be revised as follows: 

Brief explanation of withholding... 

One way to properly provide a brief explanation of the withheld 
record or redaction is for the agency to provide a withholding ((index. it)) 
log, along with the statutory citation permitting withholding, and a 
description of how the exemption applies to the information withheld. The 
log identifies the type of record, its date and number of pages, and the 
author or recipient of the record (unless their identity is exempt).((-7)) 8 
For some exemptions merely identifying an exemption and providing the 
log information is not a sufficient explanation of how the exemption applies 
to the record, and an additional explanation will be required. The 
withholding ((index)) log need not be elaborate but should allow a 
requestor to make a threshold determination of whether the agency has 
properly invoked the exemption. 

Another way to properly provide a brief explanation is to use 
another format, such as a letter providing the required exemption citations, 
description of records, and brief explanations. Another way to properly 
provide a brief explanation is to have a code for each statutory exemption, 
place that code on the redacted information, and attach a list of codes and 
the brief explanations with the agency's response. 

WAC 44-14-04005 Inspection of records. 

As noted above, WCOG believes the 30-day time limit to inspect records is too short. It should 
be at least 60 days. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Toby Nixon 
President 
Washington Coalition for Open Government 
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Johnston George LLP 
a Norlbyevt Law Firer 

1126 34th Avenue, Suite 307 
Seattle, WA 98122 

Phone: 206 832-1820 
Fax: 206 770-6393 

kathy@jolinstongeorge.com  

October 4, 2017 

Nancy Krier 
Office of the Attorney General 
1125 Washington St. 
Olympia, Wash. 98504 
Submitted atpublic hearing and by email to: nancykl@atg.wa.gov  

Re: Public Records Act Rulemakina 

Dear Nancy: 

Thank you for involving stakeholders in this important effort to update and improve the 
model rules for the Public Records Act, Chap. 42.56 RCW. I submit the attached comments 
on behalf of Allied Daily Newspapers of Washington ("Allied"), a statewide association 
dedicated to informing the public about matters of public interest. Allied supports many of 
the proposed changes, and appreciates the hard work involved. 

The attached comments are offered to assist the Office of Attorney General in understanding 
and addressing the requester's perspective. For ease of reference, each proposed rule of 
concern is shown with suggested revisions highlighted and in change-tracking mode, 
followed by explanatory comments. Proposed rules which raise no concerns are omitted 
from the attachment. 

In light of the sheer volume, breadth and complexity of the proposed rule changes and related 
public comments, Allied requests that you circulate a revised proposal for additional 
comment prior to adopting final rules. Please let me know if you need clarification of any 
comments or if I may be of assistance in any way. 

Very t -uly yours, 

I atherine A. George 
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 
WAC 44-14-000 Comment 02 Format of model rules. ((We are 
publishing) ) The model rules are published—=.rzin followed  by 
comments. The iaye—five d•1- ad: t WAG RuRtbeST suel3 aS r{AG 44 }4 
94Q^~ . The model rules themselves have three-digit WAC numbers such as 
WAC 44-14-040. 
The comments are designed to explain the basis and rationale for the 
rules themselves as well as provide broader context and legal 
guidance. To do so, the comments contain many citations to statutes, 
cases, and formal attorney ((genera'_'_)) general opinions. 

Allied comment: Despite this introductory comment, it is not clear to the casual reader of the Attorney 
General's model rules that only the sections with shorter numbers are intended to be adopted by agencies, 
and that sections with longer numbers are merely explanatory. To make this distinction more clear, the 
word "Comment" should be inserted within each heading as shown above and below. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 
WAC 44-14-000 Comment 03 Model rules and comments are nonbinding. 
The model rules, and the comments accompanying them, are advisory only 
and do not bind any agency. Accordingly, many of the comments to the 
model rules use the word "should" or "may" to describe what an agency 
,)r re- questor is encouraged to do. The use of the words "should" or 
,'may" are permissive, not mandatory, and are not intended to create 
any le- gal duty. 
While the model rules and comments are nonbinding, they should be 
carefully considered by requestors and state agencies. ( (The —rttedel 
r-tiles—and eelfxtents were adeptted-a€ter eiEtensive statewide to c==ngs and 
vel,amieeus eeffffaeRts €3effi a wide —variety e€ Interested parties.)) Local 
agencies are encouraged *eq ed to consider them in establishing 
local ordinances implementing the act. RCW 42.56.570. The Washington 
Courts riave alsoconsidered e moctel rules in several appellate 
decisions.)  
Note: t See, e.g., Mechling v. City ofMonroe, 152 Wn. App. 830,222 P.3d 808 (2009);Milchell v. Washington State Dep't of Corr., 164 Wn. App. 
597 277 Pad ZVI I)' ReMat HOUS. ASS71 o n e oui V. L1&Qj s canesiown.muzi99r.jamma  

Allied comment: RCW 42.56.570(4) says "Local agencies should consult the advisory model rules when 
establishing local ordinances..." (italics added). It does not say "shall" or "must." Therefore it is more 
accurate to say "encouraged" rather than "required." 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-010 Authority and purpose. +1+ RCW ((42.17.260(1 4)) 

42.56.070(1) requires [name of eae3 agencY7 to make available for 
inspection and copying nonexempt 11public records' in accordance with 
published rules. RCW 42.56.100 requires [name of agency] to adopt and 

[ 1 ] OTS-8829.3 
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enforce reasonable rules and regulations to "provide for the fullest 
assistance to inquirers and the most timely possible action on requests 
for information," consonant with the intent of the Act to provide full 
public access to public records, protect public records from damage or 
disorganization, and prevent excessive interference with other essential 
functions of [name of agency!. 
Tfie—aet de€iees "publie reeerE" at FkGW 42.56 10 (3) is inelude—ate 
1. wri-ting eent-arfct.-tg—infeEmatien relating to the —ee et ei 
er- tie pe~ fepee e€ aRy ge=ier:.;teet=al ar—prepr-ietar-y =:E== 
prepared, ewnes, used, er r-et:ain " by the affeney. RC-W 42.56.010T3} 

=_e the do€i!~itiee e€ "publ e—r-eeer--d" the Feeer45—ef 
-- - ` r,t awe eet= et=r=erwise r-equi t— rede be retained by the—ageaey 

;r- -- 

deieq ted -authe~~=SCREW =2.56.9:7(2) requires t 
agency t9 se;=€erth fer- 1 nfe ffRat E6 ena=—gurpeses" -every taw. 
additien to the Publie Reeerds Aet, 1:ha~i exeRpts sE prehibits t 
di-selesure of fe reeerds held agenev- 
The purpose of these rules is to establish how the pre---- (name 
of agency) will €ellew in erg—te provide fullest assistance to 
requesters and the most timely possible action on requests consonant 
with the intent of the Act. aeeess te--publi-e reeerd— These rules 
provide information to persons wishing to request access to public 
records of the (name of agency) and establish processes for both 
requestors and (name of agency) staff that are designed to best 
assist members of the public in obtaining such access. 
m,-. , 

victuals rivaey -r ots and the des; Tabi}ltt of the —effie of=, 
zraz= ef eeveroaeat —. The act and these rules will be interpreted in 
favor of disclosure. In carrying out its responsibilities under the 
act, the (name of agency) will be guided by the provisions of the act 
describing its purposes and interpretation. 

Allied comment: Because this is a model rule intended to be adopted by state and local agencies, it should 
lend itself to adoption verbatim (replacing "each agency" with the agency's name). Also, because this rule 
is labeled "authority and purpose," Allied suggests sticking to that topic. The definition of public records, 
the requirement to set forth exemption laws, and the purpose of the Act generally, are unrelated to the 
authority and purpose of agency rules and therefore should be separated from this model rule. Most 
importantly, this model rule should accurately reflect the purpose of the agency "rules" prescribed by the 
Act. RCW 42.56.100 clearly states that agency rules "shall provide for the fullest assistance to inquirers 
and the most timely possible action on requests for information" (italics added). In serving that purpose of 
fullest assistance and most timely action, the agency rules must be consistent with the intent of the Act to 
"provide full public access to public records," to "protect public records from damage and disorganization," 
and to prevent excessive interference with other essential functions. RCW 42.56.100. This model rule 
should recognize these distinct concepts and not conflate them into a single purpose to "provide full 
access." 
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 
WAC 44-14-010 Comment 02 Requirement that agencies adopt and enforce 
reasonable regulations for fullest assistance to requesters and the 
most timely possible action on public records requests. mll= e - 

es that state ageneies are is publish a-cu}. - 
Administrative G'ede—(WAG) and leeal -•metes are to cake 

at the effiee 
_ 

_ _ _ .- - - 

wheEe theplb}ie m"'~tain iFife= tat ' eR and —nalee—s bmi-t ota}s - 

r-e l4aests. RGW  
The act provides: "Agencies shall adopt and enforce reasonable rules 
and regulations... consonant with the intent of this chapter to provide 
full public access to public records, to protect public records from 
damage or disorganization, and to prevent excessive interference with 
other essential functions of the agency.... Such rules and regulations 
shall provide for the fullest assistance to inquirers and the most 
timely possible action on requests for information." RCW 
((42.'x-17.298/)) 42.56.100. Therefore, an agency must adopt and  
enforce "reasonable" regulations providing for ' the "fullest 
assistance" to requestors and the "most timely possible action on 
requests.i1  
At the same—tifte, aAn  agency's regulations must serve the intent of 
the Act to provide full public access to public records, "protect 
public records from damage or disorganization" and "prevent excessive 
interference" with other essential agency functions. This includes 
preventing damage by complying with records retention schedules and not 
destroying records subject to a pending request, preventing 
disorganization by systematically organizing records so that they can be 
located promptly in response to records requests, and preventing 
excessive interference with other essential functions by ensuring 
adequate staffing to process requests. 
Another provision of the act states that providing public records 
should not "unreasonably disrupt the operations of the agency." RCW 
((A2.'~o;)) 42.56.080. This provision allows an agency to take 
reasonable precautions to prevent a requestor from being unreasonably 
disruptive or disrespectful to agency staff. 
The courts have held that the act requires strict compliance and that 
rules adopted under RCW 42.56.100 provide for compliance "in a 
manner most conducive to the orderly administration of business." 
t4 ±h its pr-eeedidr-al a}se th~~asa }e pi~:eaC- dares  

will i ..,a 2 

y  Notes: Ikulneus v. Washington State Patrol, 183 Wn .App. 644,334 P.3d 94 (2014) (Court of Appeals recognized that agencies must provide fullest - 

Allied comment: This WAC comment should use the exact language of the Act for clarity. RCW 
42.56.040, and the 2008 Parmelee case related to it, belong in a separate section addressing the duty to 
publish "procedures" for all matters (not just public records) which is different from the duty to adopt and 
enforce "rules and regulations" for public records under RCW 42.56.100. Also, this WAC comment needs 
more balance. The focus should be on preventing unnecessary delays and unauthorized destruction by 
agencies. 
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-020 Agency description--Where to find decisions, rules and 
policies Public records officer. (1) The (name of 
agency) (describe services provided by agency). The (name of 
agency's) central office is located at (describe). The (name of 
agency) has field offices at (describe, if applicable). 
(2) Any person wishing to request access to public records of 
(agency), or seeking assistance in making such a request should con- 
tact the public records officer of the (name of agency): 
Public Records Officer (Agency) 
(Address) (Telephone number) 
(fax number if relevant) (email) 
inferfflatien ie apse available at the (name e€ ageeey's) web site at 
(web site address). 
The public records officer will oversee compliance with the act but 
another (name of agency) staff member may. process the request. 
Therefore, these rules will refer to the public records officer "or 
designee." 

Information is also available at the (name of agency's) web 
site at (web site address)_ Tie— e—feeer-ds e€ ieeE of a.__gne 
and the (name e€ agency) -willpre$lele tie"€ellest aseis€anee" to 

agency) of€ieialb an indem to-publto Feeerds-ef the (Raffie-ef ageney, If 
applieable) f eRsur-e that--p blle reeerds arep_ateeted fsziEi damage er 
Ell seEgastzattse; and prevent €ul€ill}eg pablime rreeer-ds r-egaestsfrefft 
eausing emeessive interfer-enee with essential feztjmeas eff the (name ~ 
age - 
(4) A description of [name of agency]'s central and field 
organization is available at [link to relevant WACs for state agency; 
central office, and web link if applicable, for local agency]. 
(5) A description of [name of agency] operations is available at 
[link to relevant WACs for state agency; central office, and web link if 
applicable, for local agency]. 
(6) Copies of [name of agency] decisions are available at [link to 
relevant WACs for state agency; central office, and web link if 
applicable, for local agency]. 
(7) A description of formal and informal operating procedures for 
[name of agency], are available at [link to relevant WACs for state 
agency; central office, and web link if applicable, for local agency]. 
(8) Formal rules of procedure for [name of agency] are published 
at [link to relevant WACs for state agency; central office, and web link 
if applicable, for local agency]. 
(9) Adopted policies of [name of agency] applicable to the general 
public are available at [link to relevant WACs for state agency; central 
office, and web link if applicable, for local agency]. 
(10) Policy interpretations applicable to the general public are 
available at [link to relevant WACs for state agency; central office, 
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and web link if applicable, for local agency]. 

Allied comment: According to the WAC comments, this model rule is intended to cant' out RCW 
42.56.040. But that statute is not about making public records requests — it's about preventing the need for 
them. RCW 42.56.040 requires each state agency to publish in the Washington Administrative Code, and 
requires each local agency to prominently display at its central office, all of the agency's decisions, rules 
and procedures that citizens are expected to comply with. RCW 42.56.040(1) states: 

(1) Each state agency shall separately state and currently publish in the Washington 
Administrative Code and each local agency shall prominently display and make available for 
inspection and copying at the central office of such local agency, for guidance of the public: 
(a) Descriptions of its central and field organization and the established places at which, the 
employees from whom, and the methods whereby, the public may obtain information, make 
submittals or requests, or obtain copies of agency decisions; 
(b) Statements of the general course and method by which its operations are channeled and 
determined, including the nature and requirements of all formal and informal procedures 
available; 
(c) Rules of procedure; 
(d) Substantive rules of general applicability adopted as authorized by law, and statements of 
general policy or interpretations of general applicability formulated and adopted by the 
agency;and 
(e) Each amendment or revision to, or repeal of any of the foregoing. 

Thus, an agency needs to make readily available an explanation of how it is organized, how it operates, and 
where citizens can find its "decisions," "formal and informal procedures," "rules of procedure," 
"substantive rules of general applicability," "statements of general policy" and "interpretations of general 
applicability," so that citizens and businesses have fair notice of government decisions and procedures 
affecting them. For example, a city's parking, traffic, noise, building, health and safety codes should be 
readily available for copying at City Hall - and posted on the city's Web site - before they are enforced. 
The legislative purpose to provide fair notice of such "generally applicable" rules is apparent from RCW 
42.56.040(2), which states: "Except to the extent that he or she has actual and timely notice of the terms 
thereof, a person may not in any manner be required to resort to, or be adversely affected by, a matter 
required to be published or displayed and not so published or displayed." The model rule misconstrues 
RCW 42.56.040 as merely requiring a designated records officer, and confuses it with RCW 42.56. 100 and 
RCW 42.56.580. A more logical interpretation is that RCW 42.56.040 prevents the need for public records 
requests for essential public information. RCW 42.46.040 is similar to (and complimented by) RCW 
42.56.070 subsections (3) through (6), which require agencies to maintain an index identifying opinions, 
orders, policies, manuals, policy interpretations, plans, studies and reports affecting the rights of the public. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-020  Comment  01 Agency must publish its procedures. An 
agency must publish and make readily available its puAli€ -eeer-dr, 
generally applicable rules, policies and procedures, 
organizational information, and methods for requestors to obtain 
public records and information. RCW ((42.. 4)) 42.56.040(1).1  A 
state agency must publish its rules, policies and procedures in 
the Washington Administrative Code and a local agency must prominently 
display and make them available at the central office of such local 
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agency. RCW ((4`'.17.250(!Y/-) ) 42.56.040(1). An agency should post 
its pdblie r-ee&rds—rules, policies and _procedures on its web site. An 
agency cannot invoke a procedure, rule or policy of genera_ 
applicability if it did not publish or display it as required 
(unless the party had actual and timely notice of its contents). RCW 
( (42.'''~4)  ) 42.56.040(2). 

Note: ISee, e.g., WAC 44-06-030 (altomey ((generaJ-effiees)) general's office organizational and public records methods statement): WAC 388-01-020 
(department of social and health services organizational structure rule): City of Kirkland Public Records Act Rule 020 available at 
htto,/hvww.kirklandwa gov/deoart/Pinance and Administration/Publie Records/Public Records Reauest.htm (agency description). 

Allied comment: Please see the remarks on Model Rule 44-14-020 above. RCW 42.56.040 is designed to 
make available for public review, without the need for a records request, all kinds of rules and procedures -
not just the method for requesting public records. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 
WAC 44-14-030 Availability of public records. (1) Hours for in-
spection of records. Public records are available for inspection and 
copying during normal business hours of the (name of agency), (provide 
hours, e.g., Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., excluding 
legal holidays). Records must be inspected at the offices of the (name 
of agency). Many public records are also available for inspection and 
copying on the (name of agency's) web site, at [web address], at any 
time, at no cost. 
(2) Records index. (If agency keeps an index.) An index of public 
records is available for use by members of the public,. including 
(describe contents). The index may be accessed online at (web site 
address). (If there are multiple indices, describe each and its 
availability.) 
(If agency is local agency opting out of the index requirement.) The 
(name of agency) finds that maintaining an index is unduly burdensome 
and would interfere with agency operations. The requirement would 
unduly burden or interfere with (name of agency) operations in the 
following ways (specify reasons). 
(3) Organization of records. The (name of agency) will maintain 
its records in such an organized 
manner as is necessary to provide the fullest assistance to the 
requestor and most timely_ possible action on public records requests. 
The (name of agency) will take reasenable  aetierte _e protect records 
from -disorganization by regularly labeling and filing them 
according to subject matter and/or name, and by using searchable record 
formats whenever possible. 
-{+-(4) Preventing damage. The (name of agency) will prevent damage 
to public records, consonant with providing the fullest assistance to 
requesters, by complying with applicable retention schedules and by not 
destroying records subject to a pending request. A requestor shall not 
take (name of agency) records from (name of agency) offices without 
the permission of the public records officer or designee. A vaEiety =` 
reeels Is available en the =anre—ef ageney) web site at (web site 
address) . Requester-s are eneear-aged to view the deer aentsavailableen 
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the website prier ' e submitting  - ----=='= request. 
-(-9-) 5L ) Making a request for public records. 
(a) Any person wishing to inspect or copy public records of the 
(name of agency) should make the request in writing on the (name of 
agency's) request form or through an online portal, or by letter, fax 
(if the agency uses fax), or email addressed to the public records 
officer at the email address publicly designated by (name of agency), 
or by submitting the request in person at (name of agency and 
address) and including the following information: 

zddress of eazester 
• Other -sContact information for the requestor, --g 

• Identification of the public records adequate for the public 
records officer or designee to locate the records; and 
• The date and tine 

of  day of the request. 
(b) If the requestor wishes to have copies of the records made 
instead of simply inspecting them, he or she should so indicate and 
make arrangements to pay for copies of the records or a deposit. 
Pursuant to section (insert section), ((standard pheteeepies-  will -4e 
pr-e )) charges for copies are 
provided in a fee schedule available at (agency office location and 
web site address). 
(c) A records request form is available for use by requestors at 
the office of the public records officer and online at (web site ad-
iress) . 
(d) The public records officer or designee may accept requests 
for public records that contain the above information by telephone or 
in person. If the public records officer or designee accepts such a 
request, he or she will confirm receipt of the information and the 
substance of the request in writing. 

Allied comment: The main suggestion here is to separate organization from damage prevention, and to 
give each of those duties more heft. Preventing damage and disorganization are part of the larger duty to 
provide the fullest assistance and most timely possible action, and therefore should involve making it as 
easy as possible to find and produce records. Also, the model rule should not require so much detail from 
requestors, who are permitted to be anonymous. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-030 Comment 01 "Public record" defined. 

.A "public record. is The deer must be:-A a "writing," containing 
information "relating to the conduct of government" or the 
performance of any governmental or proprietary function, "prepared, 
owned, used, or retained" by an agency.(()) Effective July 23, 2017, 
records of certain volunteers are excluded from the definition. RCW 
42.56.010(3) (chapter 303, Laws of 2017). 
(1) Writing. A "public record" can be any writing "regardless of 
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physical form or characteristics." RCW ((42.17.020(49+)) 42.56.010(3). 
"Writing" is defined very broadly as: "... handwriting, typewriting, 
printing, photostating, photographing, and every other means of re-
cording any form of communication or representation((,,-)) including, 
but not limited to, letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or 
combination thereof, and all papers, maps, magnetic or paper tapes, 
photographic films and prints, motion picture, film and video 
recordings, magnetic or punched cards, discs, drums, diskettes, sound 
recordings, and other documents including existing data 
compilations from which information may be obtained or translated." 
RCW ((42.17.020(48+))  42.56.010(4). An email ((' )), text, 
social media posting and database are therefore also "writings." 

(2) Relating to the conduct of government. To be a "public 
record," a document must relate to the "conduct of government or 
the performance of any governmental or proprietary function." RCW 
((42.1:7.n~-1+)) 42.56.010(3).1- Almost all records, held by an agency 
relate to the conduct of government; however, some do not. A purely 
personal record having absolutely no relation to the conduct of 
government is not a "public record." Even though a purely personal 
record might not be a "public record," a record of its existence might 
be if its existence was used for a governmental purpose.2  For example, 
a record showing the existence of a purely personal email sent by an 
agency employee on an agency computer would probably be a "public 
record," even if the contents of the email itself were not. ((2)) 3 

(3) "Prepared, owned, used, or retained." A "public record" is .a 
record "prepared, owned, used, or retained by an agency. RCW 
((42.3:!7.020(4_+)) 42.56.010(3). 
A record can be "used" by an agency even if the agency does not 
actually possess the record. If an agency uses a record in its 
decision-making process it is a "public record.',(L3)) 4  For example, if 
an agency considered technical specifications of a public works 
project and returned the specifications to the contractor in another 
state, the specifications would be a "public record" because the 
agency "used" the document in its decision-making process.((4)> 5  The 
agency could be required to obtain the public record, unless doing so 
would be impossible. An agency cannot send its only copy of a public 
record to a third party for the sole purpose of avoiding disclosure.((5)> 
6 

(4 ) Records on personal devices. Sometimes agency employees or 
officials may work on agency business from home computers((. These heme 
eee3:)) or on other personal devices, or from nonagency accounts 
(such as a nonagency email account), creating and storing agency 
records on those devices or in those accounts. When the records are 
prepared, owned, used or retained within the scope of the employee's or 
official's agency businesses-a}te~rt, those records (including emails, 
texts and other records) were "used" by the agency and relate to the 
"conduct of government" so they are "public records."?  RCW 
( ( ~~nonin~ ) ) 42.56.010 (3) . Rewever, 4.he—ae4= dees ;;P—aet33oEtze 
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=rCr i 3i 3E~e~t - 

net subjeet to 1sRbr-rEtled searehes-, theft neither is their 

er ef-=reial. Yet, Because the (( )) records 
relating to agency business are "public records," they are subject to 
disclosure (unless exempt). 

Allied comment: This comment model rule is supposed to define public records, according to its heading, 
and should be limited to that subject. The discussion about retrieving public records from personal devices 
should be moved to a separate new rule as shown below. 

WAC 44-14-Oxx Retrieving records from personal devices. 
Name of agency] employees and officials shall be provided with 
agency devices and agency email accounts for conducting 
agency business, and shall avoid using personal devices 
and personal accounts for agency business whenever 
p o s s i b 1 e . that aAll public records, regardless of where they were 
created, shall euld eventually be stored on agency computers. 
Ageneies s€leuld ash--e loyees and officials s h a 1 1 ze keep agency-
related documents with any retention requirements on home computers or 
personaT Clevices in separate o ers and)) temporarily, until they 
are provided to the agency. An ageney eeul:d alse seEfa±re an[Name of 
agency] employees a n d Ear officials shall t-e--routinely blind carbon 
;opy ("bcc") work emails in a personal account back to ((bke 
empleyeels)) an agency email account. If [name of b•4-1e agency] 
receives a request for records that are located solely on employees' 
or officials' home computers or personal devices, or in personal 
accounts,  the ageney sheuld direet the ( (empleyee))—individual-te 
(( employees or officials shall search for and provide an Y 
responsive documents ((bael)) to the agency, and the agency will 
ehewal-b process the request as it would if the records originated we£~ 
on the agency's computers((-.)) or in agency-owned devices or accounts. 
The [name of agency] employee or official may be required by the 
agency to sign an affidavit describing the nature and extent of his or 
her search for and production of responsive public records located on 
a home computer or personal device, or in a nonagency account, and a 
description of personal records not provided with sufficient facts to 
show the records are not public records.9  
Ageneies eeuldprevide employees and effieials with an aQenev ===__a 
device that the -agency r--etains-a-  right= -t o aeees-s—Br an gei ey eeuld 
limit erpr-ehibit erftpleyees' and effieials' use of hems eempute=S 

..said have elietes ydeaseribieg perffirtted 1dses, if ante  e# lrefae 
eampthers, persena-ldeviees er--persenalaeeearlts €er ageney--bus-ifiess. 
The  pelie~_ sheuld al ~ ' d  r„ r se dese>_ibe the ebriElatie>}s e€ c:epl-e-}tees ana 
of€leials €er retaining searehing fer- and predseinq 4.he agei,e s 
mublie feee-r~. 44  
Notes: tCor federated Tribes of the Chehalis Resertw ion v. Jolnrron, 135 Wn.2d 734, 748, 958 P.2d 260 (1998)((. 

• RGW 4'47=0=0(4-')))(bmadlx 
interpreting the provision concerning governmental function). 
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ZSeeMechlinr v. Monroe. 152 Wn. Apo. 830- 867.222 Pad 808 (2009)("lPlumly personal emails of those government officials are not public records.").-  Nissen 
y. Pierce County. 183 Wo.2d 863. 357 P.3d 45 (2015) (describing that an employee or official must provide the agency responsive 'bublic records" but is not 
required to provide "personal records"). 
37iberino v. Spokane County Proseculor, 103 Wn. App. 680, 691, 13 P.3d 1104 (2000) (record of volume of persona) emails used for governmental oumose). 
((3)) 4Concer7red Ir 1WWrs v. Public UlilityDial. No.], 138 Wn2d 950, 95861, 983 P2d 635 (1999)((.))_  Nissen. 183 Wn2d at 882. (For a record to be 'used" 

((41&))5Concet7re&Ra1epayers, 138 Wm2d 950. 
((5)) 6See Op. Atty (len. 11 (1989), at 4, n.2 ("We do not wish to encourage agencies to avoid the provisions of the public disclosure act by transferring public 
records to private parties. 1f a record otherwise meeting the statutory definition were transferred into private hands solely to prevent its public disclosure, we 
expect courts would take appropriate steps to require the agency to make disclosure or to sanction the responsible public officers.") 
0))7N(ssen, 183 Wn 2d at 882- West v VernriNion 196 Wn App 627 384 P 3d 634 (2016) In Nissen the State Supreme Court held that a communication is 
"within the scope of employment" when the iob requires it the employer directs it. or it furthers the employer's interests. This inquiry is always case- and record- 

aSee Hangariner v. City of Seattle, 151 Wn.2d 439, 448, 90 P.3d 26 (2004). 
NNissen, 183 Wn.2d at 886-887, 
told.  at 877, 886-887. 

Allied comment: Dealing with public records on personal devices is a distinct issue, warranting its own 
model rule, and does not belong in a comment defining public records. Like other model rules, this one 
should be written for adoption and enforcement by individual agencies, and should use the agency's name 
rather than saying what other agencies "should" or "could" do. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-030 Comeent 03 Index of records. State and local agencies 
are required by RCW ((42.'~'.26OT)) 42.56.070 to provide an index for 
certain categories of records. An agency is not required to index 
every record it creates. Since agencies maintain records in a wide 
variety of ways, agency indices will also vary. An agency cannot use, 
rely on, or cite to as precedent a public record unless it was indexed 
or made available to the parties affected by it. RCW ( (42.' "~;4)  ) 
42.56.070(6). An agency should post its index on its web site. 
The index requirements differ for state and local agencies. A state 
agency must index only two categories of records: 
(1) All records, if any, issued before July 1, 1990 for which the 
agency has maintained an index; and 
(2) Final orders, declaratory orders, interpretive statements, 
and statements of policy issued after June 30, 1990. RCW 
( (42 .1-7 260 (5 /) ) 42.56.070(5) . 
A state agency must adopt a rule governing its index. 
A local agency may opt out of the indexing requirement if it issues a 
formal order specifying the reasons why doing so would "unduly burden 
or interfere with agency operations." RCW ((42.17.260 (4)(a) 1)) 

42.56.070 (4)(a). To lawfully opt out of the index requirement, a 
local agency must actually issue an order or adopt an ordinance 
specifying the reasons it cannot maintain an index. 

affmod to utilipe this teel-inelegy. Reweve3:, egeneies =h___E' elfplere 
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the feasibility -ef- eleetire jmndeming—and re tev:al to assist bath 
the ageney and r-equestar in leeating- publie reeer-ds. Agencies could 
also consider using their records retention schedules as part of 
their index, or direct requestors to the schedules as a way to 
describe the types of records an agency retains and for what periods of 
time. See chapter 40.14 RCW and WAC 44-14-03005. 

Allied comment: Searching and indexing are two different things. A search locates a specific record that 
has been requested. An index tells the public what records exist. Search technology is not a substitute for 
the index of records required by RCW 42.56.070, because it is solely for internal use, and does not help the 
public determine what to request in the first place. Also, RCW 42.56.070(3) does not require an index of all 
public records. The records to be indexed are enumerated in the statute, and generally consist of documents 
affecting the rights of the public, such as adjudicative and agency orders, policies, staff manuals, plans and 
goals. This comment should be clarified to comport with the statute. 

AMENDATORY SECTION  (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-030  Comment  04 - (1) Protection  of records. 
An agency must "protect public records from damage  er this^-ganizatie  " 
RCW ((42.-1;-290T))  42.56.100. An agency owns public records (subject 
to the public's right, as defined in the act, to inspect or copy 
non-exempt records) and must maintain custody of them  consistent 
Ath retention schedules.  RCW 40.14.020; chapter 434-615 WAC.  An 
agency's information "must be managed with great care to meet the 
objectives of citizens and their governments." RCW 43.105.351. 
Therefore, an agency should not allow anyone __efaeste_  to take 
original agency records out of the agency's office,  or alter or 
damage an original record. Also, an agency may not destroy a public 
record while a request for that record is pending, regardless of the 
retention schedule. RCW 42.56.100.  An agency may send original 
records to a reputable commercial copying center to fulfill a 
records request if the agency takes reasonable precautions to protect 
the records. See WAC 44-14-07001(5).1  

(2 ) Organization of records. Each agency must protect records from 
disorganization as part of the dutv of fullest assistance to reouesters. 
RCW 42.56.100. Agencies should organize records in the manner most 
likely to facilitate searches for them. This may include filing and 
labeling them according to subject matter, name or other readily 
identifiable characteristic, and using searchable record formats 
whenever Dossible. 
The legislature encourages agencies to electronically store and 
provide public records: 
Broad public access to state and local government records and information has 
potential for expanding citizen access to that information and for providing 
government services. Electronic methods of locating and transferring information 
can improve linkages between and among citizens((..  an  )),  organizations, 
business, and governments. Information must be managed with great care to meet the 
objectives of citizens and their  governments. 
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It is the intent of the legislature to encourage state and local governments to 
develop, store, and manage their public records and information in electronic 
formats to meet their missions and objectives. Further, it is the intent of the 
legislature for state and local governments to set priorities for making public 
records widely available electronically to the public. 

RCW ((43.105.250)) 43.105.351. An agency could fulfill its obligation 
to provide "access" to a public record by .providing a requestor with a 
link to an agency web site containing an electronic copy of that 
record. RCW 42.56.520. Agencies are encouraged to do so, and 
requestors are encouraged to access records posted online in order to 
preserve taxpayer r2sources.2  For those requestors without access to 
the internet, an agency (( )) is. to provide copies or 
allow the requestor to view copies using an agency computer terminal 
at its office. RCW 42.56.520. 
Notes: tSee also Benton County v. Zink 191 Wn. App. 269,361 P.3d 801 (2015) (agency can send records to outside vendor for copying). 

ZSee legislative findings in chapter, Laws of 2010 ("'the internet provides for instant access to public records at a sianirk;n y reduced cost to the agency and 
the public. Anencies are encouraged to make commonly rye uested records available on agency web sites. When an agency has made records available on its web 
site members of the public with compeer access should be encouraged to preserve taxpayer resources by accessing those records online.") 

Allied comment: Organization and damage prevention are different things and should be broken into 
separate comment subsections, as shown above. Also, the comment on protecting records should be 
primarily concerned with the actions of agencies, not requesters. The comment on organization should 
offer practical guidance on how to make records easily retrievable. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-030 Comment 06 Form of requests. There is no statutorily 
rrp iii rpr9 fr)rmat fur a vat i ri pilhl i r• rprrnrric rpmir-gt  

42.56.080(2). Agencies may recommend that requestors submit requests 
using an agency-provided form or web page. However, a person seeking 
records must make a "specific request" for "identifiable records" 
which provides "fair notice" and "sufficient clarity" that it is a 
,records request. An agency may prescribe the means of requests in 
its rules, which must provide for the fullest assistance to requesters 
and most timely possible action on requests. RCW 42.56.040; RCW 
42.56.070(1); RCW 42.56.100; RCW 34. 05.220(1)(b) (state agencies). An 

. __ ~(stieh a:S  

e€€iee3), er a epee}€ie ageriey addr-ess (sue h. as a- ded a:6ed—agent 

the e€fiee where the publie reeerde e€fieer -s leeatedT 
Agency public internet web site records - No request required. A 
requestor is not required to make a public records request before 
inspecting, downloading or copying records posted on an agency's 
public web site. To save resources for both agencies and requestors, 
agencies are strongly encouraged to post commonly requested records 
on their 
web sites. Requestors are strongly encouraged to review an agency's 
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web site before submitting a public records request. 
In-person requests. An agency must honor requests received in 
person during normal business hours. RCW 42.56.080(2). An agency 
should have its public records request form available at the office 
reception area so it can be provided to a "walk-in" requestor. The 
form should be directed to the agency's public records officer. 
Mail, email and fax requests. A request can be sent ((-irn)) to the 
appropriate person or address by U.S. mail. RCW ((42.17.290/))
42.56.100. A request can also be made by email, fax (if an agency 
still uses fax) , or orally((. A retest sheuld be made 
publie reeerds of€ieer. An ageney-may pEeseribe-means-a€ requests in 
its rules. RGW 42.17.250/42.56.040 and 42.17.260(l)/42.56.070(l); PHEW 
34.85.220 (state -__--- eies) ) ) (but should then be confirmed in writing; 
see further comment herein). 
Public records requests using the agency's form or web page. An 
agency should have a public records request form. An agency is 
encouraged to make its public records request form available at its 
office, and on its web site((.. 
A Riwber of ageReies reutieely aeeept eEal—publie Eeeerds re 
Efuests (far- e~Eample, asking-te leek at a building -permit 

d-bu€ PM lees fiat a ,  - «ate-pe allew 
±Fe-the eiEaet 

are prublematie. eEal request 
reeerds seught and there€ere 

later ineluded }e the requestFaher aged-€rem 
tern, as desersbed 

preving=what was 
In WAG 44-14 04002(i), , a regttester Horst previde th 

vi pu..~~., - ~-c, ~,~. ~~...,i ..mac...,. .~._.1......, ....,, ......t..,..~...._~.Y ..,., .~y......s ., .......~~ ._~__.._ 

znaa-the pi:dblie reeerds of€leer er designee, may net previde the agen 
ey with tx̀'-e xeEpdired r:easenable netiee. Therefere, requesters—._-_T 

red,aee-it to writing-and-then verify in writing with the requester-
that it eerreetly memer}alines the rreqfaest. 
An ageney sheiald have -a piablie reeerds requestt) ) . Some agencies 
also have online public records request forms or portals on a page 
on their web sites, set up to specifically receive public records 
requests. Agencies may recommend that requestors submit requests using 
an agency-provided form or web page. RCW 42.56.080(2). In this 
comment; requestors are strongly encouraged to use the agency's 
public records request form or online form or portal to make 
records requests, and then provide it to the designated agency 
person or address. Following this step begins the important 
communication process under the act between the requestor and the 
agency.3  This step also helps both the requestor and the agency, 
because it better enables the agency to more promptly identify the 
inquiry as a public records request, timely confirm its receipt with 
the requester, promptly seek clarification from the requestor if 
needed, and otherwise begin processing the agency's response to the 
request under the act. 
An agency request form or online form or .portal should ask the 
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requestor whether he or she seeks to inspect the records, receive a 
copy of them, or to inspect the records first and then consider 
selecting records to copy. An agency request form or online 
portal should recite that inspection of records i s free and provide 
((the )) information about 
copying fees. 
An agency request form or online form or portal should require the 
requestor to provide contact information so the agency can communicate 
with the requestor to, for example, clarify the request, inform the 
requestor that the records are available, or provide an explanation 
of an exemption.  Cptaet infermatiee-such as a name,ene—ems--, 

.d addEeas-sue-ems- sheet -be previded.  Requestors should provide an 
email address because it is an efficient means of communication and 
creates a written record of the communications between them and the 
agency. An agency should not require a requestor to provide a driver's 
license number, date of birth, or photo identification. This 
information is not necessary for the agency to contact the requestor 
and requiring it might intimidate some requestors. 
Bot requests. An agency may deny a "bot" request, which is one of 
multiple requests from a requestor to the agency within a twenty-four-
hour period, if the agency establishes that responding to the multiple 
requests would cause excessive interference with other essential agency 
functions. RCW 42.56.080(3). A "bot" request means a records request 
that an agency reasonably believes was automatically generated by a 
computer program or script.. 
Oral requests. A number of agencies routinely accept oral public 
records requests (for example, asking to look at a building permit). 
Some agencies find oral requests to be the best way to provide certain 
kinds of records. However, for some requests such as larger or complex 

1 
request does not memorialize the exact records sought and therefore 
prevents a requestor or agency from later proving what was included 
in the request. Furthermore, as described in this comment and in 
WAC 44-14-04002(1), a requestor must provide the agency with fair 
notice that the request is for the disclosure of public records; 
oral requests, especially to agency staff other than the public records 
officer or designee, may not provide the agency with the required 
notice or satisfy the agency's Public Records Act procedures. 
Therefore, requestors are strongly encouraged to make written requests, 
directed to the designated agency person or address. 
If an agency receives an oral request, the agency staff person 
authorized to receive the request such as the public records officer, 
should immediately reduce it to writing and then verify in writing 
with the requestor that it correctly memorialized the request. If the 
staff person is not the proper recipient, he or she should inform the 
person of how to contact the public records officer to receive 
information on submitting records requests. The public records 
officer serves "as a point of contact for members of the public in 
requesting disclosure of public records and oversees the agency's 
compliance with the public records disclosure requirements." RCW 
42.56.580. 
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Prioritization of records requested. An agency may ask a requestor to 
prioritize the records he or she is requesting so that the agency 
is able to provide the most important records first. An agency is not 
required to ask for prioritization, and a requestor is not required to 
provide it. 
Purpose of request. An agency cannot require the requestor to 
disclose the purpose of the request ((;Pith—two)), apart from 
exceptions permitted by law. RCW (("'.'~9,=)) 42.56.080. ((First)) 
For example, if the request is for a list of individuals, an agency 
may ask the requestor if he or she intends to use the records for a 
commercial purpose and require the requestor to provide information 
about the purpose of the use of the list.((2)) 5  An agency should 
specify on its request form that -the agency is not authorized to 
provide public records consisting of a list of individuals for a 
commercial use. RCW ((42. "~)4)) 42.56.070(9). 
((tea)) And, an agency may seek information sufficient to allow it 
to determine if another statute prohibits disclosure. For example, some 
statutes allow an agency to disclose a record only to ((a elai,ant 
fe3= berte€ihe e3" his er her representative))   identified persons.  In 
such cases, an agency is authorized to ask the requestor if he or she 
fits ((t=his er4terien)) the statutory criteria for disclosure of the 
record. 
Indemnification. An agency is not authorized to require a requestor to 
indemnify the agency. ((Op. -ArttlyG_-12 r'~-3))  6 - - 
Notes: 1RCW 42 56.080 0) and (2): Hangartner v. City of Seattle, 151 Wn.2d 439, 447,90 P.3d 26 (2004) ("there is no official format for a valid PDA 
'request")((.)):  Wood v. Lowe. 102 %. Apo. 872, 10 P.3d 494 (2000) (an agency's duty under the act is triggered when it receives a "specific request" for 
ecords and when the requestor states "the request with sufficient clarity to give the agency fair notice that it had received a request for public records").  

2((
eiRir?-3 a   9"-  

- 
ttea~ gal 

See   Hobbs v. Slate. 183 Wn. App. 925. 335 P.3d 1004 (2014) (Court of Appeals encouraged Lequestors to communicate with agencies about issues related to 
their PRA requests) and WAC 44-14-04003(3) ("Communication is usually the key to a smooth public records process for both reguestors and agencies.°).  
¢Oral requests make it "unnecessarily difficult" for the requestor to prove what was requested. Beal v. City of&atde, 150 Wn. App. 865, 
874-75.209 P.3d 872 (2009): see also O'Neill v CV ofSJtoreline_ 170 Wn.2d 138. 151.240 P.3d 1149 (2010~(holding that an oral request for "that email" did 
not provide the city with sufficient notice that metadata was also being requested).  
SSEWHealthcare 775W v. State et a1.,193 Wn. App. 377,377 P.3d 214 (2016). 

60p. Atl'y Gen. 13(198 See also RCW ((A^ 1  ^ ^°g ;)  42.56.060 which provides: 'No public agency, public official, public employee, or custodian shall be 
liable, nor shall a cause of action exist, for any loss or damage based upon the release of a public record if the public agency, public official, public employee, or 
custodian acted in good faith in attempting to comply with the provisions of this chapter." ((41erefere,,-en 
Requiring Fs (fern  ex....:.:..o theiF Fight to request  publia fe.....d,, Op y  Gen  12 (1988) at 11.)) 

Allied comments: Requesters can be anonymous. The Parmelee v. Clarke case was limited to its facts. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-040 Processing of public records requests—General. 
(1) Providing "fullest assistance." The (name of agency) is charged by 
statute with adopting and enforcing rules which srevide—€e3- heir i~. rill 
"sreyide—€ull aeeess te i3~li2 Feeerrds,'~ret:•eet reeerds f e-.q damage —e£ 

eiis-erffaniz.atien, "—"prevent e3feee63.v'e—Inter€erenee with—e=Eher- essential 

" provide for "fullest assistance" to 
requestors- and provide the "most timely possible action" on public 
records requests, consonant with the _intent of the Public Records Act to 
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"provide full access to public records," "protect records from damage or 
disorganization," and "prevent excessive interference with other 
essential functions of the agency,". The public records officer or 
designee will process requests as promptly as possible and grant access 
to requested records as fully as possible AR the ez:de - a1'_=•. i  
west r-eeFaests to be greeeseed-in the mesa effie manner-
((+2+)) 

(b) The publie reeer-Els-effieeEe=designee-wi'-=evaluate  
a esrdi g to the nature of the r-eEfaes4., ve=use, aedaVailabi1itY of 

Hm) Them?r-ierity--eateger-y guides the name—ef  
d`_eEmi~ni g its reasenable levees -e€ e€€erg to devete to respendifig tee 

s _ceQc ecx«.x~8 xso ea135~3H e3EeeSSi~e li'xce~eEe~c~i~i-tr~9tz~~ 

essential agefiev fueetrees. RC-W 42.56.106.  
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The-Fr=et 
a reasenable 

y eateffeE azse Eju des theme of aEeit 
R ' est Late e€-t me to a r-espy-te rem s _-a4i•'sag 

1 .§6.2~. 
j: a-Ise guides the -(iiame of age e- ) iig . 

dc` 
The -prleri-ty 

of 
eategery 

p'reeessed Respend'i t9 a—xeeer-ds ixa Rd:i=±Ej the er-de-r =eErdests 
The 

g 
- ~r est Is—izet—always a Segde3zt!a=' pmE'eees•3. (rnac.e Si agene't—m3pc  

eut e€ e it tbetter- -e-  r-esposdze  p-r-eeeess requests -de-, enabling 
44t aR- timey the —(hare - - 

..umbe-r. - 

~s 5ae -as Hemp~e3.  "' its 
in the The preeessing ef 

in y gueue the ll v  depend will 
E:eEFdests 

upen y the 
queue-. 

erity pr -,tege-r the g acsts 
F 

in ef e fer eerds regueets the queaethe-ameunt 
reEluester etheFreEpiests is the -queue; the -status of ate_ s }ealai re 
Fruast, s -~-a. whether the (name ef ageney)awai:i.ifig  e, f; 

to a third-party `ier or er=payment frem:~he-requester-, a respense 
l :t el~a F ether (n f (name e  .1 ,-k a review, n.-]  the , 1a _ 1 

as ±t affects he eIleant of staff time-that`ean de-Feted to a 
E u e s t--er-reque-s . 
(2) The =--eq-dest W111 be evaluated €e----r?eritisatien 'dsin~7-tie 
felAmewi ng e mite =The iRuaediael  e'f the requiEed respense In the - 

Iterest of publie sa€eta-(Eieetffnented mminent danger); the __^,~--=}° 
e€ the-reeerds request in teEms--ef breadth, ease€-=deii4=i€ieatie of 
pet enti-a'=ly-respensive r-eeerd:s, ela  itt `y; the ameiant 

ita€f whe are aet Aiiiarily--espens-ibie €e lie d - eiesiare; -tee 
€er-mato- of the-reee ds=the-Freed-€er legal-eview and/ er dd<t--  

y 
al 

sis~tanee-€~-efthlyd Parties in i nt f; at_ .. and- ,hl the d c~ 
to notify -ffeeted tthi-reties; the need te--eensideic eidsteffiized ae 
eels, asd,-et€rer-eritea-a a the- lie reeerEis ef=ree` Ele 
ate: 
(3) Fellewi , the (name e€ age= ,t 

rued in respense te -,t a eir-euffistanees er aelditim enal "fe 

xtat-ien. Tie est-Imated ti=e- r per-±eds fe=eaeh eategery are geais;-tee 
(n ae e€ agency) may net be able to eeiRpty-with the geals but will fie 
tify c ie i=egaestes—i the e"t'zilated time-perieds Sa4:1-1: net  be mEt—aFzd - 
need 
(2) heknawiedglmg receipt AfInitial response to request. 
imaltial eFaluat-iei e€ the re Eldestunder-  (2) ,; (3) e  f this  sthbseetle 

add-wWithin five business daysi  of receipt of the request, the public 
records officer will do one or more of the following, depending upon 
which response provides the fullest assistance and most timely 
possible actionthe eat.egery - ed to the-r._--..dew 
(a) Make the records available for inspection or copying((; {b})) 
including: 
(i) If copies- are available on the (name of agency's) internet 
web site, provide an internet address and link on the web site to 
specific records requested; 
(ii) If copies are requested and payment of a deposit for the 
copies, if any, is made or other terms of payment are agreed upon, 
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send the copies to the requestor; 
((4e+)) (b) Acknowledge receipt of the request and provide a reasonable 
estimate of when records or an installment of records will be 
available (the public records officer or designee may revise the 
estimate of when records will be available); or 
(((d) the 
requested reeerde,recfaest e1ari€ieat4-en fret the regeesteE.)) (c) 
Acknowledge receipt of the request and ask the requestor to provide 
clarification for a request that is unclear, and provide, to the 
greatest extent possible, a reasonable estimate of time the (name of 
agency) will require to respond to the request if it is not clarified. 
(i) Such clarification may be requested and provided by 
telephone((. The -iabiie-reeerds effieer er designee may revise the 
estimate e€ when reeerds will be available)), and memorialized in 
writing; 
(ii) If the requestor fails to respond to a request for 
clarification and the entire request is unclear, the (name of 
agency) need not respond to it. The (name of agency) will respond to 
those portions of a request that are clear; or 
( (-(e~) ) (d) Deny the request. 
(((3})) (-5) Eeesegeenees of €aiiere to reepead. if the (naRe- f 
3Py~~~_v ~ dees et respe%u in wr'i idmne =ire business daS S of 

feel e€ the reque: `_ far- d=s eleSLa E£, she ~'2cd: S`.. er' shev--  

( (eensider eentaetinEj) ) eefrt-actthe—eub_e reeeEds efiie£r to 
dete--iiiiee the r£asen far- ;=he €ailiare to ~essea 

j-?—r6-Y-(3 ) Protecting rights of others. In the event that the 
requested records contain information that may affect rights of others 
and may be exempt from disclosure, the public records officer may, 
prior 'to providing the records, give notice to such others whose 
rights may be affected by the disclosure. Such notice should be given 
so as to make it possible for those other persons to contact the 
requestor and ask him or her to revise the request, or, if 
necessary, seek an order from a court to prevent or limit the 
disclosure. The notice to the affected persons will include a copy of 
the request. 
((-Wy)) (4-7) Records exempt from disclosure. Some records are exempt 
from disclosure, in whole or in part. If the (name of agency) believes 
that a record is exempt from disclosure and should be withheld, the 
public records officer will state the specific exemption and provide a 
brief written explanation of why the record or a portion of the record 
is being withheld. If only a portion of a record is exempt from 
disclosure, but the remainder is not exempt, the public records 
officer will redact the exempt portions, provide the nonexempt 
portions, and indicate to the requestor which exemption justifies the 
redaction and whY.y pertisns e€-tie-refer are being Eedaet-ed. 
((-(-6})) (5$) Inspection of records. 
(a) Consistent with other demands, the (name of agency) shall 
promptly provide suitable space to inspect public records. No 
member of the public may remove a document from the viewing area 
without permission or disassemble or alter any document. The 
requestor shall indicate which documents he or she wishes the agency to 
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copy. 
(b) The requestor must claim or review the assembled records 
within rt 60 days of the (name of agency's) notification to him 
or her that the records are available for inspection or copying. 
The agency will notify the requestor in writing of this requirement 
and inform the requestor that he or she should contact the agency to 
make arrangements to claim or review the records. If the requestor 
or a representative of the requestor fails to claim or review the 
records within the sixty~=hd:iF4.y-day period or make other arrangements, 
the (name of agency) may close the request and refile the assembled 
records. Other public records requests can be processed ahead of a 
subsequent request by the same person for the same or almost identical 
records, which can be processed as a new request. 
((+7+)) (6.4) Providing copies of records. After inspection is complete, 
the public records officer or designee shall promptly make the 
requested copies availableer arrange—fe~ Where (name of 
agency) charges for copies, the requestor must pay for the copies. 
((+B})) (7-19) Providing records in installments. When the request is 
for a large number of records, the public records officer or designee 
will provide records eeeess €er insseetien and eepying in installments 
as Lhev become available or as ori.oritized by the requester, 
consistently with providing the fullest assistance and most timely 
possible action on the request. —if he sue she reasonably deteE mine- 

If, 
within s i xt vy days, the requestor fails to inspect the entire 
let of records or one or more of the installments, the public records 
officer or designee may stop searching for the remaining records and 
close the request. 

(844) Completion of responselfisgeet-lee. When the inspection and 
production of the requested records is complete and all requested 
copies are provided, the public records officer or designee will 
indicate that the (name of agency) has completed a ((diligent)) 
reasonable search for the requested records and made any located 
nonexempt records available for inspection. 
((+1.0+)) (94721) Closing withdrawn or abandoned request. When the 
requestor either withdraws the request, or fails to clarify an entirely 
unclear request, or fails to fulfill his or her obligations to inspect 
the records ((ar)) pay the deposit, pay the required fees for an 
installment, or make final payment for the requested copies, the 
public records officer will close the request and indicate to the 
requestor that the (name of agency) has closed the request. 
((+14+)) (10-3) Later discovered documents. If, after the (name of 
agency) has informed the requestor that it has provided all available 
records, the (name of agency) becomes aware of additional responsive 
documents existing at the time of the request, it will promptly inform 
the requestor of the additional documents and provide them on an 
expedited basis. 
Note: 1Jn calculating the five business days, the following are not counted: The day the agency receives the request, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. 
RCW 1.12.040. . 

Allied comment: This model rule should focus on fulfilling agency obligations as quickly and helpfully as 
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possible, consistent with the Act's requirements to respond promptly (RCW 42.56.070(1); RCW 42.56.520) 
and with the requirements for the fullest assistance and most timely possible action on requests (RCW 
42.56.100). Subsection (1), with the heading "fullest assistance," should eliminate the reference to "the 
most efficient manner" of processing requests. Maximum efficiency is not required, nor is it a substitute for 
fullest assistance. Also, the entire categorization scheme in proposed subsection (1) should be stricken. It 
assumes that all requests will receive a "tracking number" and go into a "queue" instead of being resolved 
immediately. It does not address the agency's obligation to devote sufficient resources to processing 
requests, so as to avoid a backlog in the first place. Also, the categorization proposal is problematic 
because it does not require even a cursory search for the desired records as an initial step. A request cannot 
be categorized as exceptionally large or difficult until an initial search determines how many records, and 
which records, are potentially responsive. Similarly, the proposed subsection (2) improperly assumes that 
the initial response will be a delay instead of simply producing the requested records via a link, mailing or 
email attachment. The proposed subsection (5) should be eliminated or clarified. There is no requirement 
for a requester to contact an agency when the initial response deadline is missed, and the content seems 
unrelated to the heading ("consequences for failure to respond"). In proposed subsection (8), the 30-day 
time limit to inspect records seems arbitrary. It often takes time to arrange a mutually acceptable inspection 
time, and if the volume of records is large, the requester may find it difficult to carve out sufficient time 
during a workday for inspection at an agency office — particularly if the office is a long distance away. If a 
time limit is necessary, it should be doubled, at least. Finally, the subsection on installments needs to be 
tethered to the over-arching requirement for the fullest assistance and most timely possible action. What 
seems "practical" to the records officer may not seem helpful to the requester. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-040 Conment 02 Obligations of requestors. (1) 
((Reasenabie)) Fair notice that request is for public records. A 
requestor must give an agency ((Eeasenable)) fair notice that the 
request is being made pursuant to the act. Requestors are encouraged 
to cite or name the act but are not required to do so. -1  A request 
using the agency's request form or online request form or portal, or 
using the terms "public re- cords," "public disclosure," "FOIA," or 
"Freedom of Information Act" (the terms commonly used for federal 
records requests), especially in the subject line of an email or 
letter, is recommended. The request should be directed to the agency-
designated person to receive requests (such as the public records 
officer) or the agency-designated address for public records 
requests, which should provide an agency with ((reasenab1e)) fair 
notice in most cases. A requestor should not submit a "stealth" 
request, which is buried in another document in an attempt to trick the 
agency into not responding. 
(2) Identifiable record. A requestor must request an 
"identifiable record" or "class of records" before an agency must 
respond to it. RCW ((42.'70/)) 42.56.080 and ((42.17.'"0(14)) 
42.56.550(1). 
An "identifiable record" is one that is existing at the time of the 
request and which agency staff can reasonably locate.((2)) The act does 
not require agencies to be "mind readers" and to guess what records 
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are being requested.2  
"€t3t1 reel  a "standing" (angv ig) requests €e r— reeards f36~ }f3 
^cif}S ef3e2:  nefreiEistent feeefds—a- e nat "imdef3tifl-able-. 3̀  

A request for all or substantially all records prepared, owned, used 
or retained by an agency is not a valid request for identifiable 
records, provided that a request for all records regarding a 
particular topic or containing a particular keyword or name shall not 
be considered a request for all of an agency's records. RCW 
42.56.080(1). A "keyword" must have some meaning that reduces a 
request from all or substantially all of an agency's records. For 
example, a request seeking any and all records from the department of 
ecology which contain the word "ecology" is not a request containing 
a keyword. The word "ecology" is likely on every agency letterhead, 
email signature block, notice, order, brochure, form, pleading and 
virtually every other agency document. A request for all of an 
agency's emails can encompass substantially all of an agency's records, 
and such a request contains no keywords. The act does not allow a 
requestor nor require an agency to searc through agency i es or 
records which cannot be reasonably identified or described to the 
agency. ((3))4  It benefits both the requestor and the agency when the 
request includes terms that are for identifiable records actually 
sought by the requestor, and which produce meaningful search results by 
the agency. 
However, a requestor is not required to identify the exact record he or 
she seeks. For example, if a requestor requested an agency's 112001 
)udget," but the agency only had a 2000-2002 budget, the requestor made 
a request for an identifiable record.(<4)) 5 _ 

An "identifiable record" is not a request for "information" in 
general. ((57) 6 For example, asking "what policies" an agency has for 
handling discrimination complaints is merely a request for 
"information. i6  A request to inspect or copy an agency's policies and 
procedures for handling discrimination complaints would be a request 
for an "identifiable record." 
Public records requests are not interrogatories (questions). An 
agency is not required to answer questions about records, or conduct 
legal research for a requestor.' A request for "any law that allows 
the county to impose taxes on me" is not a request for an identifiable 
record. Conversely, a request for "all records discussing the passage 
of this year's tax increase on real property" is a request for an 
"identifiable record." 
When a request uses an inexact phrase such as all records "relating to" 
a topic (such as "all records relating to the property tax increase"), 
the agency may interpret the request to be for records which directly 
and fairly address the topic. When an agency receives a "relating to" 
or similar request, it should seek clarification of the request from 
the requestor or explain how the agency is interpreting the requestor's 
request. 
(3) "Overbroad" requests. An agency cannot "deny a request for 
identifiable public records based solely on the basis that the request 
is overbroad." RCW ((h2.'~/-)) 42.56.080. However, if such a 
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request is not for identifiable records or otherwise is not proper, 
the request can still be denied. When confronted with a request that 
is unclear, an agency should seek clarification. 
Notes: t Wood v Lowe, 102 Wn. App. 872, 10 P.3d 494 (2000) 
2Bonamy v City of Sealde, 92 Wn. App. 403, 410, 960 P.2d 447 (1998), 

- -
- •• -' - -ka " - 2d 101 n 2d 1099 (1  " ̀ )) (°identifiable record" 

requirement is satisfied when there is a "reasonable description" of the record "enabling the government employee to locate the requested records."). 
3Lintstrurn v. Ladenburg, 136 Wn.2d 595, 604, n.3, 963 P2d 869 (1998), appeal after remmtd, 110 Wn. App. 133, 39 P.3d 351 (2002)• e r y. Seattle Police 
Dep'l, 16 Wn. App, 1. 260 P.3d 1006 (2011). alfd in part, rev'd in Part on othergrvroWs. 179 Wn.2d 376. 314 P 3d 1093 (2013) ("We hold that there is no 
standing request under the PRA-1: Smtdr v. Okano¢mr Coun% 100 Wn. App.7, 994 P2d 857 (2000) (agency not required to create a record to respond to a PRA 
request). 
4Bomnnv. 92 Wn. App. at 409.  
5Vrolante v King-CounlyFire Dist. No. 20,114 Wn. App. 565, 571, n  59 P.3d 109 (2002). ((SA - •••• 92 Wn.  App.  &"W.)) 
%h&)) )) Bon M 92 Wn. Ap-p. at 409. 
7See Unistrain, 136 Wn.2d at 604, n.3 (act does not require "an agency to go outside its own records and resources to try to identify or locate the record 
requested"), Bonaary, 92 Wn. App. at 409 (act "does not require agencies to research or explain public records, but only to make those records accessible to the 
public((-))"). 

Allied comment: A "future" record can be identifiable. For example, a reporter may ask in advance for a 
council meeting packet or meeting minutes when they are available. The Act does not prohibit such a 
request. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 07-13-058, filed 6/15/07, effective 
7/16/07) 

WAC 44-14-040 Comment 03 Responsibilities of agencies in processing 
requests. (1) Similar treatment and purpose of the request. The act 
provides: "Agencies shall not distinguish among persons requesting 
records, and such persons shall not be required to provide 
information as to the purpose for the request" (except to determine if 
the request is seeking a list of individuals for a commercial use or 
would violate another statute prohibiting disclosure or restricting 
disclosure to only certain persons). RCW ((42.17.270/)) 42.56.080.1  The 
act also requires an agency to take the "most timely possible action on 
requests" and make records "promptly available." RCW ((42.17.290/)) 
42.56.100 and ((42.17.270T)) 42.56.080. However, treating requestors 
similarly does not mean that agencies must process requests strictly 
in the order received because this might not be providing the "most 
timely possible action" for all requests. A relatively simple request 
need not wait for a long period of time while a much larger or more 
complex request is being fulfilled. Agencies are encouraged to be 
flexible and process as many requests as possible as quickly as 
possible  even if they are out of order. ( (3) ) 
(a) Agencies can use criteria to assess whether the request is 
routine or complex (WAC 44-14-040) in order to assist them in 
calculating their estimate of time and in their processing. Complex 
and broad requests typically take more time to process and may require 
an agency to provide records in installments, and use additional time 
to locate and assemble records, notify third parties, and determine 
if information is exempt.2  
(b) £e1`e1fafltple, &pen reeeipt e€ a reEfdest, an aQeeey wi11 leg-it 
3 t (see sebseetien (14) of this seetimen) . T4en, 
ea~eEje'r-ies e= siffrilal= 3:eEfdests and 1)1135 t 'eac -heir--=if.g4: -i=ly in per 
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and/e inyexve  thiEd party-Retiee to ;al tiple-persens&E entti'i s. 

8ateger-y 5 alse sepaEately ineludes a retest €eE ease aeeeas~ 
infeEmatlen t~ffiderr RGW 42-56-120(3) heir the —egdest wetalmd ~-ep-dire-t ie 
use e€ iiif-ermatiEn teehnelegy eiiper-tlse—te prepa--e dates ee~apllati 
ar-aetiee that the agef+ey-may pr-eeeed w4:th EE_e re$eesz z_ _.:a:-q  
eustezaized aee: ss seryiee ; when 57ieh eemai_atiet-s ar- l  ei9t= effA--eQ 

eur-He s e— 
she-age ey wi11pr-e"idc a air-' tten 'eseei se to tihe 'ee=aes'e`  

Dasj:fZeSS da4S i;jt-  Z a icaSe-alble esti-,ate ef `cam.: neeesSal i  i6-  
r-- pense, ineluding seelEi-Re el:ar-i€=ea4td:e t—if- neeEied, E= 
eus`e. iaed aeyess seEe1e ~Breeeduxes and eh--3es 1€ --- - 

es-a ate is made 6;3 -- ease by ease s ae. ms Depefidirng -̂- ìia;EU-e 

af_d the --seepe-ef the request, aed ela~4fieat-iexks—Gatea✓r = ree-ues- 

(2) Purpose of request. An agency cannot require a requestor to state 
the purpose of the request (with limited exceptions). RCW 
((42."'x;-270 )) 42.56.080. However, in an effort to better understand 
the request and provide all responsive records, the agency can inquire 
about the purpose of the request. The requestor is not required to 
answer the agency's inquiry (with limited exceptions as previously 
noted). 
((-(-2-})) (3) Provide "fullest assistance" and "most timely possible 
action." The act requires agencies to adopt and enforce reasonable 
rules to provide for the "fullest assistance" to a requestor. RCW 
((42.'~T)) 42.56.100. The "fullest assistance" principle should 
guide agencies when processing requests. In general, an agency should 
devote sufficient staff time to processing records requests, 
consistent with the act's requirement that fulfilling requests should 
not be an "excessive interference" with the agency's "other essential 
functions." RCW ((42.'0/)) 42.56.100. The agency should recognize 
that fulfilling public records requests is one of the agency's 
duties, along with its others. 
The act also requires agencies to adopt and enforce rules to provide 
for the "most timely possible action on requests." RCW ((42.'~0/)) 
42.56.100. This principle should guide agencies when processing 
requests. It should be noted that this provision requires the most 
timely "possible" action on requests. This recognizes that an agency is 
not always capable of fulfilling a request as quickly as the requestor 
would like. 
(({3})) (4) Communicate with requestor. Communication is usually the 
key to a smooth public records process for both requestors and 
agencies. 3-  Clear requests for a small number of records usually do not 
require predelivery communication with the requestor. However, when an 
agency receives a large or unclear request, the agency should 
communicate with the requestor to clarify the request. If a 
requestor asks for a summary of applicable charges before any copies 
are made, an agency must provide it. RCW 42.56.120 (2)(f). The 
requestor may then revise the request to reduce the number of . 
requested copies. If the request is clarified or modified orally, the 
public records officer or designee should memorialize the communication 
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in writing. 
For large requests, the agency may ask the requestor to prioritize 
the request so that he or she receives the most important records 
first. If feasible, the agency should provide periodic updates to the 
requestor of the progress of the request. Similarly, the requestor 
should periodically communicate with the agency and promptly answer 
any clarification questions. Sometimes a requestor finds the records 
he or she is seeking at the beginning of a request. If so, the 
requestor should communicate with the agency that the requested records 
have been provided and that he or she is canceling the remainder of the 
request. If the requestor's cancellation communication is not in 
writing, the agency should confirm it in writing. 
((-(-4-j-)) (5) Failure to provide initial response within five business 
days. Within five business days of receiving a request, an agency must 
provide an initial response to requestor. The initial response must 
do one of four things: 
(a) Provide the record; 
(b) Acknowledge that the agency has received the request and pro-
vide a reasonable estimate of the time it will require to ((€idlly)) 
further respond; 
(c) Seek a clarification of the request and if unclear, provide 
to the greatest extent possible a reasonable estimate of time the 
agency will require to respond to the request if it is not clarified; 
or 
(d) Deny the request. RCW ((42.17.320T)) 42.56.520. An agency's 
`ailure to provide an initial response is arguably a violation of the 
act. ((a) ) 4 
(((3-)-)) (6) No duty to create records. An agency is not obligated to 
create a new record to satisfy a records request. ((4))  5 However, 
sometimes it is easier for an agency to create a record responsive to 
the request rather than collecting and making available voluminous 
records that contain small pieces of the information sought by the 
requestor or find itself in a controversy, about whether the request 
requires the creation of a new record. The decision to create a new 
record is left to the discretion of the agency. With resiBeez—te 
databases, €er eiEample, there is net always a siFple a;..h,...emy  be-t.,,.e  

eisaaeing an eiElstrn-r-eeer-d and er-eatlRg a new,  EeeeEd.- ~-In addition, 
an agency may decide to provide a customized service and if so, assess 
a customized service charge for the actual costs of staff technology 
expertise needed to prepare data compilations, or when such 
customized access services are not used by the agency for other 
business purposes. RCW 42.56.120. 
If the agency is considering creating a new record instead of 
disclosing the underlying records, er eseatina new reeerdsfreftt a 
da-t-aha~er  it should obtain the consent of the requestor to ensure 
that the requestor is not actually seeking the underlying records, and 
describe any customized service charges that may apply. 
Making an electronic copy of an electronic record is not ".creating" a 
new record; instead, it is similar to copying a paper copy. If an 
agency translates a record into an alternative electronic format at the 
request of a requestor, the copy created does not constitute a new 
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public record. RCW 42.56.120(1). Similarly, eliminating a field of an 
electronic record can be a method of redaction; it is ((similar te)) 
like redacting portions of a paper record using a black pen or white-
out tape to make it available for inspection or copying. Scanning 
paper copies to make electronic copies is a method of copying paper 
records and does not create a new public record. RCW 42.56.120(1). 
((+6)-)) (7) Provide a reasonable estimate of the time to fully 
respond. Unless it is providing the records or claiming an exemption 
from disclosure within the five-business day period, an agency must 
provide a reasonable estimate of the time it will take to ((may)) 
respond to the request. RCW ((42.0;)) 42.56.520. ((Fumy)) 
Responding can mean processing the request (locating and assembling 
records, redacting, preparing a withholding ((index)) log, making an 
installment available, or notifying third parties named in the 
records who might seek an injunction against disclosure) or determining 
if the records are exempt from disclosure. 
An estimate must be "reasonable." The. act provides a requestor a quick 
and simple method of challenging the reasonableness of an agency's 
estimate. RCW ((42.17.'"0 ) 42.56.550(2). See WAC 44-14-08004 
(5) (b) . The burden of proof is on the agency to prove its estimate is 
"reasonable." RCW ((42.17.'"~T)) 42.56.550(2). 
To provide a "reasonable" estimate, an agency should not use the same 
estimate for every request. An agency should roughly calculate the 
time it will take to respond to the request and send estimates of 
varying lengths, as appropriate. ? can eene-rdcr If a request €alT 
r to a eategery It has defined `ems-preeessinq cur-eeses. See subsz=tefi 
(1) ) e€ this seetlen. Some very large requests can legitimately take 
months e-  __ to fully provide. See WAC 44-14-040. There is no 
standard amount of time for fulfilling a request so reasonable 
estimates should vary. 
Some agencies send form letters with thirty-day estimates to all 
requestors, no matter the size or complexity of the request. Form 
letter thirty-day estimates for every requestor, regardless of the 
nature of the request, are rarely "reasonable" because an agency, 
which has the burden of proof, could find it difficult to prove that 
every single request it receives would take the same thirty-day period. 
While not recxuired,7  in order to avoid unnecessary litigation over 
the reasonableness of an estimate, an agency ((sheirld)) could 
briefly explain to the requestor the basis for the estimate in the 
initial response, including describing or referring to its 
processing categories. See WAC 44-14-040. The explanation need not be 
elaborate but should allow the requestor to make a threshold 
determination of whether he or she should question that estimate . 
further or has a basis to seek judicial review of the reasonableness of 
the estimate. 
An agency should either fulfill the request within the estimated time 
or, if warranted, communicate with the requestor about clarifications 
or the need for a revised estimate.$ An, agency should not ignore a 
request and then continuously send extended estimates. Routine 
extensions with little or no action to fulfill the request would 
show that the previous estimates probably were not "reasonable." 
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Extended estimates are appropriate when the circumstances have changed 
(such as an increase in other requests or discovering that the request 
will require extensive redaction). An estimate can be revised when 
appropriate, but unwarranted serial extensions have the effect of 
denying a requestor access to public records. 
(({7))) (8) Seek clarification of a request or additional time. An 
agency may seek a clarification of an "unclear" or partially unclear 
request. RCW ((42.173'0) 42.56.520. An agency can only seek a 
clarification when the request is objectively "unclear." Seeking a 
"clarification" of an objectively clear request delays access to 
public records. 
If the requestor fails to clarify an entirely unclear request, the 
agency need not respond to it further. RCW ((42.17.320/)) 
42.56.520. However, an agency must respond to those parts of a request 
that are clear. If the requestor does not respond to the agency's 
request for a clarification within thirty days of the agency's 
request or other specified time, the agency may consider the request 
abandoned. If the agency considers .the request abandoned, it should 
send a closing letter to the requestor if it has not already 
explained when it will close a request due to lack of response by the 
requestor. 
An agency may take additional time to provide the records or deny the 
request if it is awaiting a clarification. RCW ((42.'~/)) 
42.56.520. After providing the initial response and perhaps even 
beginning to assemble the records, an agency might discover it needs 
to clarify a request and is allowed to do so. A clarification could 
also affect a reasonable estimate. 
((-F8+)) (9) Preserving requested records. If a requested record is 
scheduled shortly for destruction, and the agency receives a public 
records request for it, the record cannot be _destroyed until the 
request is resolved. RCW ((42.17.290r)) 42.56.100..((5)> 9  Once a 
request has been closed, the agency can destroy the requested records 
in accordance with its retention schedule. 
((-F9})) (10) Searching for records. An agency must conduct an 
objectively reasonable search for responsive records. The adequacy of 
a rch is judge by tha-2tandard of reasanablens.10  A requestor 
is not required to "ferret out" records on his or her own.((6)) A 
reasonable agency search usually begins with the public records 
officer for the agency or a records coordinator for a department of the 
agency deciding where the records are likely to be and who is likely 
to know where they are. One of the most important parts of an adequate 
search is to decide how wide the search will be. If the agency is 
small, it might be appropriate to initially ask all agency employees 
and officials if they have responsive records. If the agency is 
larger, the agency may choose to initially ask only the staff of the 
department or departments of an agency most likely to have the records. 
For example, a request for records showing or discussing payments on a 
public works project might initially be directed to all staff in the 
finance and public works departments if those departments are deemed 
most likely to have the responsive documents, even though other 
departments may have copies or alternative versions of the same 
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documents. Meanwhile, other departments that may have documents should 
be instructed to preserve their records in case they are later deemed 
to be necessary to respond to the request. The agency could notify 
the requestor which departments are being surveyed for the documents 
so the requestor may suggest other departments. 
If agency employees or officials are using home computers, personal 
devices, or personal accounts to conduct agency business, those 
devices and accounts also need to be searched by the employees or 
officials who are using them when those devices and accounts may 

agency work have responsive public records of an agency as a 
consequence of the agency's contract, they should also be notified of 
the records request. It is better to be over inclusive rather than 
under inclusive when deciding which staff or others should be 
contacted, but not everyone in an agency needs to be asked if there is 
no reason to believe he or she has responsive records. An email to 
staff or agency officials selected as most likely to have responsive 
records is usually sufficient. Such an email also allows an agency 
to document whom it asked for records. Documentation of searches is 
recommended. The courts can consider the reasonableness of an agency 's 
search when considering assessing penalties for an agency's failure 
to produce records.12  

Agency policies should require staff and officials to promptly 
respond to inquiries about responsive records from the public records 
officer. 
After records which are deemed potentially responsive are located, an 
agency should take reasonable steps to narrow down the number of 
records to those which are responsive. In some cases, an agency 
might find it helpful to consult with the requestor on the scope of 
the documents to be assembled. An agency cannot "bury" a requestor 
with nonresponsive documents. However, an agency is allowed to provide 
arguably, but not clearly, responsive records to allow the requestor 
to select the ones he or she wants, particularly if the requestor is 
unable or unwilling to help narrow the scope of the documents. If an 
agency does not find responsive documents, it should explain, in at 
least general terms, the places searched.13  
((+1-0+)) (11)  Expiration of reasonable estimate. An agency should 
provide a record within the time provided in its reasonable estimate 
or communicate with the requestor that additional time is required to 
fulfill the request based on specified criteria. ((Unjustified failure 
to provide ther—eeerd by the exg}ratlen of the—estiitate is —a denial of 
aeeess to the M  er )) A failure of an agency to meet its own internal 
deadline is not a violation of the act, assuming the agency is working 
d1ligentiy to respona Lo fne request.+4  Nevertneless, an agency s ou d 
promptly communicate with a requestor when it determines its original 
estimate of time needs to be adjusted. 
((41))) (12) Notice to affected third parties. Sometimes an 
agency decides it must release all or a part of a public record 
affecting a .third party. The third party can file an action to obtain 
an injunction to prevent an agency from disclosing it, but the third 
party must prove the record or portion of it is exempt from 
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disclosure and that disclosure would not be in the public interest. 
( (7 ) ) RCW ((42.17.330/) )    42.56.540. f Formatted: Highlight 
eheuld have a reasenalgAme-belief that= the -reee=d is a=~abi-p--e t_ 
Netiees to affeeted—thiEEI eartles wheR Ehe reeerels eeuld Piet 

-._asenably be eeesidered exempt m ght have the e€feet of unreasenably 
delayipg the -reEraester's-aeeess-tea-diselesa=le r E1-. 
The act provides that before releasing a record an agency may, at its 
"option," provide notice to a person named in a public record or to 
whom the record specifically pertains (unless notice is required by 
law) . RCW ( (42.17. 339/)  ) 42.56.540.1-5- This sfeialu include al' —e£ these 
whese identity eeald reasonably be aseertained _a the reeerd and whe 
mlght heave -a reasen to seep to prevent -the -r-elease e€ the -r-eeer-E1. An 
agency has wide discretion to decide whom to notify or not notify. 
First, an agency has the "option" to notify or not (unless notice is 
required by law) . RCW ( (42.1:7.330T)  ) 42.56.540. Second, if it acted in 
good faith, an agency cannot be held liable for its decision not 
Fame to notify enetigz people under the act. RCW ((42.'~T)) 
42.56.060. However, if an agency had a contractual obligation to 
provide notice of a request but failed to do so, the agency might 
lose the immunity provided by RCW ((42.'~T)) 42.56.060 because 
breaching the agreement probably is not a "good faith" attempt to 
comply with the act. 
The appropriate practice ef many agenelesis to give no more 
than ten days' notice of the date when records will be released, 
absent an injunction. Many agencies expressly indicate the deadline 
late on which it must receive a court order enjoining disclosure, to 
avoid any confusion or potential liability. Mere a-ez}ee-TA-i gh Abe 
appeepriate-ie se.- eases, seeh as when Rumereus netiees-are -_z_'_-_~', 
h,,+ eEvery additional day of notice is another day the potentially 
disclosable record is being withheld. When it provides a notice, the 
agency should include in its calculation the notice period in the 
"reasonable estimate" of time it provides to a requestor. 
The notice informs the third party that release will occur on the 
stated date unless he or she obtains an order from a court enjoining 
release. The requestor has an interest in any legal action to prevent 
the disclosure of the records he or she requested. Therefore, 
unless the agency intends to defend against a 
third-party injunction suit, the agency's notice should 
inform the third party that he or she should name the requestor as a 
party to any action to enjoin disclosure. If an injunctive action is 
filed, the third party or agency should name the requestor as a party 
or, at a minimum, must inform the requestor of the action to allow the 
requestor to intervene. 
(({1-2})) (13) Later discovered records. If the agency becomes aware 
of the existence of records responsive to a request which were not 
provided, the agency should notify the requestor in writing, and 
provide a brief explanation of the circumstances, and provide the 
non-exempt records with a written explanation of any redacted or 
withheld records. - 
(14) Maintaining a log. Effective July 23, 2017, the agency must 
maintain a log of public records requests to include the identity of 
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the requestor if provided by the requestor, the date the request was 
received, the text of the original request, a description of the 
records redacted or withheld and the reasons therefor, the date of 
the final disposition of the request. Section 6, chapter 303, Laws of 
2017 (to be codified in chapter 40.14 RCW). 
Notes: 1See also Op. Att'y Gen. 2 (1998). 
zWest v. DeVJ ofLicenring: 182 Wn. App, 500.331 P.3d 72 (2014 , 
'See Hobbs v State, 183 Wn. Apo, 925,335 P.3d 1004, n.12 (2014) (Court of Appeals encouraged requesters to communicate with agencies about issues related 
to their records requests). 

4See Smith V.  Okanagan County, 100 Wn. App. 7, 13, 994 P.2d 857 (2000) ("When an agency fails to respond as provided in RCW 42.17.320 (42.56.520), it 
violates the act and the individual requesting the public record is entitled to a statutory penalty."):  West v. State Dept ofNafuml Res._ 163 Wn. App. 235.243. 

4)) 58ndth,100 Wn. App. at 14. 
((5))6Fisher Broadca hng v. City ofSeafde, 180 Wn2d 515, 326 P.3d 688 (2014). 
70ckennan v. King  Cowity Dept of Dev & lnwl Serer 102 Wn App 212 214— 6 P-3 d  1215 (20000) (agmW is not required to provide explanation of 
its reasonable estimate of time when it does not provide records within five days of the request).  
Mndrems v. Wasik State Patrol, 183 Wn. App. 644, 334 P.3d 94 (2014) (the act recognizes that agencies may need more time than initially anticipated to locate 
records). 

9An exception is some state-agency employee personnel records. RCW ((4244-W)  42.56.110. 
/~:....n, 111 Wn.  A.... 3423An A AdMn (~1M ) ("„ applicant ,~ net e3diaust his or heF evva ingenuity to 'fiffFet , ugh 

same-sembina i eamh A p  
7)) 1OWeighborhood Allimlce v Spakmre Cmmty 172 Wn 2d 702 261 P 3d 119 (2017) Forbes v Cil old Bar 171 Wn App 857 288 P 3d 384 (2012 
110Neill Y. City of Shoreline. 170 Wn2d 138,240 P.3d 1149 (2010): Nissen v. Pierce County, 182 Wn.2d 363.357 P 3d 45 (2015)• Wesi v Vermillion 196 Wn 
Apo. 627.384 Pad 634 (2016). 
12Yousog6an v O ffice ofRon Sims 168 Wn2d 444 229 Pad 735 (2010); Neighborhood Allimlce 172 Wn 2d at 728 
13NeighborhoodAlliance. 172 Wn.2d at 728. 
14Andreips v. Wash. State Patrol,183 Wn. App. 644 at 653; Mel v Lynnu oad, 197 Wn. App. 366,389 P.3d 677 (2016). 
15The agency holding the record can also file a RCW ((42'''7-.W) 42.56.540 injunctive action to establish that it is not required to release the record or portion 
of it. An agency can also file an action under the Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act at chapter 724 RCW Benton County  Zink. 191 Wn. App. 194.361 P2d 
283(2015). 

Allied comments: The categorization scheme should be stricken in accordance with the comments above. 
Pulling data from a larger database does not create a new record. The discussion of third-party injunction 
suits should be revised to reflect the statutory language and case law, and to be more protective of the right 
of requesters to prompt responses. If an agency actually believes a record is exempt, it should withhold the 
record itself rather than force a third party and requester to engage in litigation, wasting time and resources. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 07-13-058, filed 6/15/07, effective 
7/16/07) 

WAC 44-14-040 Comment 04 Responsibilities of agency in providing 
records. 
(1) General, An agency may simply provide the records or make them 
available within the five-business day period of the initial response. 
When it does so, an agency should also provide the requestor a written 
cover letter or email briefly describing the records provided and 
informing the requestor that the request has been closed. This 
assists the agency in later proving that it provided the specified 
records on a certain date and told the requestor that the request 
had been closed. However, a cover letter or email might not be 
practical in some circumstances, such as when the agency provides a 
small number of records or fulfills routine requests. 
An agency can, of course, provide the records sooner than five 
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business days. Providing the "fullest assistance" to a requestor would 
mean providing a readily available record as soon as possible. For 
example, an agency might routinely prepare a premeeting packet of 
documents three days in advance of a city council meeting. The packet 
is readily available so the agency should provide it to a requestor 
on 
the same day of the request so he or she can have it for the council 
meeting. 
(2) Means of providing access. An agency must make nonexempt 
public records "available" for inspection or provide a copy. RCW 
((42.'~T)) 42.56.080. An agency is only required to make records 
"available" and has no duty to explain the meaning of public records.l  
Making records available is often called "access." 
Access to a public record can be provided by allowing inspection of 
the record, providing a copy, or posting the record on the agency's web 
site and assisting the requestor in finding it (if necessary). An 
agency must mail a copy of records if requested and if the requestor 
pays the actual cost of postage and the mailing container.2  The 
requestor can specify which method of access (or combination, such 
as inspection and then copying) he or she prefers. Different 
processes apply to requests for inspection versus copying (such as copy 
charges) so an agency should clarify with a requestor whether he or 
she seeks to inspect or copy a public record. 
An agency can provide access to a public record by posting it on its 
public internet web site. Once an agency provides a requestor an 
_nternet address and link on the agency's web site to the specific re-
cords requested, the agency has provided the records, and at no cost 
to the requestor. RCW 42.56.520. If requested, an agency should pro-
vide reasonable assistance to a requestor in finding a public record 
posted on its web site. If the requestor does not have internet 
access, the agency may provide access to the record by allowing the 
requestor to view the record on a specific computer terminal at 
the agency open to the public. An agency ((3s net—Eeqair-ed to de se. 
Despite —the —availabi1tty of the reeerd en the—ageney's web site, a 
requester eaa- still male a—publie reeerEls request and iespeetthe 

a i-ecvrd  
eepyi:Rg ewe)) shall not impose copying charges for access to or 
downloading records that the agency routinely posts on its web site 
prior to receipt of a request unless the requestor has specifically 
requested that the agency provide copies of such records through 
other means. RCW 42.56.120 (2)(e). 
(3) Providing records in installments. The act ((Rew)) provides 
that an agency must provide records "if applicable, on a partial- or 
installment basis as records that are part of a larger set of 
requested records are assembled or made ready for inspection or 
disclosure." RCW ((42.'x,8;)) 42.56.080. An installment can include 
links to re- cords on the agency's internet web site. The purpose of 
this installments provision is to allow requestors to obtain records 
in installments as they are assembled and to allow agencies to 
provide records in logical batches. The provision is also designed to 
allow an agency to only assemble the first installment and then see 
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if the requestor claims or reviews it before assembling the next 
installments. An agency can assess charges per installment for copies 
made for the requestor, unless it is using the up to two-dollar 
flat fee charge. RCW 42.56.120(4). 
Not all requests should be provided in installments. For example, a 
request for a small number of documents which are located at nearly 
the same time should be provided all at once. Installments are useful 
for large requests when, for example, an agency can provide the first 
box of records as an installment. An agency has wide discretion to 
determine when providing records in installments is "applicable." 
However, an agency cannot use installments to delay access by, for 
example, calling a small number of documents an "installment" and 
sending out separate notifications for each one. The agency must 
provide the "fullest assistance" and the "most timely possible action 
on requests" when processing requests. RCW ((42.'~/)) 42.56.100. 
(4) Failure to provide records. A "denial" of a request can occur 
when an agency: 
((Bees not have -the me-)) Fails to respond to a request; 
Claims an exemption of the entire record or a portion of it; 
( (e-F) ) 
Without justification, fails to provide the record after the reasonable 
estimate of time to respond expires((- 
(-a) When the ageaey does not have the eeerd)) ; or 
Determines the request is an improper "bot" request. An agency is only 
required to provide access to public records it has or has used.3  An 
agency is not required to create a public record in response to a 
request. 
An agency must only provide access to public records in existence at 
the time of the request. An agency is not obligated to supplement 
responses. Therefore, if a public record is created or comes into the 
possession of the agency after the request is received by the agency, 
it is not responsive to the request and need not be provided. A 
requestor must make a new request to obtain subsequently created 
public records. 
Sometimes more than one agency holds the same record. When more than 
one agency holds a record, and a requestor makes a request to the first 
agency (agency A), ((the first)) agency A_cannot respond to the 
request by telling the requestor to obtain the record from the second 
agency (agency B). Instead, an agency must provide access to a record 
it holds regardless of its availability from another agency.4  
However, an agency is not required to go outside its own public 
r~rnrr~c to reGppnrl to ; -regzpiact 5  Tf ggpnru A navp-r prai arp,(J ., n LnAr7, 
used or retained a record, but the record is available at agency B, 
the requestor must make the request to agency B, not agency A. 
An agency is not required to provide access to records that were not 
requested. An agency does not "deny" a request when it does not 
provide records that are outside the scope of the request because they 
were never asked for. 
((-(b*)) (5) Claiming exemptions. 

(a) Redactions. If a portion of a record is exempt from 
disclosure, but the remainder is not, an agency generally is required 
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to redact (black out) the exempt portion and then provide the 
remainder. RCW ((42.17.'''0) 42.56.210(1). There are a few 
exceptions. ((5)) 6  Withholding an entire record where only a portion of 
it is exempt violates the act. ((6)) 7 Some records are almost entirely 
exempt but small portions remain nonexempt. For example, information 
revealing the identity of a crime victim is exempt from disclosure if 
certain conditions are met. 
RCW ((42.1 .3 0 ( )(^` 42.56.240(2). If a requestor requested a 
police report in a case in which charges have been filed, and the 
conditions of RCW 42.56.240(2) are met, the agency must redact the 
victim's identifying information but provide the rest of the report. 
Statistical information "not descriptive of any readily identifiable 
person or persons" is generally not subject to redaction or 
withholding. RCW ((42.17.31:0(24)) 42.56.210(1). For example, if a 
statute exempted the identity of a person who had been assessed a 
particular kind of penalty, and an agency record showed the amount of 
penalties assessed against various persons, the agency must provide 
the record with the names of the persons redacted but with the 
penalty amounts remaining. 
Originals should not be redacted. For paper records, an agency 
should redact materials by first copying the record and then either 
using a black marker on the copy or covering the exempt portions with 
copying tape, and then making a copy. Another approach is to scan the 
paper record and redact it electronically. It is often a good practice 
to keep the initial copies which were redacted in case there is a need 
.o make additional copies for disclosure or to show what was redacted_ 
in addition, an agency is required under its records retention 
schedules to keep responses to a public records request for a defined 
period of time. For electronic records such as databases, an agency 
can sometimes redact a field of exempt information by excluding it 
from the set of fields to be copied. For other electronic records, an 
agency may use software that permits it to electronically redact on 
the copy of the record. However, in some instances electronic 
redaction might not be feasible and a paper copy of the record with 
traditional redaction might be the only way to provide the redacted 
record. If a record is redacted electronically, by deleting a field 
of data or in any other way, the agency must identify the redaction 
and state the basis for the claimed exemption as required by RCW 
42.56.210(3). ( (-See (b) (ii)—ef this subseetleR.  

i-W ) 
-(]E)} Brief explanation of withholding. When an agency claims an 
exemption for an entire record or portion of one, it must inform the 
requestor of the statutory exemption and provide a brief explanation 
of how the exemption applies to the record or portion withheld. RCW 
((42.17."1T,-)) 42.56.210(3). The brief explanation should cite the 
statute the agency claims grants an exemption from disclosure. The 
brief explanation should provide enough information for a requestor to 
make a threshold determination of whether the claimed exemption is 
proper. Nonspecific claims of exemption such as "proprietary" or 
"privacy" are insufficient. 
One way to properly provide a brief explanation of the withheld 
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record or redaction is for the agency to provide a withholding ((Iii—
dex. it)) log, along with the statutory citation permitting 
withholding, and a description of how the exemption applies to the 
information withheld. The log identifies the type of record, its date 
and number of pages, and the author or recipient of the record 
(unless their identity is exempt) .((7)) 9 The withholding ((max)) 
Log need not be elaborate but should allow a requestor to make a 
threshold determination of whether the agency has properly invoked the 
exemption. 
Another way to properly provide a brief explanation is to use another 
format, such as a letter providing the required exemption citations, 
description of records, and brief explanations of how the exemption 
applies to the withheld content. - 
hr-ef ._iBlan34-ien is  to have —c=ede €er—eaeh atatute•E,=-E~ccaS~_6=~ 

_c_ ep the iEaacc„a x:x€er'fFt3ti6n, and 3tt3Eh rliSz Ei Ee-acS—ano: 
tare brief eiEFlannt rsw= r ~e—agene 'sr—es-pe nse 
((43-)-)) (6) Notifying requestor that records are available. If the 
requestor sought to inspect the records, the agency should notify him 
or her that the entire request or an installment is available for 
inspection and ask the requestor to contact the agency to arrange for 
a mutually agreeable time for inspection. (M) 9-  The notification 
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should recite that if the requestor fails to inspect or copy the 
records or make othE r arrangements within thirty days of the date of 
the notification that the agency will close the request and refile the 
records. An agency might consider on a case-by-case basis sending 
the notification by certified mail to document that the requestor 
received it. 
If the requestor sought copies, the agency should notify him or her 
of the projected costs and whether a copying deposit is required 
before the copies will be made. Such notice by the agency with a 
summary of applicable estimated charges is required when the 
requestor asks for an estimate. RCW 42.56.120 (2)(f). The 
notification can be oral to provide the most timely possible response, 
although it is recommended that the agency document that conversation 
in its file or in a follow-up email or letter. 
((+6})) (7) Documenting compliance. An agency should have a process to 
identify which records were provided to a requestor and the date of 
production. In some cases, an agency may wish to number-stamp or 
number-label paper records provided to a requestor to document 
which records were provided. The agency could also keep a copy of the 
numbered records so either the agency or requestor can later determine 
which records were or were not provided; and, an agency is required to 
keep copies of its response to a request for the time period set out 
in its records retention schedule. However, the agency should balance 
the benefits of stamping or labeling the documents and making extra 
copies against the costs and burdens of doing so. For example, it may 
iot be necessary to affix a number on the pages of records provided in 
response to a small request. 
If memorializing which specific documents were offered for 
inspection is impractical, an agency might consider documenting 
which records were provided for inspection by making ((an rode-•  eM)) a 
list of the files or records made available for inspection. 
Notes: 1Bonamy tc City ofSeattle, 92 Wn. App. 403, 409, 960 P.2d 447 (1998), review denie,4 137 %.2d 1012, 978 P.2d 1099 (1999). 
2Am. Cipil Liberties Union v Blaine Sch. Dist No. 503,86%. App. 688, 695, 937 P.2d 1176 (1997): RCW 42.56.120. 
36perr v City of Spokane,123 Wn. App. 132,136-37,96P.3d 1012 (2004). 
'Hearst Corp. v. Hoppe, 90 Wn.2d 123,132, 580 P.2d 246 (1978). 

151 Wn. Apo. 

6Th , bvo main exceptions to the redaction requirement are stale "tax information" (RCW 82.32.330 (1)(c)) and law enforcement case files in active cases 
((i..,..._.um  .. 4ng  n,..._... 133 W 2d «< 57 n 2d 4, rr 

110))) Sareent v. Seattle Polire Dep% 179 Wn.2d 376.314 P.3d 1093 (2013). Neither of these 
two kinds ofrecords must be redacted but rather may be withheld in their entirety. 
0))7Seaale Firefighters Union Local No. 27 v. Hollister, 48 Wn. App.129,132, 737 P.2d 1302 (1987). 
((7)) 8Progressive Animal Welfare Soc y v Undo. of Nash.,125 Wm2d 243, 271, n.18, 884 P.2d 592 (1994) ("PAWSPP'). 
((a)) Vor smaller requests, the agency might simply provide them with the initial response or earlier so no notification is necessary. 

Allied comments: Merely citing an exemption statute is not enough. The agency needs to explain how the 
exemption applies to the content withheld. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-040 Comment 05 Inspection of records. (1) Obligation of 
requestor to claim or review records. After the agency notifies the 
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requestor that the records or an installment of them are ready for 
inspection or copying, the requestor must claim or review the records 
or the installment. RCW ((4247.300T)) 42.56.120. If the requestor 
cannot claim or review the records him or herself, a representative may 
do so.  with~:n the thirt,e da-e peed. Other arrangements can be 
mutually agreed to between the requestor and the agency. 
If a requestor fails to claim or review the records or an 
installment aft e r- tne—ems=n e€ thirtydak-s,  an agency is 
authorized to stop assembling the remainder of the records or making 
copies. RCW ((42.170T)) 42.56.120. If the request is abandoned, the 
agency is no longer bound by the records retention requirements of the 
act prohibiting the scheduled destruction of a requested record. RCW 
((42.'~T))  42.56.100. 
If a requestor fails to claim or review the records or any 
installment of them within the prescribed thiEty day netif eats -
period, the agency may close the request and refile the records. If a 
requestor who has failed to claim or review the records then requests 
the same or almost 
identical records again, the agency, which has the flexibility to 
prioritize its responses to .be most efficient to all requestors (see 
WAC 44-14-040), can process the repeat request for the now-re- filed 
records as a new request after other pending requests. 
(2) Time, place, and conditions for inspection. Inspection should occur 
at a time mutually agreed (within reason) by the agency and re-
questor. An agency should not limit the time for inspection to times 
in which the requestor is unavailable. Requestors cannot dictate 
unusual times for inspection. The agency is only required to allow 
inspection during the agency's customary office hours. RCW 
((4.2.'~T)) 42.56.090. Often an agency will provide the records in 
a conference room or other office area. 
The inspection of records cannot create "excessive interference" with 
the other "essential functions" of the agency. RCW ((2.''-~T)) 
42.56.100. Similarly, copying records at agency facilities cannot 
"unreasonably disrupt" the operations of the agency. RCW 
((42.x,))  42.56.080. 
An agency may have an agency employee observe the inspection or 
copying of records by the requestor to ensure they are not altered, 
destroyed ((er-)), disorganized, or removed. RCW ((42.17.290T)) 
42.56.100. A requestor cannot alter, mark on, or destroy an original 
record during inspection. To select a paper record for copying during 
an inspection, a requestor must use a nonpermanent method such as a 
removable adhesive note or paper clip. 
Inspection times can be broken down into reasonable segments such as 
half days. However, inspection times cannot be broken down into 
unreasonable segments to either harass the agency or delay access to 
the timely inspection of records. 
Note: tSee, e.g., WAC 296-06-120 (department of labor and industries provides thirty days to claim or review records). 

Allied comment: The Act does not impose a 30-day time limit. 
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 07-13-058, filed 6/15/07, effective 
7/16/07) 

WAC 44-14-050 Comment 02 "Reasonably— iseatable" and "reason b 
translatable" electronic records. '_; "Reasonably leeatable" le" 
eleetrenie feeards. The—aet ebliga-zes aEjeRe __ €r-ev_a fe,- exefFp 
"_Qe R 4.ifi-abl e...—ie£$rds. " Rc a-42.56.088.  Afi "ide=mFTraJ=er—eeer-El"  is - 

sext-i-a-lly=-wire—  that  —ageRey etarf can 2~easeRablY leeate." WAG 44 14- 

94002(2). rxxctcrotz, a general: —S3Tr^T,~qai-y of  the "identifiable i~'2e.. d - - 

ctaneard as iterates +.e  eleetyeRiea-!]:y leeating piablie reeerds—Is 
z~.at the aet Eeeulr-es an ageeey teprevide a Renexempt " 
leeatable" r=cvrd`'~tis lees ne. me'an ~ ac-a t aEjeftey=aFdeeid If a 

it b f inal f l Ra-6 .er - - reguesz }s r-ease~se" a~ee-l~s' ..~ ~_l these req~ejts~~ 
"reasenab' leeatable" is —a eeneept, g=eended in the aet, fer 
aualysifrg el-eetgenie Eeee=:de issues. 
In general, a "ineasenably leeat-able" _lretren'_e reee,-d is ene whieh 
ean—be l ee at eE#—w in h ty pieal sear-eh features and erganiai ag mez33eds 
eentain.-ed—i n the ageney' s eurr eet—sew—F•eE exaxtple, -a n * -n_d 
email eentaifiine--the—lEeEm "XY3" is usually reasenably leeatable—la} 
using the--eifta}l =egram seareh €eatuE-e. Hewe-_~an1 ) rsem emai-l- 
searehi Hfeature—hasp ) feater-es have -li-Mitatiens, sne—as—Fiat 
searching a taeifaens, but (is)  ) are a geed—star-tie; f^—^} €e= ter 
sear-eh. inferfflatien ;nA:Ejht be "reasenably  leeatable"  

than —a seareh—€eature. Fef e3Eaffiple, a r-eefaest €er a eegy—e? all 
eta iced—efflai i s sent by a e peel f ie ageae y emple yee—€era f a -"_ a -- 

aate—is "reaseirably leeatable" beeause it can be €eund -atil ig±' Ref - 
eeffh,aen er-Ejanizing feature e€ the —agency's email pr-egram, saeh—as- a 
ehrenelegieal "seat" €elder. Anether indieateref what"r-easenably  

rr is whether- the agefiey keeps the infeEmatiefi ±R a 

keep —a--Qatabase of penrit hems including the name of thebas3ness. 
The —ageney—dees net —sepaEate—  the —busim esses by whether—they are 
publiely— traded —eerper-atiens er- net beeause it has ne—reasen to de 
se. A retest €er—  the —names of the —businesses whieh awe r_bliel 
traded is new—"reasenably leeatable" beeause the agency hasps 

ease, c ageney—sheald pr—t€:e—ntaiaes of the —businesses i~ 
hey e Eatex:empt €r-efn dlse-les-ure) and the--eEFaester can analyze the _ 

d=i: vase to deteiffiine whieh Masi esses a-re-----publl-elmy t dea - 

(2) y  "Reasonably translatable" electronic records. The act 
requires an agency to provide a "copy" of nonexempt records (subject 
to certain copying charges). RCW 42.56.070(1) and 42.56.080. To provide - 
a photocopy of a paper record; an agency must take some reasonable 
steps to mechanically translate the agency's original document into a 
useable copy for the requestor such as copying it in a copying machine, 
or scanning it into Adobe Acrobat PDF®. Similarly, an agency must 
take some reasonable steps to prepare an electronic copy of an 
electronic record or a paper record. Providing an electronic copy is 
analogous to providing a paper record: An agency must take 
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((ale)) steps to translate the agency's original into a useable 
copy for the requestor,  if it is reasenable and feasible fer i*. te-Ele 
e_5  . 
The "reasonably translatable" concept typically operates in three kinds 
of situations: 
(a) An agency has only a paper record; 
(b) An agency has an electronic record in a generally 
commercially available format (such as a Windows® product); or 
(c) An agency has an electronic record in an electronic format 
but the requestor seeks a copy in a different electronic format. 
The following examples assume no redactions are necessary. 
(i) Agency has paper-only records. When an agency only has a 
paper copy of a record, an example of a "reasonably translatable" 
copy would be scanning the record into an Adobe Acrobat PDF® file and 
providing it to the requestor. The agency could recover its actual 
or statutory  cost for scanning. See  RCW 42.56.120 and  WAC 44-14-
07003. 
While not required, providing a PDF copy of the record is analogous to 
making a paper copy.  Hewever-, i€ tlte-agency laeleed a seanner (st}eh as 
a sftall trait e€ !sea! geveEnment), the-seeer-d Weald "_=easenably  
tr-anszatable" with he ageney's ewn reseer-ees _ in —eh a ease, the 

J 

 E.  
(ii) Agency has electronic records in a generally commercially 
available format. When an agency has an electronic record in a 
generally commercially available format, such as an Excel® spreadsheet, 
and the requestor requests an electronic copy in that format, no 
translation into another format is necessary; the agency should 
provide the spreadsheet electronically. Another example is where an 
agency has an electronic record in a generally commercially available 
format (such as Word®) and the requestor requests an electronic copy 
in Word®. An agency cannot instead provide a WordPerfect® copy because 
there is no need to translate the electronic record into a different 
format. In the paper-record context, this would be analogous to the 
agency intentionally making an unreadable photocopy when it could make 
a legible one. Similarly, the WordPerfect® "translation" by the agency 
is an attempt to hinder access to the record. In this example, the 
agency should provide the document in Word® format. Electronic 
records in generally commercially available formats such as Word® could 
be easily altered by the requestor. Requestors should note that 
altering public records and then intentionally passing them off as 
exact copies of public records might violate various criminal and civil 
laws. 
(iii) Agency has electronic records in an electronic format other 
than the format requested. When an agency has an electronic record in 
an electronic format (such as a Word® document) but the requestor 
seeks a copy in another format (such as WordPerfect@), the question is 
whether the agency's document is "reasonably translatable" into the 
requested format. If the format of the agency document allows it to 
"save as" another format without changing the substantive accuracy of 
the document,  and the ag.ney has = "erdPerfeetg lieense,  this would be 
"reasonably translatable." The agency's record might not translate 
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perfectly, but it was the requestor who requested the record in a 
format other than the one used by the agency. Another example is where 
an agency has a database in a unique format that is not generally 
commercially available. A requestor requests an electronic copy. The 
agency can convert the data in its unique system into a near-universal 
format such as a comma-delimited or tab-delimited format. The 
requestor can then convert the comma-delimited or tab-delimited data 
into a database program (such as Access®) and use it. The data in 
this example is "reasonably translatable" into a comma-delimited or 
tab-delimited format so the agency should do so. A final example is 
where an agency has an electronic record in a generally 
commercially available format (such as Word®) but the requestor 
requests a copy in an obscure word processing format. The agency 
offers to provide the record in Word® format but the requestor 
refuses. The agency can easily convert the Word® document into a 
standard text file which, in turn, can be converted into most 
programs. The Word@ document is "reasonably translatable" into a text 
file so the agency should do so. It is up to the requestor to convert 
the text file into his or her preferred format, but the agency has 
provided access to the electronic record in the most technically 
feasible way and not attempted to hinder the requestor's access to 
it. 
(3) Agency should keep an electronic copy of the electronic re-
cords it provides. An electronic record is usually more susceptible to 
manipulation and alteration than a paper record. Therefore, an agency 
Should keep((, when feasible,)) an electronic copy of the electronic 
records it provides to a requestor to show the exact records it 
provided, for the time period required in its records retention 
schedule. Additionally, an electronic copy might also be helpful when 
responding to subsequent electronic records requests for the same 
records. 

Allied comments: The subsection on "reasonably locatable" records is outdated and should be stricken. 
The standard for a reasonable search was established by the Washington Supreme Court in Neighborhood 
Alliance v. Spokane County. Similarly, the suggestion that an agency can function without a scanner is 
seriously outdated and should be removed. Also, providing a "useable copy" of a requested record is not 
optional, and the suggestion that it depends on what's "feasible" should be deleted. 
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aeess:~} -ageee-s~~-ate€aae ae i€eraa€evew ~~eess t3 
ig_14:es that a reeuester eannet seek judieial review until Internal 
r-eviews are eemplete beeause RED}—ri4 2. i:7. 32 42.66.820 a31-ews 
judielreview twe basiaess days after the  initial a-- 

€- eases -subjeet te-judie}a€ review. The aetprevides 
three -meehanisff~s-£er eetirt repiew eyrie reeerds dispute. 
(a) Denial e€ reeerd. The first kind e€judieiai review is when  

( ( 4 2. 1:7. 3  4 0 (1) /) ` 4 2. 156.0 5 0{i) . Thi-s i s the imfte  s€ eemmen lind e€ease . 
(b) ( ("R9asoaable estimate. ")T$stimates. The gs e€ s-eeea €er~- 
judle4al—reviews when a requester ehallenges an ageney-Ls 
"reasonable -estimate" e€ the time te-previde-a full respense er 

ies. RGW (-(42.13.340(2)/))  2.86.850 
(e) aetien to prevent-diselestme. The thirb-meehanisgt 
a€jmud.ieial review is an lFijk+}et4m-fe-zaetlen to restrain the di:seles--- - 
a f pia b.l ie reeerdc RG i i n / r r,W ~~=~T-,, 338,T) 42,56.540. An aetien tinder this 
statute-eaR be initiated by the egeaey, apereen nagted 4a -the disputed 
reeerd,er-a perseh to whem the reeerd "speei-€-ieally pertains." The 
party seeking event d4selestkre has the burden e€ prev4ng the 
reeerd is exempt €rem diselestrre. =party sew -tom 
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Allied comments: Litigation is beyond the scope of model rules. 
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Cam- 

cordings, and other documents including existing data compilations 
from which information may be obtained or translated." RCW 
((42.17. 920 (48) ) ) 42.56.010(4).  An email ((Is )),  text, so- 
cial media posting and database are therefore also "writings." 

(2) Relating to the conduct of government. To be a "public re-
cord," a document must relate to the "conduct of government or the 
performance of any governmental or proprietary function." RCW 
( (42. 1,7929-(-4-1) ) ) 42. 56. 010 (3) .1  Almost all records held by an agency 
relate to the conduct of government; however, some do not. A purely 
personal record having absolutely no relation to the conduct of gov-
ernment is not a "public record." Even though a purely personal record 
might not be a "public record," a record of its existence might be if 
its existence was used for a governmental purpose. For example, a re-
cord showing the existence of a purely personal email sent by an agen-
cy employee on an agency computer would probably be a "public record," 
even if the contents of the email itself were not. ((--") ) 3  

(3) "Prepared, owned, used, or retained." A "public record" is a 
record "prepared, owned, used, or retained" by an agency. RCW 
( (42.114.029 (4,1)) ) 42.56.010 (3) . 

A record can be "used" by an agency even if the agency does not 
actually possess the record. If an agency uses a record in its deci-
sion-making process it is a "public record. " ( < -3> ) 4  For example, if an 
agency considered technical specifications of a public works project 
and returned the specifications to the contractor in another state, 
the specifications would be a "public record" because the agency 
"used" the document in its decision-making process. ((4)) 5  The agency 
could be required to obtain the public record, unless doing so would 
be impossible. An agency cannot send its only copy of a public record 
to a third party for the sole purpose of avoiding disclosure. ((15))  6 

Sometimes agency employees or officials may work on agency busi-
ness from home computers((.  These here eeffp._,-_r)) or on other personal 
devices, or from nonagency accounts (such as a nonagency email ac-
count), creating and storing agency records on those devices or in 

,within the scope of the employee's or officia~'s employmehose ~3~ 
car including emailss o er recor s -~"rxs~1='q—Lne 
agency and relate to the "conduct of government" so they are "public 
records. "7 RCW ( (42.17. "''-- G (41) ) ) 42.56.010 (3) . However, the act does 
not authorize unbridled searches of agency property. 8  If agency 
property is not subject to unbridled searches, then neither is the f ~t home computer,  or personal device or personal account of an agency em- 
ployee or official.  Yet, because the (( )) re- 
cords relating to agency business are "public records," they are sub- 
ject to disclosure (unless exempt). Agencies should instruct employees 
and officials that all public records, regardless of where they were ; 
created, should eventually be stored on agency computers. Agencies 
should ask employees and officials to keep agency-related documents 
with any retention requirements on home computers or personal devices 
in separate folders (()) temporarily, .until they are provided to ; 
the agency. An agency could also require an employee or official to.." 
routinely blind carbon copy ("bcc") work emails in a personal account` 
back to ( (the employee l a) ) an agency email account. If the agency r.e-
ceives a request for records that are located solely on employees I'or 
officials' home computers or personal devices, or in personal' ac-
counts, the agency should direct the ( (emprle ee) ) individual to -`((fer- 
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view the documents available on the web site prior to submitting a re- 
cords request. 

(4) Making a request for public records. 
(a) Any person wishing to inspect or copy public records of the 

(name of agency) should make the request in writing on the (name of 
agency's) request form or through an online portal, or by letter, fax 
(if the agency uses fax), or email addressed to the public records of-
ficer at the email address publicly designated by (name of agency), or 
by submitting the request in person at (name of agency and address) 
and including the following information: 

• Name of requestor; 
• Address of requestor; 
• Other contact information, including telephone number and any 

email address; 
• Identification of the public records adequate for the public 

records officer or designee to locate the records; and 
• The date and time of day of the request. 
(b) If the requestor wishes to have copies of the records made 

instead of simply inspecting them, he or she should so indicate and 
make arrangements to pay for copies of the records or a deposit. Pur-
suant to section (insert section), (( 

)) charges for copies are provided in 
a fee schedule available at (agency office location and web site ad-
dress 

(c) A records request form is available for use by requestors at 
the office of the public records officer and online at (web site ad-
dress). 

(d) The public records officer or designee may accept requests 
for public records that .contain the above information by telephone or 
in person. If the public records officer or designee accepts such a 
request, he or she will confirm receipt of the information and the 
substance of the request in writing. 

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 06-04-079, filed 1/31/06, effective 
3/3/06) 

WAC 44-14-03001 "Public record" defined.  For most public re-
cords, the courts use a three-part test to determine if a record is a 
"public record." The document must be: A "writing," containing infor-
mation "relating to the conduct of government" or the performance of 
any governmental or proprietary function, "prepared, owned, used, or 
retained" by an agency.(()) Effective July 23, 2017, records of cer-
tain volunteers are excluded from the definition. RCW 42.56.010(3) 
(chapter 303, Laws of 2017). 

(1) Writing. A "public record" can be any writing "regardless of 
physical form or characteristics." RCW ((42.1:7.929(41)))  42.56. 010 (3) . 
"Writing" is defined very, broadly as: "... handwriting, typewriting, 
printing, photostating, photographing, and every other means of re-
cording any form of communication or representation((,,—)) including, 
but not limited to, letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or 
combination thereof, and all papers, maps, magnetic or paper tapes, 
photographic films and prints, motion picture, film and video record-
ings, magnetic or punched cards, discs, drums, diskettes, sound re- 
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1 PROCEEDINGS 

2 NANCY KRIER: Good evening, everyone. My name 

3 is Nancy Krier. I am the Assistant Attorney General for 

4 Open Government in the Washington State Attorney General's 

5 Office. 

6 Today is October 4th, 20.17. It's about 6:03, 

7 according to the clock up there. We're here to conduct the 

8 public hearing in order to receive comments on proposed 

9 amendments to several public records model rules and 

10 comments in Chapter 44-14 WAC. We filed what's called a CR 

11 102, proposed rule making, in the Washington State 

12 Register. Copies of the CR-102 are available on the table 

13 or when you come up and speak, and then we have spare ones 

14 in the back. They're also available on our website. 

15 I'm the delegated hearing officer to take your 

16 testimony here today. We will accept both oral comments, 

17 and we'll have you come up and speak at the mike, as well 

18 as written comments. So if you brought copies of written 

19 comments, go ahead and drop them off with us. We'll take 

20 those as well. You can also do both written and oral. 

21 That's fine too. 

22 We have a court reporter here today, so we are 

23 making a record of this. And the comments that you make 

24 here today, oral or in writing will be part of the rule 

25 making record. So we will close the record after this 
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1 hearing. 

2 If you're going to do oral comments, we have 

3 sign-up sheets at the back. As people come in, they'll 

4 also probably be signing up. Make sure you speak your name 

5 clearly and spell it for the record so we have a correct 

6 spelling. And if you use any unusual phrases in your 

7 testimony also, it would be a good idea to spell those as 

8 well. And speak clearly and slowly enough so we can make a 

9 clear record and so we can all hear you. I would also ask 

10 if you are speaking of a specific WAC, and if you have the 

11 WAC number handy, that would be a helpful part of the 

12 record as well. 

13 We're going to start off with a 12-minute time 

14 limit per person. I want to make sure everybody has a 

15 chance to talk. And then apparently some people are also 

16 still on their way. We will be here until 8:00, so if you 

17 wanted to add additional comments after your initial time, 

18 that's fine too. Again, we will end by eight o'clock. If 

19 needed, we will take a short stretch break. I don't know 

20 if we'll need it, but that may happen. And we will be 

21 putting the written comments on our office's website. 

22 So I hope that's pretty clear and pretty 

23 straightforward. So I have the first list here, and then 

24 I'm going to sit down so I can listen to all of you more 

25 comfortably. So Mr. Howard Gale? 
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1 HOWARD GALE: Howard Gale, G-a-1-e, from 

2 Seattle. I did send in written comments by the deadline of 

3 the 29th. And what I would like to do is just expand on 

4 that a little bit. Unfortunately, I'm not going to be able 

5 -- I can refer to the pages. I'm not going to be able to 

6 refer to the actual WAC numbers. 

7 What I would like to do is just step back for a 

8 second. Three of the items that I pulled out are actually 

9 related in my written comments, and that has to do with 

10 what are called customized services that an agency might 

11 provide, original digital format for records, and also the 

12 way searches are done, what the methods are, the 

13 methodology of a search. 

14 The way these are related is, for example, right 

15 now in Seattle in July there were new orders put in place, 

16 which very much mirror these current proposed rules. They 

17 have a provision for customized services, which can become 

18 very expensive. The problem with customized services is 

19 oftentimes what is called a customized service is actually 

20 the proper way one should do a search. 

21 So as a concrete example, I had a problem back in 

22 2014 with the City in which I was looking for a set of 

23 emails on the topic of home -- They actually went to 

24 individuals within the Department of Seattle Center and 

25 asked them to look for these different terms and asked them 
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1 to search their e-mails. The result was a very incomplete 

2 production of records, because people failed to search 

3 attachments. They didn't look at documents. A lot of 

4 things were missed. 

5 Now what ended up happening is I went to court. 

6 The City in court claimed that the reason that they 

7 couldn't produce documents is because they had to use very 

8 expensive and very specialized forensic tools. So what 

9 this is trying to claim is to search an e-mail, we need 

10 very specialized forensic tools. 

11 I have been working with computers since the '70s. 

12 Very commonly available free software can be gotten to do 

13 these kind of searches. So I'm concerned about the issue 

14 of customized services because of that, because very often 

15 it's abused as a way of avoiding what would be a simple 

16 search method. So this gets me to the antiquated search 

17. methods which are actually elaborated on, on page 20, 26, 

18 and 27. Actually, page 20. I'm sorry. A lot of these 

19 search methods would be appropriate if we were living in 

20 the '70s or '80s, but certainly by the time the '90s, 2000s 

21 came, almost everything is done in Word documents, 

22 PowerPoint, databases, e-mail. Those are searchable on a 

23 server, and they can be searchable independent of the 

24 operating system, how the server is run, or what the nature 

25 of the records are. And I can get into more details, if 
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2 instead of actually trying to somehow mesh what would be a 

3 '70s file cabinet approach with the reality of the digital 

4 world that we live in now. And so a lot of these rules, I 

5 think, are somewhat antiquated because they really are 

6 trying to bridge a gap which shouldn't exist. 

7 Which gets to my other point. on page 36, 37 it 

8 talks about nothing in the PRA obligates an agency to 

9 disclose records electronically. That is completely wrong. 

10 It has to be wrong. Metadata is not something mystical. 

11 So, for example, Seattle right now has a provision where, 

12 if you want metadata, that's something subject to a 

13 customized charge. That is wrong. The reason when I get 

14 an e-mail I want the e-mail in a digital format is I can 

15 tell who actually sent the e-mail, who it was sent from, 

16 the actual time. There is a lot of information in the 

17 digital format which is not obtainable if e-mails are 

18 simply printed out. 

19 So I would argue that actually there is numerous 

20 supreme court decisions that say the opposite. There is 

21 something that obligates the record be disclosed 

22 electronically, and that actually is a Spokane case, the 

23 Neighborhood Alliance. There is something that requires 

24 electronic disclosure. If that's the way the record was 

25 made, that's the way it should be produced for public 
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1 records. So just to sum up what I was trying to say here, 

2 issues of digital format and electronic production, 

3 customized services and the method and the way in which a 

4 search is done are all intricately tied together. A lot of 

5 the problems that stem from those issues could be obviated 

6 if searches were done correctly. And that is what I would 

7 suggest is initial searches should always be done on a 

8 server. There is going to be very, very rare cases now 

9 where an agency doesn't have a central server that provides 

10 everything. So that's one point. 

11 The other thing I wanted to talk about is there is 

12 also the notion of treating multiple requests from a 

13 requester as a single request. That is highly problematic. 

14 In 2014 I presented in one e-mail four very separate 

15 independent requests that were itemized and bulleted. The 

16 City decided to sum all that up in one word, and the Court 

17 actually found that the City had the right to do that. 

18 This is now codifying a very bad tendency that agencies 

19 have, which is to say I can ignore what the four 

20 things are. I think it's this. So treating multiple 

21 requests from requesters as a single request is bad. 

22 Seattle has already put that provision in place in July. 

23 The issue of bot requests is also poorly defined. In the 

24 proposed rules on page 16, it says potentially two requests 

25 in 24 hours could be considered a bot request. You do have 
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1 wording in there that suggests that one has to think a 

2 little more about more than just the number of requests. 

3 Seattle has taken that format rule and actually codified it 

4 in July. Multiple requests from the same requester within 

5 24 hours can be considered a bot request. That's a 

6 problem. I often have four or five requests, because I 

7 want to make them limited and clear and separate. So the 

8 bot issue, I think, is a problem. 

9 And one other very important thing: There's a 

10 statement in there for agencies to use subjective 

11 discretion in deciding what records relate to a specific 

12 request. So, again, I'm sorry. I don't have the exact WAC 

13 or page. But your rules state: When a request uses an 

14 inexact phrase such as, quote, all records relating to a 

15 topic such as property tax increase, the agency may 

16 interpret the request to be for records which directly and 

17 fairly address the topic. 

18 That can't possibly be good. I think if someone 

19 asks for all records related to a property tax increase, I 

20 think that stands by itself. So do we really want to give 

21 the agency the opportunity to actually say, oh, the e-mail 

22 for the meeting with Mr. Smith to talk about tax increase 

23 for property taxes isn't related to the tax increase. So 

24 this is very problematic if we're giving an agency the 

25 ability to decide what is related. And, again, there is 
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1 actually supreme court decisions on that. 

2 And the final thing, I just want to get back to the 

3 search issue. Very often -- in the proposed rules is a 

4 suggestion. And we have the same thing. We have modelled 

5 a lot of this in the City of Seattle. There is a 

6 suggestion for protocol in a big agency to go to executive 

7 aides, secretaries, and assistants and say these are the 

8 things we need to look for. The problem that raises is am 

9 I going to be willing, if I know someone is trying to 

10 embarrass my boss, am I going to be willing to actually 

11 freely search and disclose those records. It puts 

12 employees in a very -- in an impossible position. So, 

13 again, I go back to what I suggested at the beginning. 

14 When you do have blind, simple algorithmic searches based 

15 on the terms that are supplied on a server, you obviate a 

16 lot of the problems. You're not relying on ten different 

17 assistants in ten different offices trying to figure out 

18 what they are looking for. Because again, in 2014 when 

19 that procedure was done in Seattle, it failed miserably. 

20 About 80 percent of the records that were ultimately 

21 disclosed in the first three tries with the City failed to 

22 disclose for those reasons. I'll stop there. 

23 NANCY KRIER: Thank you. Mr. Crittenden? 

24 Yes. My name is William John Crittenden. I'm 

25 an attorney in Seattle, and I am also a board member of the 
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1 Washington Coalition for Open Government, which is called 

2 WAXCOG (phonetic) or WCOG. The Washington Coalition 

3 submitted written comments earlier today, and I delivered a 

4 paper copy to the Attorney General as well at the beginning 

5 of this hearing. 

6 The big point I would like to make is that the 

7 existing rules are actually considerably narrower in scope 

8 than the rules that are required by the plain language of 

9 RCW 42.56.100. I think every hearing officer and city 

10 attorney in the state needs to go back and actually read 

11 that statute carefully and see what it says. If you delete 

12 out the language that was added in the '90s related to the 

13 legislature, it says: "Agencies shall adopt and enforce 

14 reasonable rules and regulations" consonant with the intent 

15 of this chapter to provide full public access to public 

16 records, to protect public records from damage and 

17 disorganization, and to prevent excessive interference with 

18 the essential functions of an agency. Such rules and 

19 regulations shall provide for the fullest assistance to 

20 inquirers, and the most timely action upon request for 

21 information. 

22 This provision of the PRA is from the original 1972 

23 initiative. It's never been changed. The PRA was enacted 

24 at a time, as Howard pointed out, that we had paper records 

25 in file cabinets, and we got very comfortable with the idea 
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1 that, if we go down to the DCLU on Second Avenue and pull a 

2 file out of a file cabinet and find out everything that 

3 anyone who works for the City of Seattle had said about my 

4 client's project. To do the same inquiry in 2017 is a 

5 nightmare, because the records are scattered all over the 

6 place. They're in e-mail, which no one bothers to 

7 organize. There are e-mails that don't even have proper 

8 subject lines. The drafters expected public records to be 

9 kept organized. They could not have envisioned that you 

10 would deploy e-mail systems and let people pile up 30- 40- 

11 50,000 items in their inboxes without clearing them out. 

12 But that is not what the PRA contemplated, and it is not 

13 lawful. 

14 To comply with Section 100 of the act, agencies 

15 must adopt and enforce rules that keep their records 

16 organized. And these rules need to take into account the 

17 possible need to redact and reduce those records in 

18 response to a PRA request. That is what the statute means 

19 by the most timely possible action on a public records 

20 request. It means if your process, the way you are 

21 creating and organizing records, is a nightmare to produce 

22 under the PRA, you're doing it wrong. 

23 Now, the statute clearly says -- I believe this is 

24 section 120 -- that agencies are not permitted to charge 

25 requesters for locating records or preparing for 
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1 inspection. The agency bears that cost, and that should 

2 give the agencies the incentive to keep their records 

3 organized. Unfortunately, in many cases where there's a 

4 public official who is not actually going to pick up the 

5 tab, they don't organize them, because that just makes it 

6 harder to find out what they're doing. And they don't care 

7 if ten years from now they get a $150,000 PRA judgment 

8 against them because their e-mail didn't get disclosed at a 

9 time it mattered. 

10 We have not actually found any agency that has 

11 actually adopted the rules contemplated by Section 100 in 

12 the PRA. I have made explicit requests for your rules 

13 adopted under RCW 42.56.100 to any number of agencies and 

14 never received anything. What I get is retention schedules 

15 and things like that. 

16 Now, we have proposed a new section 3004 that will 

17 actually put some teeth into the requirement that agencies 

18 organize their records. We also propose a section 060 that 

19 addresses the problem subject to common exemptions. Now, 

20 this is just a first cut. It's important to note that it's 

21 not my job and it's not Washington Coalition's job to tell 

22 agencies how to organize their records. I'm here to point 

23 out that agencies are not complying with Section 100 of the 

24 act, because they don't have these rules, and their records 

25 are a mess. 
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1 Existing 44-14-3001 has a problematic discussion of 

2 searching in it, and that needs to be eliminated. "Search" 

3 is a legal term of art that means very different things 

4 under the PRA, and it doesn't put forth the method. And I 

5 don't like to see people arguing with lawyers and throwing 

6 these terms around loosely. 

7 And this brings me to one of the most significant 

8 problems that we see with the way agencies interpret the 

9 PRA. Over the past few years, I have seen several 

10 erroneous constitutional attacks on the PRA, all of them on 

11 a similar theory that somehow the PRA is unconstitutional 

12 or unenforceable because the records are in the possession 

13 of some public official who has them on their iPhone, even 

14 though they know they're not supposed to do that. There's 

15 even a Law Review article that takes the position that the 

16 PRA is unenforceable with respect to such records. 

17 In our comments we explain, hopefully for the last 

18 time, that the right and duty of agencies to maintain 

19 control of their own records is a function of other areas 

20 of the law. The right of an agency to own, control, and 

21 retrieve its own records did not pop into existence in 

22 1972. Agencies have overlooked their obligation to assert 

23 control over their own records, because the main agency 

24 lawyers who are involved in this area of practice have 

25 spent the last four or five years trying to kill the PRA. 
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1 So it's no accident that they have totally forgotten that, 

2 oh,. yeah, there's proper law. There's employment law. 

3 There's a criminal statute that makes it illegal to destroy 

4 or abscond with public records. 

5 One little comment in there. It says an agency 

6 might be required to get the records back. We don't know 

7 how that happens. Take that out. The purpose of the model 

8 rules is to tell agencies how to comply with the PRA. And 

9 those rules should address not having records on someone's 

10 smart phone in the first place. If a public records 

11 officer finds that someone has been using their smart phone 

12 and won't let them search it, talk to your legal advisor, 

13 and they can deal with the problem. 

14 I would make this point one more time, just in case 

15 anybody is listening. The Public Records Act creates a 

16 legal obligation to go and get the records and produce a 

17 copy. Don't go looking for how you get the records back 

18 from a crooked public official who is using their i-Phone 

19 under the PRA, because it's not there. Charge them with a 

20 crime. Threaten to fire them. Take them to the auditor. 

21 Do whatever you have to, to get your records back. Stop 

22 attacking the PRA. 

23 I would like to touch on a few other details. 

24 There's actually several provisions of the existing rules 

25 and they are listed on page 5 of our letter that actually 
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1 misstate what Section 100 says. In several cases they 

2 paraphrase the requirement of adopting rules out of 

3 existence. They turn them into a principle of false 

4 assistance and blab, blah, blah. No. The statute says 

5 what it says, and we propose revising the rules so they 

6 actually do what they're supposed to do. 

7 We have proposed a clarification to section 

8 44-14-020(3) to state that the PRA officer will ensure that 

9 the rules adopted by the agency are actually enforced. 

10 Gasp. We propose a Section 3004 which says, for the most 

11 part, agencies should prohibit the use of personal 

12 electronic devices and accounts. If a public official 

13 needs a device or account to do their job, they should have 

14 one provided by the agency, and it should be maintained by 

15 the agency, and they have no expectation of privacy in it. 

16 Moving forward to 4006(3). Agencies should always 

17 make an electronic copy of whatever they produce, period 

18 stop, no exceptions. If you do it any other way, they're 

19 doing it wrong. Paper is a dying, antiquated technology 

20 that belongs in boxes. When you get a PRA request for 

21 paper, you scan it once and put the paper back in the file 

22 never to be disturbed ever again. 

23 Unfortunately, the existing records still have a 

24 discussion of this concept of "reasonably translatable," 

25 which is not really a correct conceptual framework when 
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1 you're talking about paper. And we have proposed revising 

2 the rules when they talk about paper records. What the 

3 rules say is you scan them. Now you've got a PDF. You 

4 don't have to ever talk about what paper is under the PRA 

5 ever again, because paper is back in the box. So the rule 

6 is in 2017, I don't care if you are a fleet control 

7 district in the tiniest part of Washington state, go get a 

8 scanner and a copy of Acrobat. 

9 And, finally, I propose revisions to Section 0504 

10 to clarify something that I had to sue Snohomish County 

11 over ten years ago, which is a database is a public record. 

12 It can be copied onto a large hard drive. It can be 

13 redacted by someone who knows what they're doing. And in 

14 several places there are rules that are written in such a 

15 way that it implies that that's not possible or that what a 

16 requester has to do is ask for customized access. And that 

17 is not correct. A database can be copied, and a database 

18 can be redacted. In fact, a database is by definition the 

19 easiest type of record to redact, because it is a giant 

20 electronic matrix of already normalized data. 

21 Unfortunately, somebody convinced the court of 

22 appeals in 2012 that you can redact the database by 

23 printing it out on paper. To that I would make the point 

24 that incorrect statements of fact about technology in a 

25 judicial opinion are not precedent. They're just wrong. 
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1 If a Luddite judge says I think we redact it by firing up 

2 the old steam engine, you ignore them, because they don't 

3 know what they're talking about. As soon as they say 

4 something about the law, we have to listen to them. But 

5 all the incorrect statements about technology in all of our 

6 existing judicial opinions are just junk that we can ignore 

7 because -- you look it up -- legal points have precedent, 

8 not erroneous factual statements like you redact a database 

9 by printing it on paper. 

10 I think I have covered all the points I wanted to 

11 cover, and it looks like I have used up my 12 minutes. So 

12 I thank the Attorney General for considering all these 

13 comments. They were quite a lot of work by a number of 

14 people. Thank you. 

15 NANCY KRIER: Next we have Toby Nixon. 

16 TOBY NIXON: Good evening. I'm Toby Nixon. 

17 I'm the president of the Washington Coalition for Open 

18 Government and also a member of the Kirkland City Council. 

19 I'm here tonight in my capacity as president of the 

20 coalition. I greatly appreciate the effort that has gone 

21 into preparing this draft update of the model rules to 

22 align them with recent statutory and case law changes. And 

23 I especially want to acknowledge all the efforts that Nancy 

24 Krier has put into this effort. Thank you for seeking to 

25 make it easier for both agencies and requesters to 
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2 accountability system is supposed to work. 

3 Some of my colleagues, including Mr. Crittenden, 

4 who has already spoken, will discuss the coalition's 

5 comments on other areas of the rules, but I would like to 

6 focus my remarks on the management of work queues for 

7 public records requests. 

8 I was deeply involved personally in creating 

9 Kirkland's system for processing records requests, and it 

10 was one of my top priorities when I ran for city council. 

11 I appreciate that the Attorney General recognizes the work 

12 we have done in Kirkland is a best practice to the extent 

13 that you would admit some of it in the model rules and 

14 promote it to other agencies to make it easier to adopt as 

15 their own. 

16 I am concerned that the description of what we do 

17 in Kirkland is incomplete as the proposed rules are now 

18 drafted. Only really one part of the Kirkland way of doing 

19 things is described, and I have some concerns about that 

20 one. That part has to do with the categorization of 

21 requests, which is in Section 40. It is referred to in 

22 several places as prioritization or priority categories. 

23 The fact is that a categorization, as we practice it in 

24 Kirkland, is not prioritization. The only category that 

25 has an implication of priority is category 1, which is only 
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1 used to designate requests that are kind of a drop 

2 everything life or death emergency. These are extremely 

3 rare. In fact, they are so rare that in the four years 

4 Kirkland has been using our system, we have never had a 

5 category 1 request. And I verified that at 3:00 p.m. today 

6 by calling our city clerk. 

7 All the other categories are not about priority at 

8 all but about assessing the volume of records, the 

9 complexity of retrieval, the amount of review and redaction 

10 required, if attorneys are likely to be involved, those 

11 sorts of things. And in fact the proposed rules include a 

12 very complete list of those considerations. But I think 

13 it's important to emphasize -- and there may be some just 

14 minor wording changes that could be made. The 

15 categorization of a request is not an excuse to delay 

16 unpleasant requests. You don't get to ignore category 5 

17 requests. Category 5 means big and complicated, not lowest 

18 priority. It's not a way to delay requests. Categories 

19 are a way to ensure that small routine requests don't get 

20 blocked behind large complex requests in the work queue. 

21 So I would really like to see the implications in 

22 the current text that categorization is equivalent to 

23 prioritization be omitted. But I also want to add that -- 

24 and this is my main point. In addition to categorization, 

25 there are a number of other things that agencies need to do 
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1 if they want to handle public records requests the way 

2 Kirkland does. First and foremost, they must culturally 

3 commit to the principle that providing public records is an 

4 essential service to the public that shows the agency's 

5 commitment to accountability and builds trust that enables 

6 doing all the other important things the agency does. 

7 Agencies must understand there is demand for public records 

8 and being committed to keeping up with that demand over 

9 time, even though in some instances some delays may occur 

10 when there are spikes in demand. Agencies must thoroughly 

11 understand the resources used for records requests and be 

12 committed to providing the resources to meet the ongoing 

13 average level of demand. They can't be allowed to delay 

14 production of records by chronically and intentionally 

15 under-resourcing their public records function. 

16 Agencies must carefully measure their performance 

17 in producing public records and track it over time. In 

18 Kirkland, our public records staff presents a performance 

19 report to the city council every six months, including the 

20 number of requests outstanding at the beginning and at the 

21 end of the period so we can see whether the queue is 

22 growing or shrinking, the number of requests that were 

23 processed, the average time needed to respond to requests 

24 by category. The council uses this data to ensure that 

25 resources are allocated to meet the demands as they trend 
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1 over time. Agencies must have clearly defined processes 

2 for how the queue of pending work is managed, including 

3 some principles like first-in, first-out. 

4 Nondiscrimination is a key principle of the Public Records 

5 Act. They do, of course, need to be able to process 

6 requests out of sequence when work gets blocked on earlier 

7 requests, but they do have to ensure that they aren't 

8 accused of favoring or disfavoring particular requests when 

9 they do that. 

10 Agencies must be fully transparent with requesters 

11 and the general public about their public records request 

12 function, such as posting logs of pending requests so the 

13 public can see for themselves where their requests are in 

14 the work queue so it's not a mystery. The agencies must be 

15 as accurate as possible in estimating the time required to 

16 produce records and keep requesters informed of changes in 

17 those estimates. I think that last part is addressed in 

18 the draft rules now. 

19 So to pull all that together, the real key is 

20 tracking of performance and having a commitment to level of 

21 service. And that's really kind of missing from the rules 

22 right now. But without that, if an agency were to be sued 

23 under RCW 42.56.550(2) for making an unreasonable time 

24 estimate, they would not be able to show to the Court that 

25 they have applied a reasonable level of resources to meet 
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1 their typical level of demand for disclosure of records. 

2 They also would not be able to show that they had met the 

3 mandate in 42.56.100 to adopt and enforce reasonable rules 

4 and regulations that provide full public access to public 

5 records or that provide the fullest assistance to inquirers 

6 and the most timely possible action on request. If people 

7 aren't tracking their performance, they won't be able to 

8 demonstrate any of those things. 

9 So whether or not you decide to retain the 

10 categorization element in the model rules, I would 

11 recommend that you include more about the measurement of 

12 demand and performance and the importance of regular review 

13 by the governing body or authority of the agency to ensure 

14 that sufficient resources are available to the agency's 

15 public records function to meet the typical and expected 

16 demand for records. And this should include agencies that 

17 are spending less than $100,000 a year processing public 

18 records, which is the vast majority in the state. 

19 The new bills that were passed earlier this year 

20 did create some new reporting requirements for those 

21 agencies that process a large volume, but that doesn't mean 

22 only those agencies should be tracking that data, 

23 particularly when it comes to their level of performance. 

24 You have received a ton of comments, some of which 

25 will surely conflict. And I don't envy your task of trying 
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1 to get through them all. There are probably people who 

2 would have commented but just didn't get the word in time. 

3 In some sense, I think that we ought to think about 

4 upgrading the State's mechanism for informing people about 

5 rule-making actions. But to the extent the process permits 

6 it, I will commit that the coalition would gladly 

7 collaborate with the Attorney General's Office on resolving 

8 the comments that you have received and producing the next 

9 draft. We are at your disposal. Thank you very much. 

10 NANCY KRIER: Thank you. I may be 

11 mispronouncing your name. I'm sorry. Shadrach? 

12 SHADRACH WHITE: Shadrach. I'm just here to 

13 observe. 

14 NANCY KRIER: Oh, you're just here to observe. 

15 No problem. Kathy George. 

16 KATHY GEORGE: K-a-t-h-y, G-e-o-r-g-e. And 

17 I'm speaking tonight on behalf of Allied Daily Newspapers 

18 of Washington. And I do have a written submission, which I 

19 will hand to you after I'm done reading from it. The 

20 general theme of the comments revolves around using these 

21 model rules to convey to agencies that their primary 

22 purpose is to provide the fullest assistance to requesters 

23 and the most timely possible action on request. 

24 So you will see in our rather lengthy attachment a 

25 number of suggested revisions that reiterate and expand 
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1 upon what that responsibility should look like. I won't go 

2 into every comment in detail, but I'll touch on some of the 

3 larger points. One of the suggestions in the letter is, 

4 first of all, to more clearly distinguish between the model 

5 rules and the comments that are intended to provide 

6 explanation of the rules. Another recurring suggestion in 

7 these comments is to clearly distinguish, more clearly 

8 distinguish among the separate duties imposed by 42.56.100 

9 and that is to distinguish between providing full access to 

10 public records, preventing disorganization of records, 

11 preventing damage to records, and providing the most timely 

12 possible action, which are all distinct responsibilities 

13 that are sometimes conflated in the existing and proposed 

14 model rules. 

15 The comments also suggest giving more heft to these 

16 model rules as they pertain to those duties. So, for 

17 example -- and I think you heard Bill talk about this -- 

18 the model rules dealing with preventing disorganization of 

19 records should prescribe that agencies will use filing and 

20 labeling and searchable technology to make it easier to 

21 find records that are requested. The existing rules on 

22 preventing damage to records are aimed, it seems, mostly at 

23 requesters and not letting requesters damage records. I 

24 think the intent of that statute is that the agency is 

25 going to prevent damage to records by following retention 
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1 schedules and by preserving records while requests are 

2 pending. So there are some suggestions to make that more 

3 clear. 

4 Another thing that the comments highlight is the 

5 need to distinguish between the responsibilities in 

6 42.56.040 and the responsibilities under Section 100. 040 

7 is a statute that is designed to prevent the need to even 

8 make a records request. It obligates agencies to 

9 proactively make available, either as part of their own WAC 

10 regulations or in a prominent place at their central 

11 office, those rules and policies and plans and adoptive 

12 goals that affect the public. And the model rules seem to 

13 misconstrue the statute as something that merely requires 

14 identifying a records officer and saying how public records 

15 can be requested. So the comments suggest that 040 should 

16 be implemented through model rules that make clear what the 

17 responsibility is. 

18 And the comments also proposed to eliminate the new 

19 sections on categorization due to a number of concerns 

20 about them, one of which is that the proposed rules seem to 

21 assume that every request is going to go into the queue and 

22 is going to be categorized before any even initial search 

23 takes place. The model rules should actually encourage 

24 agencies to answer every request immediately, if possible, 

25 or within five days, if possible, because that's consistent 
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1 with providing the most timely possible action and the 

2 fullest assistance. 

3 So the categorization scheme, if you will, that's 

4 laid out in the model rules basically needs to be 

5 overhauled or just eliminated. And as Toby said, I think 

6 that you will find a willingness to work with you on that 

7 overhaul. 

8 Another recurring concern throughout these model 

9 rules is that they don't recognize that requesters do have 

10 the option of being anonymous. And another set of comments 

11 addresses retrieving records from personal devices. As it 

12 is, the proposed model rules discuss records on personal 

13 devices as part of the definition of public records. It 

14 really should be a separate model rule, and it should be a 

15 rule that is expressed in imperative terms, not what 

16 agencies should do but what their employees and officials 

17 shall do to ensure that public records on personal devices 

18 are made available upon request. 

19 Another concern explained in the comments has to do 

20 with the discussion of a third-party notice. The proposed 

21 rules are concerning for a number of reasons. In general, 

22 they seem to encourage notification of third parties for 

23 the purpose of shifting the burden of proving exemptions 

24 from the agency to a private party. In particular, there 

25 is a statement that a third party notice shouldn't be given 
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1 unless the agency reasonably believes the records are 

2 exempt. But if the agency reasonably believes the records 

3 are exempt, it should be asserting that exemption itself, 

4 and that gives the requester the choice of either 

5 challenging that exemption claim or not. But if the 

6 agencies simply shifts the burden to a third party to 

7 assert that exemption, then everybody ends up in court, 

8 which is inefficient and a way of slowing down access to 

9 records, should they prove to be not exempt. 

10 There are also some comments about emphasizing the 

11 need for specific explanation of exemptions when records 

12 are withheld. And I would just reiterate what Toby and 

13 Bill said about the process. That is, Allied Daily 

14 Newspapers of Washington is concerned that at this public 

15 hearing there is a rather small number of people who are 

16 able to make it here at 6 o'clock on a weeknight, and these 

17 are rules that will affect the entire state, the entire 

18 public. And so we would encourage you to continue the 

19 process, at a minimum to circulate a revised proposal, 

20 before making a final decision. Thank you for listening. 

21 NANCY KRIER: That's our last speaker who 

22 signed up, but I understand one is. -- oh, no. 

23 MR. THOMPSON: I'm Rowland Thompson, 

24 R-o-w-1-a-n-d, T-h-o-m-p-s-o-n. I'm executive director of 

25 Allied Daily Newspapers and the Washington Newspaper 
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1 Publishers Association. I don't want to go over the points 

2 that were raised by the previous speakers, including our 

3 attorney, who was speaking for us, but I would like to 

4 expand a little bit on the last point that she made, and I 

5 asked her to do that. 

6 I'm a denizen of this process, and I'm here in 

7 Olympia all the time. And I go to rule-making hearings 

8 often, a couple of times a month, and those hearings are 

9 discrete to that agency. They might be about a process 

10 involving a discharge permit, or they might be about how 

11 interest is calculated on a Department of Revenue issue, or 

12 they might be about how construction is going to be done on 

13 a particular project or a standard of some kind of a 

14 singular agency. This is a unique process, and it's unique 

15 in its breadth and its recommendation to be used throughout 

16 state government and throughout local government. When I 

17 talk to my members and to the members of the Washington 

18 Newspaper Publishers Association, not one of them was aware 

19 that this was happening, and it will have major impact on 

20 them and on their readers. And it behooves the Attorney 

21 General as the people's lawyer, I think, to take this 

22 farther afield and to publicize it further. The 

23 implications of this are wide reaching, and they're wide 

24 reaching and they're long reaching in time. This last set 

25 of rules was in place for almost a decade, and these will 
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2 And the larger amount of input that you can get and buy-in 

3 from the public ahead of them being finalized and published 

4 I think is very important here, because local governments 

5 from the largest to the smallest will be relying upon 

6 these. Agencies of a single person up to King County will 

7 use these as the model for them to rely upon when they 

8 adopt their rules, their governing boards will. 

9 I actually talked to a couple of people involved in 

10 local government, and they were not aware that this was 

11 going on. This is a process that's sufficient for people 

12 who are practitioners in an area with an agency. It's 

13 really not sufficient for something that's of this breadth. 

14 It may fulfill the requirements of your agency, but I 

15 really don't think it fulfills the requirement of the 

16 Attorney General as the arbiter of these issues and you as 

17 a public counsel for that office. And I hope that you 

18 would consider as you move forward with this that you would 

19 actually hold further hearings around the state for people 

20 locally to be able to get them, rather than to having a 

21 travel a great distance and not having them publicized as 

22 fully as they probably should be. 

23 We have submitted written comments. You'll get 

24 them electronically, and that will make it easier to work 

25 with. We're critical, but we want to be helpful, and 
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1 hopefully we can come to something that we can all agree 

2 on,. hopefully in this process we will look at like the desk 

3 books that were done by the bar association back in 

4 previous iterations. We have some strong opinions, and we 

5 would like to be heard, needless to say. Thank you. 

6 There is someone who is coming and is stuck on the 

7 

8 NANCY KRIER: That's what I heard. I don't 

9 know if anyone else wants to speak. We can take a stretch 

10 break. 

11 SHADRACH WHITE: My name is Shadrach White, 

12 S-h-a-d-r-a-c-h, last name White like Snow White. I know 

13 there is a lot of strong opinions about the Public Records 

14 Act. In full disclosure, I own a software company, and I 

15 have been following this quite closely. There's other 

16 software companies that have a lot bigger head start in 

17 trying to help solve this problem. But I just wanted to 

18 state for the record, I spent two and a half weeks 

19 traveling around our state. I went to every county. I 

20 went to as many incorporated cities as I could, and I met a 

21 lot of really, really great city clerks, public records 

22 officers, and records managers who work extremely hard. 

23 They are overwhelmed, and they are in a lot of cases 

24 overworked. And so I just -- I don't hear that voice here 

25 at this hearing. I think it's important that it's put on 
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1 the record that there are a lot of public servants that are 

2 trying to do a very diligent job. And I think that they 

3 deserve recognition. And that's all. 

4 NANCY KRIER: Okay. I think we'll take a 

5 break. 

6 (Break in proceedings from 6:54 p.m. to 7:03 p.m.) 

7 NANCY KRIER: We're back on the record. If 

8 you can state your name and spell anything you think might 

9 be need to be spelled. 

10 JOAN MELL: Thank you. My name is Joan Mell. 

11 I'm an attorney in Fircrest, Washington. I am here before 

12 you to really encourage careful consideration of any rule 

13 making around the Public Records Act based on my advocacy 

14 for individuals who believe in transparency. It has been 

15 my experience that transparency makes a tremendous 

16 difference in holding government officials accountable. 

17 I am the attorney who represents Mike Ames and 

18 Glenda Nissen in Pierce County. I wanted you to be aware 

19 of the background of what's currently happening in Nissen 

20 II so you can make sure to be attentive to the arguments 

21 that Pierce County is bringing forward and how those might 

22 influence how you finally implement any of your rule 

23 changes. I think Pierce County has taken the unique 

24 position of arguing that post Nissen I the supreme court 

25 has created a new definition of the rule of public record. 
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1 And they so argue. It's a very interesting briefing that's 

2 before Judge Lanese here in Thurston County on whether or 

3 not Mark Lindquist has sufficiently met the affidavit 

4 requirements in Nissen II that were set forth in Nissen I. 

5 And their contention is that Nissen I, the supreme court 

6 upheld the privacy of public officials and that they had 

7 determined that the only basis for disclosure of any text 

8 messages that were on a personal device would be measured 

9 by whether or not that public official used the device, 

10 slash, technology, slash, individual text for purposes of 

11 carrying out the duties of the prosecutor as defined by the 

12 prosecutor. So we are engaged in quite a discussion before 

13 Judge Lanese on whether or not that's what the supreme 

14 court did and then how he's going to then enforce his 

15 determination that Mark's declaration was insufficient. 

16 So we're waiting to see. But that's why I'm here. 

17 I want to make sure that, one, the AG is nowhere near 

18 adopting that principle, because it's wrong. It's wrong in 

19 so many ways. The supreme court did not redefine the 

20 meaning of a public record. The "prepared," "used," 

21 "retained," "owned" still are in the statute, and the 

22 supreme court never applied the definition to any texts. 

23 So that's important to me. 

24 It's also important to me to share my personal 

25 belief that Nissen I didn't open up the universe to 
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1 obtaining text messages. In a practical matter, it said 

2 personal devices aren't a way that you can hide public 

3 records. But at the same time, the practical reality of 

4 being able to obtain text messages, it's virtually 

5 impossible to get them. And that's why -- the reason that 

6 texts are even employed in Nissen I and II is that I have 

7 been trained to notify the carrier when you were interested 

8 in phone records and text messages as soon as you knew you 

9 were interested in them so that the carrier would have put 

10 a hold on them. 

11 Now, I didn't know when I did it that somehow the 

12 universe where that goes to at Verizon was established for 

13 criminal law enforcement purposes, but the prosecutor's 

14 office threw in my face at the Nissen litigation that 

15 somehow I had done a heinous offense by sending a 

16 preservation request to Verizon because I wasn't a law 

17 enforcement agency and I had no right to do so. 

18 The supreme court never touched that issue, and I 

19 don't think it's going to be an ongoing issue. But as a 

20 practical matter, unless you send a preservation hold 

21 request to a phone company and you know who the phone 

22 company carrier is for the text messages, those text 

23 messages are gone. It's very rare for a public official, 

24 even in a personal capacity, to have a continuous storage 

25 capacity with their phone company where they're saying hold 
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1 my text messages. And my experience in interaction with 

2 Vexizon, in fact, in that case has been that they don't 

3 want to be in this universe either. They don't want to be 

4 sitting on a bunch of personal information for individuals. 

5 So in the context of private technology, we're 

6 still dealing with a very volatile record that's easily 

7 dispensed with. And that's why I am supportive of the 

8 agencies taking a very firm stance and elected officials 

9 taking a very firm stance that they just simply are not 

10 going to text when they're conducting the public's 

11 business. It's hard for them to manage. It's hard for the 

12 agency to manage, and it's better to just not create that 

13 kind of record. 

14 And that's also the bottom line. It's the choice 

15 to actually communicate in writing that gives us the right 

16 to look at their activities. So it's the fact that we're 

17 dealing with a record as opposed to some sort of nebulous 

18 communications or oral communications. So if they're going 

19 to decide that they need to convey information in words on 

20 paper in a digital format, it should be done in a digital 

21 format that can be recovered and stored and preserved for 

22 as long as the retention requirements allow or require. 

23 I think there should be some precautions in these 

24 rules adopted. And training should necessarily include and 

25 recommend that public officials recognize that the mere 
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1 fact that it's transitory, as they like to tell me all the 

2 time, isn't a reason to delete it and get rid of it after a 

3 request has been made in particular. And it's not a reason 

4 to just completely dispense with your text right after it's 

5 created. 

6 I don't know if people have talked about the 

7 Sacramento case that came out today, but I read a review 

8 this morning that there is a judicial determination about 

9 spoilage of evidence at issue down in Sacramento where an 

10 official for the second time deleted text messages in 

11 relationship to his communications about a developer who 

12 was trying to get the permitting requirements. The first 

13 time he did it, the judge said shame on you. This time 

14 they are saying sanction and spoliation. But again, the 

15 government lawyers are involved saying that's the most 

16 speculative accusation to make against this public 

17 official, that he deleted these transitory text messages 

18 intentionally knowing that he was destroying a public 

19 record, even though he had been told not to do it 

20 previously. 

21 So I'm seeing in this universe a lot of histrionics 

22 around whether you need to keep things and don't need to 

23 keep things. And you do. You just do, and it shouldn't be 

24 about, oh, it's just quickly deleted or it was just a quick 

25 little message. I am embroiled in whether or not a 
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1 communication relates to or was used by a public official. 

2 And I think the state archivist has done a really 

3 good job in adapting the retention schedule definition of 

4 what is a public record and merging that with the PRA 

5 definition in a way that just says, if you're talking about 

6 work, it's work related. And this whole concept that 

7 something is political or not, everything in government is 

8 political, especially with something like Mark Lindquist. 

9 So to the extent you can incorporate in your rules the 

10 education and training, and recommendations for policies 

11 that simply put off limits destroying this kind of stuff or 

12 not retaining this kind of stuff is really essential. And 

13 then please, please, please don't buy into the fact that 

14 there is a narrower definition of a public record. 

15 NANCY KRIER: Thank you. 

16 JOAN MELL: I'm happy to answer any questions. 

17 NANCY KRIER: No, this is your chance. 

18 JOAN MELL: Okay. 

19 NANCY KRIER: Thank you. We are going to be 

20 here until 8:00 just in case anybody else -- just for the 

21 record, we did not.only provide notice by formal filings, 

22 but we did, as I was discussing with some others on the 

23 break, media releases. We tweeted out about these rules. 

24 We sent e-mails. We posted it on our website. So there 

25 has been multiple platforms to get the word out to 
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1 associations as well as individuals about these rules. So 

2 I appreciate all of you coming here tonight, but there were 

3 many notices. 

4 HOWARD GALE: Thank you for a second bite of 

5 the apple. Howard Gale from Seattle. So I just want to 

6 get three things that I didn't really address, and they're 

7 kind of slightly more complex issues. One is the -- it's 

8 been touched on today, repeated confusion around 42.56.100, 

9 the protection of public records and public access. In 

10 your rules and again in your proposed rules -- I don't have 

11 the page -- you state, quote, an agency should devote 

12 sufficient staff time to processing requests consistent 

13 with the act's requirement that fulfilling requests should 

14 not be an excessive interference with the agency's other 

15 essential functions. 

16 I think that is actually a gross misrepresentation 

17 of 42.56.100. 42.56.100 says: Consonant with the intent 

18 of this chapter to provide full public access to records, 

19 to protect public records from damage or disorganization, 

20 and to prevent excessive interference with the other 

21 essential functions of the agency. 

22 I think another way of reading that is that there's 

23 a duty to preserve and organize records -- and this was 

24 spoken to a number of times today -- there's a duty to 

25 preserve records to not excessively interfere with the 
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2 worded in your current proposed rules, it actually 

3 encourages an agency to hire maybe one incompetent person 

4 that can't get the job done, and then they can appeal to 

5 the Court and say, you know, this is just interfering with 

6 

7 So it goes back to the issue that's been raised 

8 repeatedly, and that is this is kind of an essential part 

9 of democracy. It's about transparency. We wouldn't say in 

10 a fire district we're having too many fires, so we just 

11 can't provide fire services. If there's a need for 

12 transparency, then agencies need to figure out a way,to get 

13 that fulfilled. And, again, it was spoken to earlier, a 

14 lot of these problems could be resolvable by proper 

15 searches and proper organization of records. 

16 And then the other thing I want to get to is 

17 installments. Installments is noted on page 20, 26, 27. 

18 And there's a conflict here. The original PRA, up until 

19 2005, so from '72 to 2005, it stated: Public records shall 

20 be available to any person for inspection or copy. An 

21 agency shall, upon request for identifiable records, make 

22 them properly available to any person. That's the full 

23 statement. 

24 In 2005, 33 years later, there was one clause 

25 including: If applicable, on a partial or installment 
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1 basis as records that are a part of a larger set. This is 

2 the problem. I have now submitted numerous public records 

3 requests to Seattle, and I'm hit with, here's your first 

4 installment. In two months, you'll get your first 

5 installment. I'm now working on my third installment, and 

6 after five months, no indication when the last installment 

7 will be. No indication of how many installments there will 

8 be. Now the problem is I don't think that clause that was 

9 added in 2005 somehow subverts "make them promptly 

10 available." I know there's a recent decision in both Hikel 

11 and Hobbs that says your only requirement right now, as the 

12 appeals court understands it, is for an agency to provide 

13 the first installment in a timely fashion. That is a 

14 problem, and that is encouraging agencies to use this 

15 installment ploy to avoid production. 

16 So right now I'm on my third installment, and I 

17 have no idea. It could be a year, two years off. And what 

18 do I do? If I take the City of Seattle to court, they say 

19 Mr. Gale hasn't been patient. He's not waiting for 

20 installment number 563. So I think the installments issue 

21 is a very serious concern. 

22 And then the last point briefly is the 30-day issue 

23 of picking up documents I think for -- we have lawyers. We 

24 have newspaper organizations. There's also average 

25 citizens. That's why the Public Records Act was passed in 
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1 '72, to empower average citizens. If an average citizen 

2 goes on vacation, if there is health issues, if there is 

3 family issues, having that 30-day requirement is an 

4 unnecessary burden, and it often gives an agency the chance 

5 to do a reset and say, okay, we're going to start over. So 

6 that's it. Thank you. 

7 NANCY KRIER: Do we have any other sheets? I 

8 don't think so. So we'll go off the record now and see if 

9 anyone -- I'll stay here until 8:00 to see if anyone else 

10 comes. If you want to stay with us, that's fine. I 

11 haven't ordered pizza, but if you don't want to stay, I 

12 won't take any offense. So we'll go off the record. 

13 (Off the record from 7:18 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.) 

14 NANCY KRIER: So we're back on the record. 

15 It's now 8:00 p.m., and there is no one else signed up to 

16 testify, so we're closing out this evening's hearing 

17 record. Thank you. 

18 (Proceedings concluded at 8:00 p.m.) 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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